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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research study is to analyze
Colombian teachers' knowledge of literacy learning in
Spanish and in English revealed in their narratives and in
their practice through a teacher education program. The
research questions addressed in this study aim to answer
the following: (1) How do teachers in the literacy program
perceive reading and writing as revealed through their
personal literacy histories? (2) What knowledge of literacy
learning in Spanish and in English do teachers in the
literacy program reveal as presented in their self-selected
classroom literacy project? (3) How is teachers' knowledge
of literacy learning in Spanish and in English expressed in
their practice?
This study draws upon data collected during a year
long inquiry I conducted with public school teachers in
Bogota, Colombia during March 1998 and April 1999. The 42
teachers who participated in this research project had an
average of 10 years teaching- Their knowledge statements
found in the data collected served as the unit of analysis
from which six categories emerged. Additional information
represented in classroom observation, interviews and
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videotapes was collected of three exemplar cases of
elementary school teachers.
The conclusions that I arrived at from the analysis of
Colombian teachers' knowledge of literacy learning are the
following: First, that writing and sharing the literacy
histories contributed to transforming tr-aditional
pedagogical practices into innovative pedagogical practices
of reading and writing. Second, the class sessions,
readings, seminars attended, and the sharing of experiences
with their peers permitted the generation of new knowledge
on literacy learning by teachers. Third, the new knowledge
of literacy learning generated by teachers was revealed in
the innovations presented in their classroom literacy
project. Finally, the conference on literacy contributed to
exchanging knowledge and generating more questions for
further investigation.
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CHAPTER 1
TEACHERS' VIEWS OF LITERACY LEARNING
This study is designed to explore views of literacy
learning in Spanish and in English of 42 public school
teachers in Bogota, Colombia through a one-year teacher
development program. Their views of literacy are revealed
through their literacy histories as narratives, a classroom
literacy project, interviews with teacher educators, and
their teaching of literacy.
Case studies of three elementary school teachers are
presented as exemplars from the group of 42 teachers. Their
beliefs about reading and writing found in their literacy
histories are considered valuable information to reveal
their knowledge of literacy used in teaching Spanish and
English. The three case studies describe teachers'
knowledge of literacy as learners and as teachers through
(a) their literacy histories, (b) the implementation of a
classroom literacy project, (c) interviews, and (d)
observations of their teaching.
This study is significant because the insights gained
from looking at the data are expected to contribute to
Colombian teachers' understandings of literacy learning in
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two languages, and to furthering research in literacy and
teacher education.
Context of Study
This study was conducted in Bogota, Colombia between
March 1998 and April 1999. Subjects were elementary and
secondary public school teachers of Spanish and of English.
Since the structure of Colombian public educational system
is different from that of other countries it is relevant to
present a brief description of its structure and
organization.
The Colombian Educational System
The organizational structure of the Colombian
educational system begins with five years of elementary
education, continues on to secondary education and
concludes with higher education. Maus (1971) describes the
two traditional school calendars, A and B, that have
traditionally existed in Colombian schools. Calendar A
applies to all public schools in the national territory.
School year A begins the first Monday in February and
ends the second Monday in November, with intermediate
vacations during Holy Week and from June 20 to July
15. School year B, applied mostly in private
institutions, begins the last Monday in September and
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ends the second Monday in July of the following year,
with intermediate vacations during Holy Week and from
December 15 to January 10. (p. 11)
The calendars refer to elementary, secondary and
higher non-university education. They do not refer to
universities, which, being autonomous, have freedom to set
their own calendars.
Elementary Education
Colombian legislation establishes elementary education
from kindergarten to fifth grade as a right for all persons
starting at the age of six. It is compulsory, consisting of
five ten-month courses, and is provided free at public
schools. The law indicates that parents and guardians are
obliged to provide children with a minimum of education
including the moral, religious, intellectual, physical and
civic bases necessary for life. In providing such bases,
they are free to choose public or private schools or
education in the home.
Secondary Education
Secondary education is "the stage of general and
professional educational formation, after elementary and
before higher education, the nature and duration of which
depend on its objectives" (Article 1, Decree 45 of 1962).
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Secondary education in Colombia has two cycles. The
duration of the first or basic cycle is four years except
in vocational training where it lasts three years and in
night school studies where it lasts five. The aim of the
basic cycle is to consolidate and broaden the knowledge
acquired in elementary education and to guide students
towards the different modes of the following cycle. The
basic cycle must be passed in order to enter intermediate
careers or to go on to the second or supplementary cycle,
which is more specialized than the former. The duration of
the supplementary cycle is two years except for industrial
and agricultural education where it lasts three years.
Urban schools at both elementary and secondary levels
have double half-day shifts to offer the highest student
enrollment possible. Some schools with intensive operation
offer a night shift to make education accessible to
everybody.

However, difficulties seem to consist mainly in

the lack of openings in public institutions and in the high
costs of private education. The present government has
expressed special concern about this problem and there are
reasons to expect that conditions will improve (Maus,
1971).
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Higher Education
One of the most outstanding features of higher
education in Colombia is the very large nxamber of public
and private institutions, large and small, providing postsecondary education for different purposes and of different
academic quality. This condition is of particular interest
considering that the ratio between student enrollment at
these institutions and number of inhabitants in the age
group eligible for higher education is particularly lower
than in more advanced countries such as Europe and The
United States.
Teacher Education
Teacher education in Colombia is offered through
faculties of education at universities. Some elementary
education teachers are still trained at normal schools but
most are trained at universities. Schools are national,
departmental, municipal or private. There are usually
annexed elementary schools available where teachers give
pedagogical demonstrations and students carry out teaching
practice.
Public and private universities in Colombia with a
faculty of education offer four-year programs for
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individuals who want to become teachers and to teach at
different educational levels in private and public schools.
Since 1997 teacher education in Colombia has been
transformed in order to offer opportunities for
professional development to all Colombian teachers,
especially public school teachers. In spite of the social,
economic, and political turmoil that public school teachers
are currently living in Colombia they are being offered the
opportunity to participate in teacher development programs.
Professional development for in-service teachers is
also a responsibility of universities and their faculties
of education. The most recent legislation regarding inservice teacher education issued by The Institute for
Research on Education and Pedagogical Development (IDEP) in
1997 is the creation of programs for permanent teacher
development.
The structure of teacher education in Colombia (see
Figure 1.1) illustrates the options pre-service and inservice teachers have for professional development.
Faculties of education at Colombian universities offer
undergraduate students four-year programs to become
teachers. The same faculties of education, according to the
latest government regulations in Education, offer one-year
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programs for in-service teachers. School communities and
teacher organizations also represent a context for support
for teacher professional development.
It is my belief that for teacher education programs
to be successful, faculties of education at universities
need to establish contact with school communities in order
to know and reflect upon their educational needs. Only
through the identification of educational needs in school
communities, will faculties of education at universities be
able to offer permanent teacher development programs that
address teachers' needs.
Also, permanent programs for teacher development
(PPTD) contribute to bridging the gap between theory and
practice in education. The learning and teaching
experiences that teachers may bring from real classrooms to
university programs represent the educational context for
teacher education programs to act upon. PPTD, created by
the Colombian government in 1997 are defined and explained
below.
The programs for permanent teacher development (PPTD) Permanent Teacher Development is understood as a continuous
process that aims at strengthening and widening teachers'
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conceptual knowledge, qualifying their pedagogical practice
and knowledge of their field or area of specialization
through multiple theoretical and practical activities that
may ultimately permit the transformation of their teaching
practice (IDEP publication Educacion y Ciudad No. 1, 1997
p. 21).
The programs for permanent teacher development (PPTD)
revolve around three main axes: investigation directed
towards the production of knowledge; innovation, focused
mainly in the transformation of instructional practices;
and acquisition of new knowledge through workshops,
seminars, and the exchange of new theoretical concepts and
teaching experiences. According to IDEP, these three lines
of action coexist and are articulated to guide
institutional action.
As a result of the government call for permanent
teacher development programs and in the light of the new
regulations for Colombian public education, a colleague and
I decided to propose to the IDEP, in August 1997, a oneyear teacher development program on literacy learning in
Spanish and in English. The IDEP approved and funded our
program and in March 1998 we started with 58 public school
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teachers from more than 30 different schools in the
District of Bogota.
All public school teachers interested in learning more
about reading and writing processes in both Spanish and
English were welcomed to the program. Fifty-eight
interested teachers responded to the offer from IDEP and
two groups were formed according to teachers' availability
of time. One group of teachers met Wednesday afternoons and
the other Saturday mornings for a period of ten months.
Forty-two teachers stayed enrolled through the complete
program.
The main focus of the teacher development program was
to extend teachers' knowledge and understanding of the
reading and writing processes in Spanish and in English.
Additionally, the program presented literacy learning in
both languages as following similar processes rather than
separate processes. The course was designed to contribute
to teacher education and development through the exchange
of classroom experiences, the construction of new concepts
and understandings of how children learn to read and write,
and classroom innovation and research. The program is
referred to in this document as the teacher developm.ent
program.
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Statement of the Problem
Based on a survey administered to Colombian teachers
prior to the implementation of the Teacher Development
Program, I found that in-service and pre-service teachers
perceive the teaching of reading and writing as a skill
development technique (a transinission model of teaching)
rather than as a knowledge construction (a transactional or
transformational) process.
I believe that a transmission view of literacy does
not take into consideration the social and constructive
nature of literacy learning and limits learning to read and
write to classroom tasks excluding important literacy
events that occur outside the classroom.
Additionally, I administered surveys to 66 school
children in two third-grade classes in a public school in
Bogota to gain insights into their views of reading and
writing. Their responses report reading as a more enjoyable
activity than writing. Reading is viewed by children as
something they do at home and at school for pleasure or to
get information about something. "Leer es chevere (Reading
is cool)." Children viewed writing as something they did in
class to exercise their hand, to be able to perfectly trace
the letters and to have good handwriting. {Escrlbir es
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hacer letras gorditas y redonditasr es hacer ejercicio con
la mano y toma.r dictados.) Writing was considered as
exclusively a school task by the students.
From observations I made in classrooms and from
talking with teachers of Spanish and teachers of English in
Bogota, I am aware that in Spanish classes teachers and
children read and write in different literary genres.
Teachers and children read fables, poems, stories, comics,
newspapers. Teachers and children seem to view writing and
reading as related to many functions of language in
Spanish, their native language.
In English as a foreign language (EFL) classes, the
experiences, however, are not as rich as the experiences
some children have in Spanish. Reading and writing
activities in EFL classes are, in many cases, limited to
vocabulary building, grammar rules for sentence writing,
learning formulaic expressions and correct pronunciation of
English words. The purposes for developing literacy in
English as a foreign language seem to differ from the
purposes for developing Spanish literacy.
The Teacher Development Program was developed to
respond to the needs identified from my observations in
Spanish and in English classes.
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Theoretical Considerations
This study is theoretically informed by research on
the areas of literacy learning, teacher knowledge and
teacher beliefs, teacher narratives, and teacher
professional development.
My attempt to reveal teachers' knowledge of literacy
through their personal narratives, the implementation of a
literacy project and their classroom teaching responds to
the need to unite experience with practice in education.
Teachers' experiences as learners and as teachers form
their narratives which in turn inform those of us in
teacher education about their sources of knowledge in their
practice.
Dewey (1938), regarding the value of experience in
education, asserts that there is an intimate and necessary
relation between the processes of actual experience and
education. He considers that the organic connection between
education and personal experience is central in all
learning and teaching experiences. Experience, however,
according to Dewey, could be mis-educative if it has the
effect of arresting or distorting the growth of further
experience.

The ideal situation for education based on

experience, according to Dewey, is to select the kind of
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present experiences that live fruitfully and creatively in
subsequent experiences (p. 18).
Experience, therefore, is central to the construction
of knowledge in any learning situation. Experiences
contribute to the formation of a belief system that
represents our Jcnowledge of the world or about what is
being learned. Experiences contribute to our reading of the
world. Ultimately, our knowledge and beliefs are framed
within experiences that are part of our life and literacy
histories.
Dewey, through his concept of continuity, or the
experiential continuum considers that
. . . experience affects the attitudes which help
decide the quality of further experiences. Moreover,
every experience influences in some degree the
objective conditions under which further experiences
are had. For example, a child who learns to speak has
a new facility; a new desire. When he learns to read
he similarly opens up a new environment, (p. 37)
Experiences for Dewey are transactions taking place
between an individual and what, at the time, constitutes
his environment. The environment, in other words, is
whatever conditions interact with personal needs, desires.
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purposes and capacities to create the experience which is
had- Dewey further explains the principle that development
of experience comes through interaction. This means that
education is essentially a social process.
Freire (1987) like Dewey considers that literacy
experiences involve interactions with the environment.
Freire's model of critical literacy embodies a dialectical
relationship between a critical reading of the world and
the word. Literacy in this sense means understanding the
details of everyday life and the social grammar of the
concrete through the larger totalities of history and
social context.
To reconstruct history for Freire is to situate the
meaning and practice of literacy in an ethical discourse
that takes as its referent a series of instances of
suffering that need to be remembered and overcome.
Teacher Narratives
Teachers' narratives are a way to reconstruct their
own history and act upon it. They present past experiences
in the social, historical and cultural context in which
they occurred. Narrative for Connelly and Clandinin (1988)
refers to the making of meaning through personal experience
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by way of a process of reflection in which storytelling is
a key element.
The nature of teachers' knowledge has also been linked
to teachers' narratives. Explorations of what teachers
know, how they think and learn professionally or make
decisions in the classroom is a clearly developing major
strand of research about teaching (Calderhead, 1987 and
1988).
Teacher Knowledge
Teachers' knowledge has also been characterized as
personal practical knowledge (Connelly & Clandinin, 1988).
This is not academic knowledge but is built from personal
and professional experience. This description is intended
to indicate how teachers' knowledge seems to be a
particular way of reconstructing the past, combined with
intention for the future to deal with the needs of present
situations. Similarly, Doyle (1990) has noted how teachers'
knowledge is *event structured': "What teachers know about
chunks of contexts, instructional actions, or management
strategies is tied to specific events they have experienced
in classrooms. Teachers' knowledge is fundamentally
particularistic and situational. Their knowledge is, in
other words, case knowledge" (pp. 335-336).
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This event-structured knowledge, where
re-constructions of past situations and cases play a major
role, is frequently expressed in narrative. Teachers'
narratives express their knowledge of classroom practice
and some of this knowledge could not be expressed in any
other way. The scholars I have quoted suggest that studying
teachers' stories is a productive way of finding out more
about teachers' knowledge.
Teacher Voices

The current concern with teachers' voices has also
been firmly linked to narrative. Voice is a term
increasingly used by those concerned with teacher
empowerment. The narrative account must therefore carry the
teacher's voice if researchers and other observers are to
know what a teacher knows or feels. The teacher's voice may
emerge at its strongest in teachers' narrative accounts.
Cochran-Smith and Lytle's (1993) contribution on the
concept of teacher voice is closely related to the social
construction of knowledge through dialogue. They make a
fundamental claim saying that teacher research needs
communities of discourse in order to prosper.
Cochran-Smith and Lytle's (1993) extensive research on
teaching and teacher research present a rather unique way

of looking at teachers' knowledge. From their perspective,
knowledge for teaching is not something received by
teachers from universities to be used at schools
outside-in, a position that focuses on the linear
transmission of knowledge. They consider a different theory
of knowledge for teaching that views teachers as knowers
and as the primary source of knowledge generation. Their
notion of knowledge for teaching draws on teachers'
interpretive frameworks built from their own histories and
intellectual interests used in their practice to have a
positive effect on the learning community. This
inside/outside structure creates a dynamic that is
inside-out rather than outside-in.
This alternative theory of knowledge fundamentally
redefines the notion of knowledge for teaching and
legitimates the knowledge that comes from practitioners
that is valuable in the generation of knowledge. It differs
from research derived from the context of the psychological
and socio-political traditions of studying teachers
knowledge in the way they legitimate the dynamic
construction of knowledge originated in teachers' dialogue
and teachers' practices.
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Research on the psychological tradition examines
teachers' knowledge in terms of its domains, its forms or
structures, and its relation to classroom practice. It does
not consider the social, historical and cultural aspects of
meaningful knowledge construction. Teachers progress from
novice to expert through a series of stages from the
beginning of their careers to the end.
In the socio-political tradition, knowledge of
teachers is explored by looking at teachers' social status
and political work. Teachers are seen as political actors
and teaching is a result of a constant struggle for
democracy in schools. The role of the teacher is
represented as a struggle over forms of authority, types of
knowledge and forms of regulations that has to be
transmitted to students. Teachers are not viewed as
individuals with personal and professional past experiences
important in the organization of meaningful experiences for
students in the construction of knowledge.
Teacher Research
Cochran-Smith and Lytle's (1993) notion of knowledge
for teaching, represents an alternative theory that
considers that teachers generate both local and public
knowledge through doing inquiry in their own classrooms.
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Local knowledge, for them, is used to signal both what
teachers come to know about their own knowledge through
teacher research and what communities of teacher
researchers come to know when they build knowledge
collaboratively. Public knowledge, on the other hand, is
knowledge generated through teacher research that has the
potential to be a significant way of knowing for the larger
communities of both school-based teachers and universitybased researchers and teacher educators.
Cochran-Smith and Lytle assert that inquiry generated
and written by school-based teachers presents knowledge
about teaching and learning in classrooms through the
questions teachers ask and the interpretive frames that
teachers use to understand and to improve their own
classroom practice. "Research by teachers in their own
classrooms represents a radical change to current
assumptions about how teachers learn and about what
constitutes a knowledge base for teaching" (1993, p. 5).
Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1993) also highlight the
privileged position teachers have for doing research in
their own classrooms. They include Lather's (1986)
reflection on teachers as knowers as follows:
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. . . Teacher researchers are uniquely positioned to
provide a truly emic perspective that makes visible
the way students and teachers together construct
knowledge. When teachers do research, they draw on
interpretive frameworks built from their own histories
and intellectual interests. Because their research
process is embedded in practice, the relationship
between knower and known is significantly altered.
This moves teacher research toward praxis, or critical
reflection on practice, (p. 43)
The type of knowledge generated through teacher
research as explained by Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1993) is
dynamic and promotes reflection that permits the
transformation of their own practices and the practices of
other teachers in their collaborative work.
Teachers' knowledge also represent connections between
lived experiences and their teaching. The connections are
evident in their narratives and in their way of organizing
their daily classroom practices.
In the following chapter I present the research
questions generated by my thinking about the issues in
literacy learning and teacher education and the design of •
my research.
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CHAPTER 2
ElESEARCH DESIGN
This chapter describes the research design I used as I
explored teachers' knowledge and practices on literacy in
their own teaching contexts. This study follows a
qualitative research design. It is primarily descriptive
and values the perspectives and experiences that 42
in-service teachers participating in a one-year literacy
program in Bogota have on literacy teaching and learning.
Considering the characteristics of qualitative
research, this study uses multiple methods or sources to
collect data. As presented by Brewer and Hunter (1989),
qualitative research is inherently multimethod in focus However, the use of multiple methods, or triangulation,
reflects an attempt to secure in-depth understanding of the
phenomenon in question. "The combination of multiple
methods, empirical materials, perspectives and observers in
a single study is best understood, then as a strategy that
adds rigor, breadth, and depth to any investigation"
(Flick, 1992, p. 194).
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The study uses the following primary data sources:
teachers' literacy histories, a survey on the concepts of
literacy in Spanish and in English, a report on a classroom
literacy project, interviews, and field notes from direct
observation of teaching in their school contexts.
Supplementary sources of data arer an initial
information sheet and teachers' resume; a survey about
teachers' concepts of reading and writing; a questionnaire
on the social nature of the activities in the program; a
daily journal kept by the instructor; and children's
writing samples.
Through personal interaction with the participants at
the university and in their schools I was able to gain
insights about their personal as well as academic
experiences with literacy. The results of the study are
expected to have implications for future teacher
development programs on literacy learning and teacher
education.
An overview of the study, the participants, methods
and sources of data collection and data analysis will be
further explained in this chapter.
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Overview of the Study
This study investigated the following major research
question: How is teachers' knowledge of literacy learning
revealed through a teacher education literacy program in
Spanish and English? This question was explored through
investigating several specific questions.
1. How do teachers perceive reading and writing as revealed
through their personal literacy experiences?
2. What knowledge of literacy learning in Spanish and in
English do teachers reveal as presented in their selfselected classroom literacy project?
3. How is teachers' knowledge of literacy learning in
Spanish and in English expressed in their practice?
The data in this study includes a general description
of the work of 42 public school teachers participating in
the program. Case studies of four elementary school
teachers representative of the group of 42 will include
detailed analysis of their literacy histories, the
classroom literacy project implemented by each teacher in
his/her own classroom and field notes from direct
observation of their teaching.

Participants
The participants in this study include the instructors
and the teachers enrolled in the Teacher Development
Program for 12 monthsThe Instructor
Esperanza Torres, a university teacher with more than
20 years of experience teaching Pedagogy of language at
different universities in Bogota, was the main instructor
of the literacy program for the whole year 1998-1999.

I

collaborated with Esperanza in the instruction during May
and June, and November and December 1998.
I also am an instructor in the Teacher Development
Program. I collaborated with Esperanza in the organization
of the proposal for the IDEP and in the instruction on
literacy in Spanish and in English during the months of
May, June, November and December of 1998. Two additional
activities under my responsibility were the organization of
a national conference on literacy during January 1999 and
the school visits and interviews to the group of teachers
during the months of February, March, and April 1999.
As co-instructor and co-organizer in the teacher
development program I had access to all information related
to instruction, assignments and outcomes of teachers'
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knowledge and practice. I also gained a position that
privileged my research on the construction of teachers'
knowledge of literacy in Spanish and in English. Esperanza
collaborated with all the information she gathered from the
assignments in the teacher development program.
Esperanza is currently the coordinator of the SpanishEnglish program at Dniversidad Distrital. Her current
researcher interests are the teaching of English in
elementary schools and pre-service and in-service teacher
education. She was a consultant for the English curriculum
renewal at a private school in Bogota. The project involved
16 teachers from kindergarten to the eleventh grade and
approximately 1500 students.
Esperanza is my colleague at the University and the
closest person to my research and teaching interests. We
have been working together for more than six years now. We
discovered our similar interests in learning from and about
children and their reading and writing process at a meeting
in the private school where her son Camilo attends. She was
a parent who volunteered to read a book to the fifth grade
class. I was at that moment the coordinator of the English
department at that school. This meeting represented a
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unique encounter and the opportunity to begin our inquirytogether.
She and I worked during 1995-1997 in a project on
University-School partnership to provide assistance with
the teaching of English to 365 elementary school children
in grades K-5. In that same project we were the advisors of
12 student teachers from the University.
We co-authored an article on children's writing
process in Spanish and in English as part of a result of
the University-school project mentioned above. In August
1997, we decided to write a grant to the Institute for
Research on Education and Pedagogical Development (IDEP)
and to the Secretary of Education for this teacher
professional development program in literacy in Spanish and
in English.
Esperanza planned, organized and developed all the
academic activities in the teacher development program. She
selected the reading and writing assignments, evaluated
them and gave feedback to the teachers in their performance
in the classes. She taught most of the class sessions on
Wednesdays and Saturdays with the two groups of teachers in
the program. The teacher development program is described
in detail in chapter 3.
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For the final conference, Esperanza and I selected the
projects presented as the most representative innovations
from the inquiry, reflection and practice of the group of
teachers in the program. She also wrote the two final
reports for IDEP on the results of the implementation of
the teacher professional development prograun.
The teacher education experience with the group of
elementary and secondary school teachers represented an
excellent opportunity for research. I decided to more
closely examine the outcomes of the instructional
activities in the course to understand teachers' knowledge
of literacy as part of my doctoral research. It implied
gathering additional data through interviews and surveys
and to systematically keep the sources that represented
their knowledge of literacy. In the teacher development
program teachers' personal experiences with literacy
presented in their literacy histories served as the
starting point to reflect on their learning and to examine
their teaching. This instructional experience with teachers
through the teacher development program on literacy became
the central source of data to understand teachers'
knowledge of literacy and their practice and to my research
study.
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The Teachers
Fifty-eight public school teachers who initially
enrolled in the literacy program offered by Universidad
Distrital and IDEP were the subjects for this study. Out of
those 58 teachers only 42 teachers remained in the program.
The other 16 teachers had schedule conflicts that
interfered and did not permit them to attend all regular
sessions and decided not to continue in the program.
I refer to the remaining 42 teachers in this study as
the study participants or "the teachers." Thirty-nine of
the 42 teachers work in public schools in Bogota and three
work in private institutions. Eighty-five percent of the
teachers were female and 15% male. Their age average is
34.5 years of age and the average years of experience of
the group of teachers was 10.2 years. Fifty percent of the
teachers teach in elementary grades including four teachers
who teach in preschool, 49% teach in secondary, that is,
grades sixth to eleventh grades, and 1% is a librarian with
a degree in Elementary Education.
Table 2.1 provides information about the teacher
participants, the school where they work, the language they
teach (Spanish or English) and the grade level they teach.
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Table 2.1
List of Teacher Participants

NAME

SCHOOL

DISTRTCT

Alvarez Aguirre Gloria
C.E.D. Simon Bolivar
11
19
Angulo Blanco Ehienta C.E.[).Cbnfederacion Suiza
4
Avila Echeveny M. Zoraya
C.E.D. Atenas
Barreto Salamanca Dory
C.&D. Confederacion
19
Suiza
Jacqueline
Becerra Rodriguez Ana
C.E.D Brasilia
5
Mercedes
Bejarono Jimenez Carlos
C.ED. Humberto Valencia 7Bosa
Augusto
Jardin Infantil
Beltron Bautista Ana
2
"Chiguilines" D.A.S.
Delfino
5
Beltran Rojas Nelson
C.E.D. Brasilia
Buitrogo Rgueredo Mary
C.E.D. Los Noronjos
7Bosa
Nelly
19 6osa
Camargo Santana Nubia
C.E.D. La Estancki
Camelo Gonzalez Martha
C.ED. Leon de Greiff
Judith
Canizales Acero Ana Isabel C.E.D. Miguel de Cervantes
5
Cardenas Alfaro /Maritzn C.E.D. Nuevo San Andres
5 Usme
Janneth
de los Altos
Carreno Canizares Betty
7 Bosa
C.E.D. Los Noranjos
Cecilia
Cosallas Bello Ligia Jeoneth

C.ED. La Phmavera

Costoneda Rodelo BizabethC.E.D. Miguel de Cervantes
Chiquiza Ochoo Moribe! C.E.D. Miguel de Cervantes
Cortes Delgado Martha
C.ED. Los Noranjos
Liliona
Cortes Forero Sonia
C.E.D. Juan Evongelista
Esperonza
Gomez
Gallardo Osorio Alba Luz
C.E.D. Los Alpes
Galvis Otolora Gilma Gladys
C.E.D. Brasilia
Guoneme Amortegui Claudia C.E.D. Federico Bessel
Guevara Hortensia
C.E.D. La Primavera
Hernandez Pbrejo Amolia C.ED. Miguel de Cervantes
/Melo Pedreros Stello
C.ED. "El Condor^Divino

16
5 Usme
5 Usme
7Bosa

4
5

16
5 Usme
llSuba

Longuoge
Taught
English
Spanish
Spanish
English

Grade level

Librarian
Spanish

Primary and
secondary
Primary

Spanish

Pre-school

Spanish
Spanish

Secondary
Primary

Biglish
English

Secondary
Primary

Spanish
Biglish

Secondary
Secondary

Spanish

Primary

Primary
Secondary
Primary
Secondary

Spanishand Primary
English
Secondary
English
Secondary
English
Primary
Spanish
English

Secondary

Spanish
Spanish
English
Spanish
Biglish
English

Primary
Secondary
Pre-school
Pre-school
Secondary
Primary
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Nino Jesus
Colegio Agustiano del
Mendez Mendez Nubia
11
Norte
C.ED. Fobio Lozono
Montorio AAejia Alba Ruth
5
Simonelli
Ospina Sema Oscar
C.E.D. Jose Felix Restrepo
48
C.£D. Federico Garda
Palocios Suarez ftosolba
5 Usme
Lorca
Pulido Cruz Flor Voneth C.E.D. Humberto Valencia
7Bosa
Ramirez Rey Florongela Colegio Nicolas Esguerra
8
Ramirez Vdlmcki Magnolia
C.E.D. Rafael NuRez
4B
Ramirez Velasquez Lynn
C.E.D. Fabio Lozano
5Usme
John
Simonelli
Rocha Reino Moria Belen C.E.D. Miguel de Cervantes SUsme
Romero deComelo Blanco
C.E.D. Rafoel Nufiez
4B
C.E.D. Alberto Ueras
Solozar 6arzon Cedlia
llSuba
Camargo
Somudio Reina Nonna Luz
C.E.D. l/sminia
5B
SiIva Yolanda
C.£D. Los Naranjos
7Bosa
Vorelo Rodriguez Sandra
C.E.D. Humberto Valencia
7Bosa
Cbnstanza
Vargas Porro Herbert
C.E.D. Sorrento
16A
sOrkmdo
Vinasco Agudelo Fabio de
C.ED.Atenas
4
Jesus

English

Primary

Ei^ish

Primary

English
Spanish

Secondary
SecondofY

Spanish
English
Spanish
P.E.
Biglish
English
Spanish

Primary
Secondary
Secondary
Primary and
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary

Spanish
Biglish
Spanish

Primary
Primary
Primary

English

Secondary

Spanish

Primary

Our teacher development program on literacy in English
and Spanish for the New Millennium welcomed teachers of
Spanish and teachers of English as a foreign language to
reflect on aspects of literacy learning in both languages.
In the group of teachers 52% were teachers of Spanish and
43% were teachers of English, there is one P.E. teacher and
one librarian.
Forty teachers hold a BA in Education. Two graduated
from normal schools as teachers; one of them became a
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lawyer after graduating from normal school. The areas of
emphasis that the 40 teachers with a BA in Education from
Colombian Universities have are preschool education,
elementary education, English-Spanish, Art, PE, and
Linguistics and literature. Twenty-six percent of the
teachers have done postgraduate studies in areas such as
Pedagogy of written language, recreation for children, sex
education, administration of education, computers and
education, translation, and Spanish linguistics.
The working reality of these 42 teachers is best
described by the population of children they teach. They
come from working class families that according to the
classification by the Colombian government fall in the
levels one, two and three of the scale. These represent the
lowest socioeconomic level in Colombia. Thirty-three (79%)
of the school teachers work with populations in the lowest
levels, that is levels one and two. Seven (19%) teachers
work with children classified at level three. Two teachers
who work in private institutions classified at levels four
and six.
Working with teachers whose students come from lower
income-class families is one of the strengths of our
program. Widening and multiplying children's opportunities
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for literacy through teachers' professional development was
one of our goals.
From the group of elementary school teachers in the
literacy program I decided to select three case studies
that represent a typical public school teacher in Bogota as
exemplars whose historiesr literacy project and practice
helped me answer the three research questions. The criteria
for selecting the group of teachers as exemplars for case
studies included:
1. Elementary school teachers with several years of
experience in literacy development at different grade
levels.
2. Teachers teaching low socio-economic level students from
three different schools.
3. Teachers who have been in contact with the development
of literacy in Spanish and/or English at their school.
4. Teachers with a B.A. in education from a University.
5. Public school teachers.
Following the criteria above, four elementary school
teachers were part of a selected group for case studies. A
detailed description of their conceptions and views of
literacy development from their knowledge of teaching and
their practice will be presented in chapters 4 and 5.
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Data Sources
There were multiple opportunities to collect data
during one year in the teacher development program. I used
the following five primary sources in my data collection
from the group of teachers:
1. Literacy histories,
2. A report on the literacy project implemented by each
teacher in his/her school.
3. A final interview both audio-taped and transcribed.
For the three case studies I collected additional data
through the following sources:
4. Field notes from observations on their teaching.
5. Videotapes from class sessions observed.
The following were supplementary sources of data:
1. An initial information sheet and teachers' curriculum
vitae.
2. A survey about teachers' concepts of reading and
writing.
3. A survey on the importance of the social nature of the
activities in the course.
4. A daily journal kept by the instructor
5. Children's writings.
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Teachers^ Literacy Histories
The data collection began April 4, 1998. The first
main source of data collection was teachers' personal and
social literacy histories. It was planned by the instructor
as a way for teachers to examine their concepts as readers
and writers as they relived the moments when they learned
to read and write. The tutor required that the writing of
the literacy history included detailed description of
experiences and events that may have influenced their
learning. Teachers could use a style and genre of their
choice to write their personal literacy histories. The
instructor also considered relevant to explore the idea of
multiple roads to literacy as a way for teachers to
consider the social and personal aspects of literacy in
their writing of the literacy histories. (See Appendix D
for a copy of the assignment.)
During the process of writing their literacy histories
teachers shared their experience of writing and selecting
the most significant moments in their learning to read and
write with their peers. In a survey on the social nature of
the activities in class teachers reported that reflecting
about writing as a process gave them important insights
that illuminated their practice.
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Reading all 45 literacy histories from the group of
teacher participants in the course at least four times
helped me identify teachers' most significant experiences
learning to read and write. The first reading of teachers'
literacy histories served to gather information about
teachers' knowledge expressed in their life and literacy
histories for a presentation in a conference in Bogota.
With teachers' literacy histories as my first data
set, I identified knowledge statements that best
represented their knowledge of literacy. Categories were
next identified and illustrated with the content of
teachers' knowledge statements to answer research question
one: How do teachers perceive reading and writing as
revealed through their personal literacy histories?
Report on Literacy Project
Another primary source of data was the report on the
development of a literacy project implemented by each
teacher in his/her school and classroom. The report was
expected to be informative of the results of the
application of teachers' projects at school. It was
required that the report include a title, expected results,
contents taught, actions undertaken by teachers regarding
planning and implementation of class activities, a report
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on changes on students' attitudes towards literacy, if any,
perceived by teachers, positive aspects of the experience
and difficulties.
The instructor also considered it important that
teachers' applied projects contributed to the development
of literacy in Spanish and literacy in English at schools.
It was also required that the project integrate reading and
writing as important into all areas of the curriculum. (See
Appendix H for list of projects.)
The reading of teachers' literacy projects presented
me with an ample knowledge of teachers' teaching realities.
It gave me insights on teachers' tendencies for classroom
inquiries and it also informed me about the innovations
they introduced to their teaching. There were several
examples of rich curricular integration of literacy with
social studies, English literacy and Literature studies.
Most important of all, teachers' classroom literacy
projects, as way of inquiry, represented a source of
evolution of teachers' knowledge on literacy learning.

The

classroom literacy projects were considered an important
source of data since they represented teachers' knowledge
applied in classrooms as innovative ways of integrating the
teaching of literacy in Spanish and in English. A written
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report on the development and outcomes of the
implementation of the classroom literacy projects by
teachers was collected during the second semester of the
course. The content of the reports on teachers' classroom
projects were evaluated by both instructors to
qualitatively determine teachers' knowledge of literacy
applied in their practice, innovations introduced in the
development of literacy activities, and implications of the
literacy projects in their institutions.
In the analysis of the classroom literacy projects,
teachers' knowledge statements were also identified and its
contents related to the categories of analysis. The
contents of the knowledge statements identified in the
reports of the classroom literacy projects were later
expanded by teachers with information provided in the
interviews. The data from classroom literacy projects and
interviews was considered to respond to research question
two: What knowledge of literacy learning in Spanish and in
English do teachers reveal as presented in their classroom
literacy projects?
Final Interview with Teachers
Interviews were planned with all teachers but in the
final analysis I conducted only 36 at the school sites. The
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purpose of the interviews was to learn about the contexts
in which the classroom literacy projects were applied.
Through the interviews I gained insights about how teachers
perceive their teaching modified through reflections and
self-inquiry•
Teachers shared with me their class planning and class
organization and the projects they planned to implement
with the new group of students during 1999. Teachers
working at the same school formed groups and designed plans
of action that involved other teachers at their school in
new ways of developing literacy in Spanish and in English.
The information provided through teachers' interviews
was transcribed and organized in alphabetical order by
teachers' name. Additional information such as the name of
the school, the date of the interview and the title of the
project were included in the interview transcriptions. The
information from the interviews was divided into two
sections: description and interpretation. In the
description section I listed statements that I considered
to represent the teachers' knowledge expressed in the
literacy projects and that I wanted to explore in the
interview. The interpretation section was used for writing
my comments and interpretation of the information provided
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during the interview and relevant to teachers' knowledge of
literacy.
Since the interviews were conducted in order to
explore teachers' knowledge of literacy learning expressed
in their classroom literacy projects, each teacher was
presented with statements identified by the instructorresearcher through the reading of their literacy projects
and was asked to expand on them. Teachers gave detailed
descriptions of the literacy activities developed with
their students during the implementation of their literacy
project and their results. They also presented class
materials and children's writing samples used in the
implementation of their literacy project as evidences of
their projects results in the conference planned for the
end of the course. Their presentations in the conference
highlighted teachers' knowledge developed through the
experience of doing inquiry in the classroom, their
reflection on their practice and their students' literacy
learning.
Classroom Observations and Videotaping
Class observations were done in the classrooms of
three teachers selected for in depth case studies.
Observations and videotaping of classroom implementation of
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reading and writing activities with three elementary school
were done during the last three months of the teacher
development program- Additional information was gathered
from videotaped sessions of teachers as presenters in the
conference.
Supplementary Sources
The supplementary sources of data came from
questionnaires and surveys administered to the whole group
of teachers. Teachers were asked to fill out an information
sheet and to provide their curriculum vitae and a letter of
reference from their school that certified that they were
teachers in public institutions. The information sheet and
the curriculum vitae reported information on teachers' work
place, years of experience, grade level and subject areas
they teach, areas of expertise, educational background and
students' socio-economic status.
Another supplementary source of data was a survey
designed to report on teachers' concepts of reading and
writing in both Spanish as the native language and English
as a foreign language. This survey follows one of the
purposes of the literacy program, which was to consider
literacy teaching and learning in both languages (Spanish
and English), as something very closely related and that
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should be studied, planned and reflected upon together not
separately. The data also serves to illustrate the category
on "Spanish/English Literacy Relationships" that emerged
from the analysis of teachers' knowledge statements.
A second survey on the importance of the main
assignments in the course (teachers' construction of
knowledge through the literacy histories, the
implementation of a classroom literacy project, and the
final conference) was administered at the end of the
teacher development program. The data was used to add
information to answer the main research question: How is
teachers' knowledge of literacy learning revealed through a
teacher education literacy program in Spanish and English?
Other data sources include the instructor's teaching
journal. The information from her journal includes dates
and times of class sessions, class assignments, and
comments and observations about the development of the
sessions. The guidelines for the assignments developed by
teachers in the course are also part of the main
instructors' journal.
Table 2.2 shows how the data was used to answer the
questions.
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Table 2.2
Research Questions and Data Sources
Questions

Data Sources

Analysis

# of infor

Teachers' personal
and social
literacy
histories.

Identification
of categories.

Main Ques^on:
How is teachers'
knowledge of
literacy learning
revealed through a
teacher education
literacy program in
Spanish and English?
Sub—questions:
1. How do teachers
in the literacy
program perceive
reading and writing
as revealed through
their personal
literacy histories?
2. What knowledge of
literacy learning in
Spanish and in
English do teachers
in the literacy
program reveal as
presented in their
self-selected
classroom literacy
project?

3. How is teachers'
knowledge of
literacy learning in
Spanish and in
English expressed in
their practice?

Questionnaire on
literacy histories
and practice.
Report on literacy
projects
implemented in
classrooms.
Interviews

Direct observation
of literacy
activities in
teachers'
classrooms.
Videotaped class
sessions and
conference
presentations.
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Knowledge
statements by
teachers.

Literacy
projects
Represented
revaluing of
literacy
practices at
schools and
classrooms
through Inquiry.
Knowledge was
transformed
through action.

42

Innovations in
literacy
practice.
Curricular
changes and
integration for
literacy
practices in
Spanish and in

3
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Data Analysis
This section chronicles the steps in the collection,
organization and the analysis of data. The decision that
the teacher development program on literacy became the
focus of my research study introduced a strict organization
in the collection of data and required selecting from the
course assignments the sources that would answer the
research questions. The first step in the organization of
data was gathering the information sheet and curriculum
vitae from each one of the teacher participants and
creating a file for each one of them. Second, I collected
the teachers' literacy histories which became the first
main source of the data and third, I collected teachers'
classroom literacy projects and conducted the interviews.
Information on teachers' feedback on the course
assignments and their professional presentations on a final
conference became also part of the data. Observations and
videotaping of class sessions were additional sources of
data for the three case studies in the study.
Preliminary Analysis
My preliminary analysis of the data assisted me in
organizing the data sources that answer the research
questions. During the analysis of data I referred to
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Merriam (1988) and Stake (1995) several times to clarify
and illustrate the construction of categories and the use
of case studies. The categories identified from the
selection of teachers' knowledge statements are used as the
unit of analysis for both the data from the whole group of
teacher participants and the three case studies Enhancing the Analysis
With the support of my advisor and committee members I
decided on the order in which I would write the
dissertation. The plan was to begin with chapter 1,
continue with the two analysis chapters, write chapter 2
after I finished analyzing the data, then chapter 3 and the
final chapter.
I started my analysis by writing reading and
re-reading the teachers' literacy histories and transcribed
interviews. During the process I looked for teachers'
statements that would reveal their knowledge of literacy in
the data. From the knowledge statements six categories
emerged, so my re-reading was focused on teachers'
statements that illustrated the categories and
sub-categories to use them as quotes.
Another method of enhancing my analysis was the
ongoing review of literature I undertook that supported
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the categories in the writing of my analysis chapters. My
ongoing literature review also offered confirmation or
correction of ideas I was developing.
Before beginning the process of analysis I reviewed my
questions and made sure to use the data sources that most
appropriately address the answers to the research questions
in the analysis of data.
Developing the Categories
My next step was to reexamine all the teachers' data
in order to begin to develop categories. To give focus to
this activity I started with the three teachers for case
studies I interviewed and observed in their classrooms and
then included all the 42 participants. As I read, I
considered different themes and cited quotes. I also kept a
running list of the major ideas in the data as I searched
for common patterns.
Holti (1969) considers that categories should first,
reflect the purpose of the research; second, categories
should be exhaustive—that is, "all relevant items in the
sample of documents under study must be capable of being
placed into a category"; third, the categories should be
mutually exclusive; fourth, the categories should be
independent in that ^^assignment of any datum into a
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category [will] not affect the classification of other
data"; and fifth, all categories should derive from a
single classification principle.
Cuba and Lincoln (1981) considered that devising
categories involves both convergent and divergent thinking.
Convergent thinking is expressed by them as determining
what things fit together, that is, which pieces of data
converge on a single category or theme. Divergence is the
task of fleshing out the categories once they have been
developed (p. 93).
I decided that the data from the group of teachers
would answer questions one and two in my study through data
analysis presented in chapter 4. Chapter 5 would offer a
further analysis but would respond to question 3 related to
their practice (How is teachers' knowledge of literacy in
Spanish and in English expressed in their practice?)
through the case studies.
Evolving a System of Working with Data
At the beginning of the analysis of data I struggled
with the mechanics of working with data. I tried analyzing
the data from the 42 teachers first but it didn't work. It
was too overwhelming. I changed my focus and decided to
start the analysis of the data on the three teachers for
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cases and it was more manageable. The following describes
my method for analyzing the data: First, I went through the
literacy histories and used different colored highlighters
to underline prominent, recurring themes. Then I did the
same thing with the data from transcribed interviews and
the observations of their practice. Next, I compared the
information highlighted and started listing possible names
for categories.
Re-reading the data helped shape the categories in a
way that it would be inclusive of all data sources. I
decided that the unit of analysis was the knowledge
statements teachers made in their literacy histories, in
their interviews and in their practice. From their
knowledge statements six categories and sub-categories
emerged. As I said, I worked with the information from
three teachers before and confirmed the use of those
categories with the data from the group of teachers. Some
changes were introduced and some infoirmation was added but
it was a better way to do a bottom-up approach to analyzing
my data.
In order to start fleshing out the analysis of each
category, I decided to visually organize the data on sheets
of paper that I could have in front of me. I used one sheet
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for each one of the categories and taped it to the wall.
Then I printed the knowledge statements identified in all
data sources, cut them and stapled them to the category it
corresponded with to start a list.
After all teachers' knowledge statements identified
were classified into the categories, I started my writing.
I moved back and forth to make sure that the categories did
not overlap and that they were inclusive of all teachers'
statements pertaining to literacy learning found in the
data.
Problems in the Analysis
In the process of analysis I came across several
problems. First, I thought I was going to use the three
aspects that guided the organization of the teacher
development program (innovation, investigation and
conceptualization), but as I continued the process of
analysis I realized that those aspects would not
appropriately reveal teachers' knowledge of literacy
learning.
Second, as I continued the process of analysis I
realized that some sources of data collection reported data
that was more valuable to my study than others. Yes/no
questionnaires, for example were very limited sources.
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Teachers' narratives, interviews, and journals, on the
other hand, were appropriate instruments for qualitative
study like my studyReflection
During my analysis of the data there were several
times when tension developed between my role as teacher
educator and researcher and the friend who was describing
teachers' performance and teachers' knowledge,
I utilized a variety of data sources in my study of
in-service teachers. The data collection and analysis I
used have been comprehensive and have allowed me to
understand the teachers' knowledge of literacy learning in
new ways. In addition, I gained new insights about the
significant aspects of a teacher development course. My
analysis allowed me to make discoveries that were not
apparent even after teaching the course during some parts
of the year. My learning about teachers' thinking and
teaching involved a search for connections between the
teachers' past as learners and their views of literacy
learning as teachers through significant aspects of the
course. Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1994) called for research
to investigate teachers' knowledge with in-service
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teachers. I believe this study is an important part of that
investigation.
The recounting of their literacy memories permitted me
to make connections between teachers' prior life
experiences and their current perceptions of reading and
writing.
The report on the project was used as a tool to
determine how the reflections done in group and the sharing
of teachers' experiences in the literacy program
contributed to teachers' growth, innovation and research in
their own school contexts.
Finally, the interviews with 36 teachers and the
direct observations of the five teachers in the classrooms
guided my interpretations of teachers' understanding of
reading and writing processes. My notes from direct
observations shed light on how teachers plan and organize
literacy activities in their classrooms and how they relate
other literacy events children have outside school with
what they learn in school. I also collected children's
writings as a way to illustrate how teachers connect
children's reality through literacy activities in school.
Children's writings also allowed me to see how children
became readers and writers in school.
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As a way to more accurately portray teachers' reality
through my interpretation of the data, the interpretive
accounts of the case studies were read by participants for
member checking.
The teacher development program on literacy was an
experience that permitted teacher educators to think and
reflect on literacy practices together with the group of
teachers. It was elevated to research study in order to
further analyze teachers' knowledge of literacy and their
practice. Teachers' knowledge of literacy was revealed
through the assignments developed during the course and the
observations of their practice. A detailed description of
the reading and writing assignments is presented in chapter
3.
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CHAPTER 3
THE TEACHER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

This chapter provides information on how the Teacher
Development Program (TDP) on literacy was created and
implemented with 42 in-service teachers. It includes the
program's objectives, schedulesand a detailed description
of the syllabus developed during the year are also
explicated here.
The Teacher Development Program on literacy, offered
by the faculty of education of Distrital University, aimed
at responding to the needs for teacher education identified
by the city government in the district of Bogota.
Origins of the Program
The Colombian government, genuinely concerned about
how teachers develop literacy in schools and how children
demonstrate basic competence in language, math and science
in the early years of schooling, have regulated long-term
teacher development programs for in-service teachers in all
areas of the curriculum since 1997. Teachers are expected
to receive continuing instruction for professional
development at Colombian universities and to work
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continuously on the bettering of educational practices in
their schools.
I became professionally responsible for the
organization and implementation of a Teacher Development
Program on literacy. The development of such a program was
an opportunity to present public school teachers, teaching
in elementary and secondary grades, with alternative ways
of understanding literacy and literacy learning. My
colleague. Professor Esperanza Torres, also interested in
exploring literacy development with teachers, collaborated
with me in the organization and teaching of the teacher
education program.
The Teacher Development Program on literacy is
structured around three main elements required for all
teacher development programs: investigation, innovation and
knowledge generation. Our program was theoretically
supported by and oriented towards the exploration of the
concepts of language, literacy, and taaehar dawlppoMnt.
We believe in a vision of language that conceives
reading and writing as social, creative processes that
occur in a given context and allow unique ways of
interaction that permit communication between readers and
writers. We define Ixtara^ as a complex interaction of the
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individuals with written language and the world around
them. The individuals' values, experiences, sociohistorical context, and culture are present in every day
interaction through literacy events.
We advocate for teachers' opportunities for teacher
development through continuing education and professional
development. From this perspective, teachers are situated
at the center of the process for innovation, investigation,
and knowledge construction. They are the protagonists whose
experiences as persons, as teachers, and particularly as
readers and writers, are important experiences to reflect
upon. We believe that teachers are creative individuals,
capable of introducing innovation and making multiple
decisions about teaching and learning in their classrooms
responsibly.
The teacher education program purposefully promotes
teachers' self-reflection about their personal literacy
histories and their teaching experiences. We believe that
teachers' life experiences become an important part of
teachers' knowledge and beliefs. Experiences are vital to
learning and we believe that literacy experiences influence
the way individuals define reading and writing and
visualize themselves as readers and writers.
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Our main objectives in the teacher development program
were the following:
1.

To reconsider, with in-service teachers, the concepts
of literacy and literacy learning;

2.

To promote the implementation of innovative classroom
practices that contribute to generating teachers'
reflections on how reading and writing are taught and
learned;

3.

To provide teachers with time for reflection, and
evaluation of their teaching practice;

4.

To highlight teachers' knowledge of literacy revealed
through their literacy histories, a classroom literacy
project, and their teaching practice.
To achieve the objectives proposed we designed a

theoretical model for teacher education that helps generate
and understand explanations for teacher change and
development, and for the generation of theories.
The model fulfills two functions: it generates theory
that contributes to the preparation of teachers; and it
explains how knowledge is produced and how change occurs.
Our teacher education model is both developmental and
generative. It is developmental because it traces teachers'
development over time. Teachers identify turning points in
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their experiences with literacy as learners and then as
teachers through their literacy histories.

The literacy

project was another step towards their development as
teachers. It permits teachers to implement innovations
through research in their own classroom over the period of
one year. Classroom research also proves that teachers are
theoretically informed individuals that generate theory
through their teaching. Finally, the presentation of the
results of teachers' innovative experiences in a conference
showed how knowledge of literacy was constructed through a
dynamic interaction of the group of teachers.

Our model of

teacher education is generative because the interaction of
the different elements in the model generated theory about
how knowledge and change are produced. Teachers' histories,
inquiries, innovations and research about their practice
generated newer understandings and explanations for teacher
change.

Figure 3.1 presents the model for teacher

development.
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The model for teacher development includes an
introductory module and three additional major modules. The
introductory module aimed at making teachers familiar with
the use of the Internet and e-mail as a source for reading
and writing- The first major module was on ^^Teachers and
Students as Readers and Writers." The second dealt with
"Research and Theories on Literacy Learning." The third was
on "Curricular Integration and the Teaching of Literacy."
The Structure of the Course
The instructors and the teacher participants devoted
20 hours from April 22 to May 30, 1998 to learning how to
use the Internet, particularly the use of e-mail. As
instructors we considered that facilitating the use of email among teachers and between teachers and instructors
was a way to encourage teachers to write in order to
communicate with other teachers. We also aimed at having
teachers consider introducing computer related literacy
activities in their Spanish and English classes. Regarding
the use of computers in reading. Smith (1997) states that
the combination of reading and computers may be
irresistible for many people and reminds teachers that:
There is already electronic access to directories, library
indexes, entertainment guides, shopping catalogs,
transportation timetcibles, weather forecasts, real estate
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listing, recipes, sports results, and innumerable other
resources in addition to -or in place of- printed sources.
There will be no new reasons to read on the Internet, on
bulletin boards, faxes, electronic mail, or amy other
microchip medium. But there will be a whole range of
posslhilities, from browsing through previously
inaccessible documents to eavesdropping on exchanges among
experts and other authorities (with or without their
permission). The new possibilities could well result in
even more reading, both obligatory and voliantary. Reading
is addictive to many people, computers are addictive to
many people, and the combination of reading and computers
may prove irresistible, (pp. 143-144)

These types of remarks on the popularity of the
computer and the many people who read in front of a
computer for hours everyday for work or for pleasure led us
to think about its importance in literacy learning. We
included the use of the Internet and e-mail as a way to
prepare teachers to use the technology that the Colombian
government is introducing in their classrooms and to
promote reading and writing among participants.
The first module on "Teachers and Students as Readers
and Writers" explored teachers' self-concepts of reading
and writing in Spanish and in English. Through the exercise
of recalling and recounting the literacy events that were
part of their literacy history, teachers determined how
their concepts of reading and writing as learners were
influencing their teaching of reading and writing.
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The second module dealt with "Theories and Research on
Reading and Writing." Once the teacher participants
identified their self-concepts of reading and writing they
were presented with readings concerned with current
theories and research on reading and writing as processes.
The theories read and. discussed served as the input for
reflecting on how children learn to read and write. The
personal, social and cultural aspects of learning to read
and write were also explored while talking about sociopsycholinguistic aspects of reading.
The third module was on "Curricular Integration and
the Teaching of Literacy." Teachers' knowledge of literacy
expanded through reflection on their own literacy and
teaching experiences under the light of the new theories
and as a result generated changes in teachers' practice. A
required aspect in teachers' practice was the integration
of literacy practices in Spanish and in English. The
teaching of literacy was considered as a central element
that integrates all sxibjects in the curriculum. Teacher
participants became agents of change that promoted the
development of literacy learning in each one of the school
subjects from Math to P.E. Teachers' innovations regarding
literacy across the curriculum are presented in chapter 4.

In the search for innovations and changes in literacy
practices in their own schools, teachers realized that a
school support group was vital for the implementation of
any change in their practice. Groups of teachers from the
same school participating in the program established work
groups that supported the innovations on literacy learning
in their schools. Innovations presented by a group of
teachers were more solid and better received than
innovations suggested by individual teachers. Group work
proved to be efficient in teacher change on literacy
practices.
Class assignments in the Teacher Development Program
on literacy were organized in order to promote reflection,
inquiry and innovations on teachers' literacy practices.
Class assignments are described below.
Class Assignments, Schedule and Timelines
The teacher education program required teachers to be
enrolled in a total of 270 hours to obtain six credits. Out
of the 270 hours, 17 6 hours were class sessions that
required the whole group to meet. The 42 teachers were
divided into two groups; one group met every Wednesday from
2:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. for a total of 50 sessions over the
period of one year and the second group met every Saturday
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from 8:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. for the same number of
sessions.
The remaining 94 hours were dedicated to organizing
and developing teachers' classroom literacy projects.
During the last two months of the literacy program, one of
the instructors visited teachers in their schools to follow
up on the implementation of their literacy projects.
Reading assignments with the group of teachers
provided input for interaction during the weekly sessions.
Writing was a more demanding activity that required
teachers to organize ideas and events into narratives as in
the literacy history, and to turn reflections and classroom
applications into academic reports, as in the literacy
proj ect.
Through the development of the four modules, teachers
participated in multiple reading and writing assignments.
The first assignment done cooperatively as a class was to
design a logo and decide on a name that would identify them
as a group. This assignment was done as part of the
introductory module on the use of the Internet and e-mail.
Teachers decided to be identified as

Lectoescrinautas

SLglo XXI." A web page was created and included as one of
the projects from the faculty of education at Distrital
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University. In the web page the instructors presented the
name of the teacher education program, its objectives, the
list of participants, their literacy histories, the
literacy conference, and the instructor's curriculum vitae.
In the development of the first module of the program
on Teachers as Readers and Writers, the teacher
participants wrote their literacy histories and a literacy
project that was to be implemented in their classrooms as a
way to introduce innovations into their teaching of
literacy.
Personal literacy history. After the teachers wrote
their histories, they shared their autobiography and their
personal and social literacy histories with the group.
Reading of autobiographies by different professional
authors framed the class discussion on how to write and
what to include in an autobiography. The content of Y.
Goodman's (1997) article ffhat I Know About Literacy also
helped teachers in the process of writing their literacy
histories. The reading of autobiographies of others helped
teachers identify common elements in their texts. Together
teachers realized that writing was a very difficult task
but that it became somewhat easier when writing about
personal experiences. Teachers' difficulties in the process
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of writing became important insights that guided their
teaching of writing with their students.
Writing the literacy histories was an active process
of gathering information from teachers' early literacy
experiences. It required some of them to count on their
parents to recall moments in their learning to read and
write. Sharing their drafts with peers during the writing
of their literacy history helped them to gain ideas on ways
to present their narratives- It was also a moment of
reflection about how appropriate or inappropriate the
methods used by their teachers were in teaching them to
read and write.
In this sense, each reading and writing assignment was
a social activity that generated reflection and suggested
change for teachers' practice. The instructor organized
workshops that helped expand the possibilities for teacher
reflection and change on the teaching of literacy.
Activities originated from the readings for class
represented pedagogic strategies for teachers in their
teaching of literacy.
Writing their literacy histories made teachers
Self-conscious and critical about their own ways of
teaching literacy. They searched for alternative ways to
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teach their students how to read and write. Instructors
presented a holistic approach to literacy that placed the
individual as the center of his/her own process of reading
and writing. The whole language approach to learning and
teaching represented an innovation in ways to think about
educating the child. It introduced the concept of
curricular integration illustrated by the instructors
through the integration of literacy activities in both
Spanish and English. Promoting the development of literacy
in all areas of the curriculum was also a characteristic of
the whole language approach.
A holistic philosophy to education required teachers
to reconsider their views of reading and writing and the
role of literacy in the curriculum. Teachers themselves
examined the approach to writing they were using in their
teaching and determined that they were following a product
approach. They viewed students' writings as end products
rather than as moments of a process and therefore they took
students' writings as poor evidences of learning. Looking
at their own drafts of the texts they were producing
permitted the teachers to examine the writing teaching
practices they used with their students.
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The teachers realized that they demanded the writing
of a single final product without considering that drafts
are an important part of the process of elaboration of a
text. They came to realize through their own experiences
that writing drafts read by other readers helped to fulfill
the social aspect of written language. It also contributed
to their individual and social construction of knowledge.
During the process of revision and editing of their
literacy histories teachers read and discussed with the
instructor what novice writers and experienced writers do
when writing. Cassany (1989) emphasizes that novice writers
should look for texts written by more experienced writers
to use as models. Novice teachers may find styles and
strategies used by experienced writers that may serve as a
starting point in their own elaboration of texts.
Because teachers are seen as models of proficient
reading and writing by their students, teachers reflected
about their own attitudes as readers and writers. They
considered it important to show positive attitudes towards
reading and writing as a way to promote literacy
development in their students.
A second assignment, also part of the first module,
was to plan, develop, and implement a classroom literacy

project. The purpose of the implementation of a literacy
project was to promote innovative literacy practices and
investigation on literacy processes and practices in their
classroom.
A classroom literacy project. Initially, teachers
presented a proposal for the literacy project to the
program instructor. Later, they presented it to the class
to share their innovations in literacy teaching. It was
expected that the classroom project proposed by teachers
introduced innovative literacy practices to their teaching
The instructor gave feedback and oriented teachers'
innovations and investigation throughout the course while
exploring the contents from modules two and three on
Theories and Research on Reading and Writing Processes and
Curricular Integration.
Teachers brought their students' work to the sessions
as a way to show their innovations in teaching in progress
Traditional ways of teaching reading and writing were
paralleled with more holistic ways of teaching. Teachers'
literacy projects were implemented as a way to promote
curricular integration and stimulate reading and writing
activities in both Spanish and in English.
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Innovating in the classroom required the teachers to
do a lot of reading that originated new understandings
about literacy and research on literacy. Sources of
information on literacy learning were made available to
teachers as a way to facilitate their review of literature.
Review of literature. In addition to the specialized
bibliographic references provided by the instructors for
the development of the literacy project, the instructors
planned group visits to Fundalectura. Fundalectura as the
representative of the International Reading Association in
Colombia, receives many publications on literacy, and
research reports on literacy in Spanish and in English.
Teachers were encouraged to use the library and make copies
of articles of their interest. Teachers considered the
assignment very useful because they were able to find
theoretical support for the innovations in the literacy
projects they were developing in their classrooms.
Attendance at seminars on literacy. Attending national
or local seminars on topics related to literacy was another
assignment for teachers as part of the teacher education
program. Since funding was limited not all teachers could
attend the seminars but five teachers were selected to
represent the whole group. Each group of teachers attended
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a different event. They were responsible to discuss the
experience with each other and to report to the group any
new information and new materials received in the seminar.
The attendance at various seminars was an excellent
way to exchange information with other groups interested in
the same topic and to also show what was being done in the
teacher education program with other educators.
Gathering information about literacy learning from
different sources—instructors, bibliographic sources,
visits to libraries, and seminars—helped teachers gather
and share a range of professional literature for their
projects. It also presented teachers with options on ways
other teacher researchers organize their report of
classrooms experiences and research.
Final Report
Towards the end of the teacher education program
teachers submitted a written report that described the
process and outcomes of the implementation of the project
and their work in the course. The written report included
an introduction, a review of literature that supported
their innovation, a description of the activities organized
and developed with their students, and the report on the
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results of the implementation of such activities with their
students. (See Appendix E for guidelines for the report.)
Teachers' literacy projects were read and evaluated
qualitatively by the main instructor using the following
criteria:
• A re-conceptualization of teachers' practices of
reading and writing.
• Innovation presented in the classroom literacy
practices.
• Literacy as an element to integrate areas in the
curriculum.
• Literacy practices in school as connected to
literacy practices outside school.
• The presence of technology in literacy learning.
As the researcher I also read all literacy projects
written by teachers in order to analyze the knowledge the
teachers presented in the organization of their individual
projects. In the data analysis I identified statements that
represented teachers' knowledge of literacy and used them
as initiators of the interview I conducted with each
teacher. Reading the projects also helped me select the
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most outstanding papers to be presented in the literacy
conference towards the end of the program.
The Literacy Conference on Literacy
in Spanish and in English
A national conference planned as part of the teacher
education program was an academic event organized in order
to showcase the teachers' innovations in their teaching of
literacy- As the co-coordinator of the teacher education
program on literacy and as instructor and researcher, I
organized the conference with presenters from other
Universities in Colombia and professors from the Department
of Language, Reading and Culture from University of
Arizona.
Two hundred and thirty people attended the conference.
Twenty-one presenters presented their experiences on
studies or research done related to the teaching and
learning of reading and writing in Spanish and in English.
All teacher participants in the teacher education
program displayed their classroom innovations in the
conference. Six of them were selected to present their
projects in the conference. The proceedings from the
conference were published as another way to publicize the
results obtained through the teacher education program on
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literacy and the impact on the transformation of teacher
knowledge of literacy.
Summary
In this chapter I considered the objectives of the
teacher education program on literacy. In the next two
chapters I document the aspects of the program that provide
the evidence for the responses of the research questions.
In chapter 4 I present the results of analyzing knowledge
statements from the whole group of teachers participating
in the literacy program. In chapter 5 I present three case
studies of three public elementary school teachers. In the
last chapter, I answer my three research questions
highlighting the important conclusions that emerged from
the data analysis. I also critique the PPTD and offer
implications for pre-service and in-service teacher
education programs.
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CHAPTER 4
TEACHERS' KNOWLEDGE OF LITERACY LEARNING

In this chapter I present the analysis of data
gathered from the group of 42 teachers in the literacy
program as a way to set. a general context for the case
studies presented as exemplars in the subsequent chapter.
Reading about the personal and social world of the
group of teachers through their narratives was an extremely
interesting experience. Descriptions of people and places,
quotes from their favorite writers, rhymes, songs, and
poems were all part of teachers' experiences of re-creating
their past to vividly describe themselves as learners. I
was able to relive my past experiences as a learner through
the rhymes and verses they wrote in their literacy
histories.
Starting the analysis of data, however, was an
overwhelming experience. Looking for ways to organize the
data in the most appropriate way to answer the questions
took a lot of time and required lots of energy. In trying
to illustrate this stage of my writing, Dillard's (1989)
words are most appropriate:
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A work in progress quickly becomes feral. It reverts
to a wild state overnight. It is barely domesticated,
a mustang on which you one day fastened a halter, but
which now you can't catch. It is a lion you cage in
your study. As the work grows, it gets harder to
control; it is a lion growing in strength. You must
visit it every day and reassert your mastery over it.
If you skip a day, you are, quite rightly, afraid to
open the door to its room. You enter its room with
bravura, holding a chair at the thing and shouting,
"Simba!" (p. 110)
Since every part of writing my dissertation is an
academic but also a personal construction, I feel
privileged to be able to construct my knowledge about
literacy learning and teacher education through a study
that involves the reality of Colombian teachers and my own
reality. I believe that being a member of the same society,
sharing certain cultural experiences, and speaking the same
language helps me read the data with an insider's point of
view. At the same time, being a foreigner to their teaching
context, being in academia, and adopting a researcher's eye
positions me as an outsider.
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Several approaches to the analysis of data were
considered before I finally found a way to appropriately
analyze the information. Reading and re-reading the
research questions were useful in deciding which unit of
analysis would fit the type of content analysis I needed to
do. Once I decided to use the teachers' knowledge
statements, I started the search for statements that
presented their knowledge as teachers through all data
sources. Most data sources showed tensions and challenges
generated in the group of teachers through the discussion
of new theoretical perspectives on literacy and the
presentation of their own experiences with literacy.
The tensions identified as embedded in teachers'
statements in their literacy histories and in their
projects were evidences of the transformations and changes
taking place in their thinking and in their practice.
Tensions were found as commonalities in the data and were
considered when creating categories.
Six categories emerged and each one had a set of sub
categories that is developed in further detail throughout
this chapter.
The process of identification of categories in my
study was also a process of reflection about what informs
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this category construction process and what influences my
research decisions. Three aspects seem relevant as
influential in the selection of categories: my research
interests; my own literacy experiences; and the scholarly
literature that I have read previous to and during the
development of the study. All these factors are present in
the process of selection and organization of the
categories. Goetz and LeCompte (1984) illustrate my point
as follows: "Devising categories is largely an intuitive
process, but it is also systematic and informed by the
study's purpose, the investigator's orientation and
knowledge, and the constructs made explicit by the
participants of the study" (p. 191).
The analysis of data presented in this chapter answers
two research questions: (a) How do teachers perceive
reading and writing in their personal literacy histories,
and (b) What knowledge of literacy learning do teachers
reveal as presented in their classroom literacy projects?
As I mentioned before, the unit used for content
analysis of the data was the knowledge statement.
Knowledge statements encompass concepts, attitudes and
beliefs related to literacy learning and teaching. They
were identified in teachers' narratives, transcribed
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interviews, and field notes on observations of their
teaching. From the identification of knowledge statements
six categories emerged. (See Table 4.1.) In each one of the
categories, tensions and challenges are found to be part of
the evolution of teachers' knowledge. They are described in
detail in each category.

Category 1 describes teachers'

connections between their experiences as learners and as
teachers. Teachers' connections represented changed in
their teaching that benefited children's learning. Category
2 presents children's learning experiences as a result of

Table 4.1

Categories That Emerged from the Analysis of Data

Categories
1. Connections
1.1

Early learning experiences influence teacher change.

1.2 Children's reality enrich the context of school.
1.3 Literature as a way to experience literacy
2. Children's learning expanded by experience.
2.1 "Reporteritos" a school newspaper by third graders.
2.2 What I learned about my neighborhood and my city
3. Reading and Writing Relationships.
4. Literacy across the Curriculum.

5. Spanish/English Literacy Relationships.
6. Conventions/Inventions
6.1 Writing from product to process: Valuing inventions and
re-valuing corrections.
6.2 Alternatives to holistic evaluation.
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curricular innovations made by teachers. Categories 3 and 4
illustrate relationships established by teachers and
children; and category 5 and 6 represent teachers'
inquiries and reflections about children literacy learning
in two languages.
The presentation of the categories in the order listed
in Table 4-1 supports the aims of my study. First,
teachers' narratives aimed at presenting literacy
experiences and reflecting upon them as a way to make
connections between their learning process and their
teaching. By reflecting on their own experiences, teachers
bring students' stories into the classroom, relate family
literacy and school literacy, and introduce children's
literature as a way to experience literacy. Second,
teachers' reflection on learning and teaching processes
brings new techniques and innovations introduced in their
classrooms through a literacy project. Third, innovations
in teaching bring questions that lead to curricular changes
and the reconceptualization of literacy in two languages.
Connections
The teachers participating in this study make multiple
connections that are established through the analysis of
data and that reveal their knowledge of literacy learning.
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At the personal level, as expressed in their narratives,
teachers reflect upon their experiences of learning to read
and write and the possible influences on teaching.
Reflecting on our own and others' literacy acquisition
helps us to evaluate and make conclusions about how we
were taught (if in a good or bad way) and how we are
teaching our students. (Claudia Guaneme, Socialization
Questionnaire)
Teachers' reflections about past and present
experiences with literacy produced tensions around how to
transform traditional literacy practices into more
innovative practices. Tensions manifested by each teacher
in the group brought changes in their practice. Newer
literacy practices that teachers planned to introduce in
their classrooms represented challenges in their teaching.
At the instructional level teachers value the context
of home and community for understanding children's learning
at school, and consider children's literature a way to
experience literacy in the classroom. A teacher explains
how she integrates children's home reality in her teaching:
I organized teaching around the knowledge of
children's reality and their families. In technology,
for example, children whose parents work in a shoe
factory have a lot of knowledge about the technology
used in shoe making, others with industries at home
make plastic bags and they have lots of knowledge
about the process of making plastic bags. That is what
I called tachnology in my class. Computers can't be
the only technology plus it does not become part of
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their lives. Considering their knowledge of machines
and technology, my students and I think of visiting
factories where the children's parents work.
(Interview with Martha Cortes)
The connections found in the data that particularly
illustrate personal and instructional connections made by
teachers are illustrated below.
Early Learning- Experiences Influence Teacher Change
As the teachers re-lived their previous learning
experiences with reading and writing in their personal
narratives they make connections with their own past
histories to establish a point of departure to analyze
their experiences as sources of knowledge. As presented by
Doyle (1990) teachers' reconstructions of past situations
and cases is what represents their event-structured
knowledge frequently expressed in narrative.
Through their narratives the teachers describe
learning to read as instruction based on the recognition of
letters and sounds through the use of primers. Similarly,
learning to write focuses on developing the skill of
writing the letters of the alphabet as a way to get ready
to read and write in elementary grades. Teachers'
connections between learning and instruction in reading and
writing represent their critical view of the emphasis given
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to the mechanics of reading and writing in literacy
learning.
The following excerpts taken from the 42 literacy
histories are representative of the teachers' statements
and illustrate the connections above mentioned.
The first letters that I learned were the vowels (a. e
i o u) and I had to write them over and over until I
filled up the page. Reading lessons were based on
memorization but I loved story time. Writing neatly
between the lines was extremely difficult for me.
(Literacy history, Betty Carreno).
I still remember when I was seven years old reading
and re-reading the story of a C that fell from the sky
(cielo) on a child's head named Conrado. (Literacy
history, Elizabeth Castaneda)

The model of education depicted through voices of
teachers' as learners is described by Weaver (1994) as the
transmission model:
In the transmission model of education, students are
viewed as empty vessels into which knowledge is to be
poured. This leads to curricula that require them to
practice skills, memorize facts, and accumulate
information, typically in isolation from the uses to
which the skills and information might be put.
Students do worksheets and workbooks on reading and
writing skills, but spend little time reading or
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writing for enjoyment or other real-world purposes.
(p. 87)
Teachers connected with each others' personal and
social experiences with literacy by sharing with the group
of teachers during weekly sessions. Sharing experiences
leads to further personal and group reflections on the
teaching of reading and writing. Teachers' insights
regarding the sharing of personal literacy experiences were
gathered through a questionnaire administered in December,
1998.
Teachers' responses reported that interaction promoted
reflection on past literacy experiences and current
practices. They also highlighted the importance of
retrospection and reflection on the personal aspect of
teaching. They value reading and writing as interactive
social processes, and they value the experience of viewing
themselves as a community of learners. Teachers compared
their school experiences with the experiences of others to
connect them to instructional changes as teachers. They
also compared traditional methods used by their teachers
with more interactive methods to teach reading and writing.
Teachers' statements are presented as follows:
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Sharing literacy experiences was very useful. It
helped us recognize that teaching literacy does not
need to follow a limited traditional process but an
interactive, functional and dynainic one.
(Socialization questionnaire. Nubia Camargo)
Getting to know others' literacy experiences
contributed with new ideas to develop with my
students. It also helped me reflect on my teaching
strengths and errors to be able to organize teaching
in a better way. (Socialization questionnaire, Martha
Camelo)
In addition to valuable information shared through
each other's experiences in learning and teaching,
knowledge provided through the weekly sessions in the
teacher development program on literacy presented a
transactional model of education as an alternative to the
transmission model of literacy learning and literacy
teaching. The new knowledge of a transactional model of
education was another connection teachers made to their
early instructional experiences. The academic interactions
every week permitted teachers to re-value their teaching of
reading and writing as processes. A progressive shift from
a transmission model of teaching to a more transactional
model of education started taking place at the conceptual
level as expressed in teachers' responses to a
questionnaire and in the interviews about their classroom
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literacy projects. Evidence of this shift is presented in
the following statements by about reading and writing:
Reading and writing are processes through which we can
appreciate and value the context, the images that
surround us to interpret them appropriately as a way
to make a better world to live- (Questionnaire on
concepts of reading and writing. Magnolia Ramirez)
I recognize that reading writing are processes
originated in what is meaningful to individuals.
(Questionnaire on concepts of reading and writing,
Claudia Guaneme)
In a transactional model of education, according to
Weaver (1994), students are viewed as already having rich
prior knowledge and background, with ample experience in
using their schemas along with an innate ability and an
inclination to construct their own knowledge. Teachers
operating out of this constructivist view of learning try
to create rich environmental contexts and situations from
which students can learn. Such teachers understand that
taking risks, developing and refining hypotheses, and
making errors are all necessary aspects of growth. They
know that the mastery of processes like speaking a
language, reading, writing, and spelling takes years, and
will never reach perfection. Learning of such processes is
expected to be individual and idiosyncratic (p. 87).
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Weaver (1994, p. 9) contrasts the differences between
the two paradigms of learning and teaching: transmission
and transactional. (See Table 4.2.)
Teachers' knowledge statements embedded in their
responses to the question: "What is your concept of reading
and writing in Spanish?" (See Appendix F) and in the
statements found in the interviews represent a shift to a
transactional model of teaching. The knowledge statements
that illustrate the connections between teachers' learning
experiences with reading and writing and the influences in
their teaching serve to demonstrate teachers' knowledge.
Teachers' relections on newer literacy practices shows
how they begin to conceptually suupport a new way of
teaching:
I now consider that students are active subjects in
the learning process and that the school and classroom
contexts are important in order to develop students as
readers and writers. (Interview with Soraya Avila)
Now I know that children can in an automomous way
create knowledge. Through the literacy program I
learned that the environment where children are
immersed in offers endless sources for learning to
read and write. (Interview with Fabio Vinasco)
The analysis of data shows two more ways of connecting
experiences with learning embedded in teachers' knowledge
statements. Connections to aspects of instruction
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TABLE 4.2
Contrasting Models of Education: Transmission Versus
Transactional

Transmission Model

Transactional Model

Emphasis is on direct teaching,
which is controlled first by
the program and second by the
teacher

Emphasis is on learning, which is
facilitated but not directly
controlled by the teacher.

Basis is the behaviorist model
of learning (for example. Skinner)

Basis is the cognitive/social model
of learning (for example, Vygotsky,
Halliday).

Learning is viewed as a matter of
building from simple to complex,
from smaller to larger skills.

Smaller "parts" of a task are seen
as more readily learned within the
context of a meaningful whole.

Learning is viewed as habit
formation; thus verbalizing/
writing correct responses and
avoiding incorrect responses are
seen as crucial.

Learning is seen as the result of
complex cognitive processes that
can be facilitated by teachers and
enhanced by peer interaction.

Since correctness is valued,
risk-taking is discouraged and/or
penalized.

Etisk-taking, and hence "errors,"
are seen as absolutely essential
for learning.

All learners are expected to
master what is taught when it is
taught; thus, most children
experience varying degrees of
failure.

Learners are expected to be at
different stages and to develop at
their own pace and in their own
ways; thus, there is no concept of
"failure."

Ability to reproduce or
verbalize a predetermined
correct response is taken as
evidence of learning.

Ability to apply knowledge and to
think in novel ways is considered
evidence of learning, as is the
ability to use general strategies
across a wide range of tasks and
contexts.
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contribute to considering the context of home and community
as part of the knowledge that they bring with them to
learning, and uses of children's literature provide a way
to re-create their reality and open possibilities for
meaningful reading and writing instruction.
Qsinq Children''s Reality to Enrich the Context of School
Learning
Dewey's (1990) study on the education of the child is
central to exploring the relationship of the school and the
life and development of the children in the school. He
believes that the child and its instincts and activities
are the center of gravity for organizing education, not the
teacher, the textbook or what is outside the child. Within
this frame of thought, all the learning taking place at
home and everywhere outside the school is relevant
knowledge connected with the context of school learning to
enrich it.
My data analysis is supported by Dewey's assertion
about the relation between learning in school and home
communities in the sense that children's home experiences
enrich children's literacy experiences at school. Goodman's
beliefs about literacy and Short's beliefs about curriculum
also support the attempts made by the teachers in the study
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to accompany students to discover literacy through
authentic literacy activities.
Goodman (1996) asserts that children learn from being
immersed in a literate society. He recognizes that children
move easily into literacy and therefore teachers need to
build on what children know to help them continue their
journey into literacy. Short, Harste, and Burke (1996) also
consider that children must begin any learning experience
with what they currently know, perceive and feel.
"Curriculum has no other place to begin than with
children's current concepts and language. The question that
we need to ask as educators is not whether children are
ready for school, but whether schools are ready for
children" (p. 83).
Moreover, considering children the center of education
requires knowing them, their context, their life, their
family situations and what represents their funds of
knowledge. It is valuing everything that may influence
their learning.
The teachers have come to realize that getting to know
the life of children requires carefully watching them, what
they do and how they learn, listening to their ideas and
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their questions. The following quote from a teacher
evidences such realization:
After a workshop on language learning about six years
ago we looked at the importance of considering the
knowledge that children bring from home. This new way
of looking at teaching caused a lot of uneasiness on
the way I prepared classes at home and have children
write "planas" but after listening to all they had to
say about "the rain" one day, I finally learned that
what students have to say represents their knowledge
and that previous knowledge is an important element in
their learning. (Interview with Hortencia Guevara)
As a way to connect children's reality with their
learning at school teachers listen to the stories they have
to tell, organize teaching around their interests and
concerns, carefully select materials that engage them in
meaningful reading and writing, and evaluate their progress
by looking at individual growth and learning.
The following statements by the informants of this
study illustrate their views of children learning:
Traditional textbooks never portray children's
reality. Children's daily experiences many times
represent better sources of learning and expression.
Children's reaction to the news is usually a topic
that makes the class react. My fourth grade class, for
example, had a demonstration for peace in the school
and around the school as a reaction to many unjust
situations that are familiar to them. (Interview with
Jeaneth Casallas)
Today all my kindergarten children wanted to talk
about yesterday's rain. So, the class was centered
around talking about what they did when it rained so
hard, who they were with, where the rain comes from.
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what is it good for, what the rain, can cause.
(Interview with Hortencia Guevara)
Teachers' quotes represent their beliefs that learning
at school needs to be organized as a way to further explore
children's own inquiries and interests. School is therefore
a place where children's lives are considered an important
part of learning, and everything happening to them or
around them can become a source of inquiry and learning.
Literature as a Way to Experience Literacy
Story reading is presented by teachers as another
source to connect life experiences to learning. Most
teachers of Spanish and teachers of English in this study
used literature to explore ways to promote reading and
writing in their classrooms.
Literature is presented as a way to open new frontiers
in learning; with literature the social and affective
aspects of learning are considered as important
elements that contribute to developing literacy in
Spanish and in English. (Interview with Ruth Montano)

In my class, children are given time for reading
everyday- They usually like to read stories,^ fables,
or rondas. Each day five children give a report to the
class. Children talk about characters, their role, the
author of the story, the problem, and alternatives for
a solving a problem- (Interview with Betty Carreno)
The teachers show ways of thinking about literature as
a source of literacy that permit them to explore stories
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with children as new possibilities for literacy learning.
Exploring children's personal connections with literature
provides the opportunity for children to learn language
through the use of language. It also helps develop creative
thinking and promotes meaningful writing production.
Children's Learning Expanded by Experience
The organization and development of a classroom
literacy project was another source that revealed teachers'
knowledge of literacy learning. All teachers participating
in the literacy program were expected to plan and implement
a self-selected literacy project in their classrooms.
Organizing and developing an innovative classroom literacy
project was a challenging experience for teachers. It
generated tensions in their practice because traditional
literacy practices in reading and writing were questioned
as to what extent they limit or hinder children's learning.
Developing the literacy project implied re-thinkin?
and reviewing their teaching and adjusting old practices to
the new theories and approaches to literacy. Furthermore,
teachers needed to apply the new theoretical foundations to
literacy in their teaching of literacy.
Most teachers' literacy projects introduced
innovations to the teaching of reading and writing in
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Spanish and in English. Through teaching innovations,
children were immersed in experiences that actively engaged
them in multiple and authentic uses of language.
Creating a school newspaper, having a tour at school,
identifying and visiting different places in the
neighborhood, and going on. field trips (airport, and
national and state museums) are the most representative of
children's learning experiences. The following description
of classroom learning experiences reveals teachers' views
of literacy learning.
"Reporteritos:A School Newspaper by Third Graders
Two teachers involved their third grade classes in
creating a newspaper as a way to develop authentic reading
and writing activities. Their class brainstormed about the
sections in a newspaper, the type of articles that go in
it, topics, and illustrations as a way to start their
project. Teachers encouraged children to choose the topics
they wanted to include in the different sections of the
newspaper. The children also had choices in relation to
doing interviews, writing reports, discussing about aspects
of form and format in texts, considering including
illustrations with the text editing process, and all other
details that are involved in publishing a newspaper.
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Their project was successfully finished, and third
graders and teachers proudly reported on their newspaper
publication in the report about their classroom literacy
project and in a teacher conference. The idea of having a
school newspaper was well received by the other teachers at
their school. Thus, it became a schoolwide objective for
the new school year.
The teachers reported in the interviews that their
knowledge about how children learn grew as a result of
working with children in the newspaper project. It allowed
them to discover knowledge about learning and teaching
through different experiences in the classroom. Letting
children participate in their own learning helped the
teachers see the potential children have for creating
knowledge. Their statements express their Jcnowledge as
follows:
Now I know that children in an autonomous way create
knowledge. I came to realize that working on the
newspaper is the best source and one of the best
elements for integration of all subject areas which
helped me discover how to utilize the potential that
all children have to learn. (Interview with Fabio
Vinasco)
I consider that students are active subjects in the
learning process and that the school and classroom
contexts are important in order to develop students as
readers and writers - Only when the child discovers
that reading and writing are parts of the contexts in
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which they live can they get interested in learning.
Particularly in reading. The child feels that what
she/he does or says is important to be able to
consider himself/herself a knowing subject- (Interview
with Soraya Avila)
Perceiving children as active participants of their
learning permitted teachers to expand their knowledge of
literacy through authentic practices.
What I Learned About My Neighborhood and My City
In a new literacy project children learned about the
city and the airport through field trips planned by
teachers. The teachers explored with the children the
history of different places of their neighborhood, the city
and its tourist places for a literacy project developed by
three teachers from one school. A pre-school class and a
third grade class participated in the project.
The teachers planned the project supported in the
belief that experiential learning is more powerful than

skill based learning focused on drills. Teachers'
statements highlight their belief as follows:
Learning is a experiential way of bringing knowledge
from previous experiences to the creation of new
experiences. (Interview with Martha Liliana)
Planning and organizing the teaching unit and the
field trips engaged teachers in writing letters, making
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calls, getting permissions from parents, sending notes home
to parents and inviting parents to talk to the class. Pre
school children learned about their neighborhood while
third graders expanded their knowledge of the city of
Bogota.
Maps, brochures, letter writing, drawing, gathering
information, presenting reports, and narrating their
experiences in the field trip all represented activities
that immersed the children in using language to know, to
tell, to explain, to inquire, to thank, to respond and to
report. The experience of visiting the airport framed all
drawing and writing activities for preschoolers and third
graders. Writing stories about their visit to the airport
and thank you letters to Avianca airline were meaningful
activities for third graders. Teachers' describe their
experience in the following quote:
We developed our literacy project around children's
knowledge of "the neighborhood and "the city."
Children talked in the classroom about experiences
such as going to the bus stop, the bakery, the
supermarket, and the park, with their parents. They
drew pictures of themselves in the school, and in the
different places of the neighborhood. We made a short
trip through the neighborhood to recognize all the
places we have talked about with pre-school children
and we went on a field trip to the airport with both
preschool and third graders. (Interview with Martha
Cortes, Yolanda Silva and Carlos Bejarano)
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The learning experiences described above also support
Vygotsky's perspective of the teaching of reading and
writing. "Teaching reading and writing should be organized
in such a way that reading and writing are necessary for
something. Reading and writing must be something the child
needs and should be relevant to life" (Vygotsky, 1978, pp.
117-118).
Reading and Writing Relationships
Reading and writing for teachers in the past were
taught with an emphasis on basic skill development that was
unconnected to their needs and interests. The assigned
readings of literary works in secondary school demanded a
great deal of time from students that later on became an
enjoyable activity. Writing, however, served strictly an
instructional function. It was restricted to reporting
plot, characters, and setting of the story or novel read.
Teachers' experiences with reading and writing as
university students widened their perspective about
the functions and uses of language. Reading required
personal interpretation of the text and writing
required having a critical position to contribute to
the class. These positive experiences add to their own
perceptions of readers and writers as prospective
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teachers, and they are reflected in the following
statements:
During the years as university student I developed
further joy for reading and writing as a personal
production. This was complemented through teacher
development workshops. (Literacy history, Soledad
Romero)
After attending graduate school, I dedicate more time
to reading. I consider that the relationship between
reader and book is a unique event that enriches us and
we should present it as unique in our pedagogical
practice. (Literacy history. Magnolia Ramirez)
Opposite to traditional views of reading and writing
and disconnected processes, Rosenblatt (1989) presents
reading and writing as connected parallel processes of
meaning construction. She considers that
. . . the treatment of either reading and writing as a
dissociated set of skills (though both require skills)
or as primarily the acquisition of codes and
conventions (though both involve them) inhibits
sensitivity to the organic linkages of verbal signs
and their objects. Purposive writing and reading will
enable the student to build on past experience of life
and language and to practice the kinds of selective
attention and synthesis that produce new structures of
live meaning, (p. 172)
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Teachers' reflections about their experiences with
reading and writing as unconnected processes in the past
created tensions as they were required to view them as
connected processes in their current practice. Since
reading and writing did not make part of teachers' daily
activities, it made it more difficult for teachers to view
themselves as readers and writers.
Rosenblatt's (1989) transactional theory of reading
and writing processes suggests that
. . . the teaching of reading and writing at any level
should have as its first concern the creation of
environments and activities in which students are
motivated and encouraged to draw on their own
resources to make "live" meanings. With this as the
fundamental criterion, emphasis falls on strengthening
the basic processes shared by reading and writing. The
teaching of one can then reinforce linguistic habits
and semantic approaches useful in the other, (p. 172)
Teachers' perceptions of reading and writing in this
study evolved from reading and writing as unconnected
processes early in their school years to viewing them as
interactive processes that involve the reader and the text,
at the university.
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The data shows that the teachers value writing as an
unfinished, evolving process that requires re-reading,
revising and editing in order to communicate a message.
Furthermore, through reflection and inquiry on their
teaching and learning experiences through teacher
development courses, the teachers were able to explore
multiple opportunities for reading and writing and perceive
reading and writing as meaning construction processes.
Their classroom experiences are exemplars of
meaningful and useful reading and writing activities.
During reading time with my students we read stories,
comics, cartoons, a story or a song from the textbook.
Children greatly enjoy reading from the big, colorful
page of big books. Children predict what happens in
the story from the illustrations and actively discuss
with their peers their different interpretations of
the story. After reading I have them work on their
most favorite part of the story and expand on it. The
result is usually a drawing accompanied by writing and
that makes part of their portfolio. (Interview with
Jeaneth Casallas)
Writing is also a personal endeavor. Children create
their own stories out of selections from magazines and
share it with the class. They also write their
interpretation of cartoons from the newspaper and
sometimes they invent their own writing assignments
for homework. (Field notes from observation of
Jeaneth's class)
Teachers' reflection and inquiry about their own
teaching helped them discover that literacy is essential to
learning in all areas of knowledge. Teachers made
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connections at the level of stifc>ject areas in the curriculiam
through their literacy projects. Because they began to
consider the literate/printed environment important in
children's learning, everything children learn in school
and outside school was relevant in the curriculiim. The type
of curriculum integration in ttie literacy projects by
teachers is illustrated in the next category "Literacy
Across the Curriculxim."
Literacy Across the Curriculum
The teachers' knowledge is also expressed in their
practice through the integration of areas of the curriculum
around literacy activities. Teachers' classroom literacy
projects show the integration of subjects such as Spanish,
English, and Social Studies; English and Spanish; and
Spanish and Literature.

Some examples include "A Bilingual

Tour in My Capital City" (Haciendo Turismo Bilingue por la
Ciudad Capital); "Creating Opportunities for Literacy
Learning in Spanish and in Engiish," and "Using Children's
literature to develop literacy in English as a Second
Language." Most teachers in this study considered that
literacy serves to integrate areas of the curriculum
through authentic uses of reading and writing in the
content areas.
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Curricular integration was a challenge for the
teachers in the program. Teachers were leaders that
presented options to newer literacy practices in both
Spanish and English in their schools. Curricular
integration required encouraging other teachers in their
institutions to work towards literacy development with a
view of reading and writing as a means to achieve literacy
with children.

Some teachers were successful in creating

communities of teachers working together towards
integrating literacy practices in all of the subjects of
the curriculum.
An important reflection with all teachers of Spanish
and of English participating in the literacy course is that
language should be viewed as a source of learning and of
communication rather than as a subject whose content needs
to be taught. Teachers of English and Spanish therefore
need to look for ways to engage children in authentic and
meaningful uses of language through speaking, reading and
writing.
In discussing the teaching of English as a second
language, Cxunmins' (1994) comment is relevant:
The teaching of English as a second language should be
integrated with the teaching of other academic content
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that is appropriate to students' cognitive level. By
the same token, all content teachers must recognize
themselves also as teachers of language. . . . What
students bring to the classroom should ideally be
treated by the teacher as a resource, not just for the
students' own learning but also for the enrichment of
instruction for all students, (p. 56)
Teachers who view language as a source for
communication search for ways of employing language to
further children's aims and interests through authentic
uses of language in all areas of the curriculum. Teachers
participating in the literacy program introduced
innovations to the curriculum in their schools by searching
for ways to integrate language and literacy with all areas
of the curriculum. A Physical Education teacher, a
preschool teacher and high school teacher present their
teaching innovation through curricular integration as
follows:
P.E. has been different from Math or Spanish, I give
students readings about how to get to know their body
and take care of it, how their body changes. We read
about the history of P.E. and then we brainstormed
together about the reading and organized the
information in chronological order, then we re-read
the text and finally, we wrote our reactions about
what we read. The idea is that students construct
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their ovm texts. Then, we talked about the
relationship of P.E. with Biology and other subjects.
(Interview with Lynn John)
With ray pre-school class we work on theme units. We
are now working on How the colors of the rainbow are
foirmed. We integrate children's knowledge. We talked
about three theories about the rainbow: a scientific
theory, a religious theory and a mythological theory.
(Interview with Claudia Guaneme)
I see Spanish teachers and English teachers working
together at school more than before. My idea of
Llteratuya is also an idea that will be developed in
English. My motivation to do this project is the fact
that students do not want to write and all Spanish
teachers complain about the same problem. (Interview
with Magnolia Ramirez)
Although promoting literacy across all areas of the
curriculum placed many demands on teachers such as spending
a lot of time sharing information with colleagues, planning
and organizing teaching activities together, and evaluating
outcomes, most teachers were very successful at
implementing literacy across the curriculum as a school
innovation.
Because the emphasis of the teacher development
program was on literacy in Spanish and in English, special
attention was given to the integration of literacy
activities in both languages. Teachers raised questions
about the relationship between literacy development in the
first language and literacy development in English as a
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foreign language which arose from their teaching
experiences in their classrooms.
Spanish/English Literacy Relationships
One of the aims of the teacher development program on
literacy was to have both teachers of English and teachers
of Spanish think about how reading and wxiting is developed
in the two languages. Traditionally, the teaching of
Spanish as a subject was seen as totally different from the
teaching of English as a foreign language. Thus, learning
to read and write in the two languages was seen as
unrelated processes.
Teachers' concerns, therefore, were centered around
the idea of mixing two languages in their instructional
practices and on children's writing development in English.
Teachers of English were the most concerned about the idea
of children confusing the two writing systems when writing
in English. This conflict may be due to the influences from
two different orientations in two different language
programs on teacher education. English teachers perceived
writing as using grammar accurately in writing sentences
while Spanish teachers perceived writing as producing
coherent texts with meaning.
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The tensions originated by teachers' concerns around
the two writing systems generated questions that guided
teachers' literacy projects.

One of the questions that

teachers asked was: How can we teach writing in a language
different from the first language when children had not yet
mastered the writing system of their native language? Some
teachers expressed their fear to present children with
written words in English because it could confuse them.
Moreover, writing was usually considered to be the last
skill to be learned in any language.
It was only until teachers were presented with written
samples of Spanish-speaking children learning English and
the type of hypotheses they made of the two writing systems
that teachers started to reflect about how languages are
learned by children. Teachers reconsidered the role of
children's first language in learning a second or foreign
language, and examined the similarities in reading and
writing processes in the two languages. Teachers' literacy
projects became the way to further explore the relationship
between literacy in English and Spanish and the opportunity
to implement curricular changes through the
re-conceptualization of literacy in two languages. One of
the teachers expressed it as follows:
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We reflected on the ways we teach Spanish and English
and the reasons for treating them as separate
subjects. (Jeaneth's Literacy Project)
The teachers started to value children's native
language as a strength in learning a foreign language and
to reconsider children's spelling errors as positive signs
of learning what children were doing about writing in
English as a foreign language. The following quotes from
teachers illustrate their re-valuing of two systems:
It is important to work on children's first
language before we teach them another language.
(Hortencia's Literacy Project)
Literacy in Spanish is important in learning English.
Spanish is a strength in learning English. (Ruth's
Literacy Project)
Discussing literacy learning in English helps me open
my vision of different cultural representations
through language. (Nubia Mendez' Literacy Project)
A unique response from the majority of teachers
participating in the teacher development course related to
reading and writing as similar processes in Spanish and in
English is presented in Table 5. Teachers expressed their
new understandings of both processes as similar in their
own words as follows:
We could establish a parallel between reading and
writing in Spanish and in English. We understand that
reading and writing are similar processes in Spanish
and in English. (Group of teachers class Session)
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Regarding the importance of first language in the
acquisition of a second language, researchers like Cummins
(1994), Hudelson (1989), and Edelsky (1986) agree that
students' first language abilities provide the personal and
academic foundation for growth in their second language
(English).
The teachers considered that the use of children's
stories in both Spanish and English classes is one of the
most appropriate ways to use language in meaningful ways
for children. Some teachers shared their teaching
experiences using the two languages, Spanish and English,
in telling stories to children. They also reflected as a
group on their students' writings in order to further
examine the uses children make of English in their text as
a way to show their developing knowledge of English.
The tensions that appeared around the two writing
systems were disolved in a session to reach the following
consensus as illustrated in Table 4.3.
From the examination of children's written texts
further questions about conventionality in writing arise.
Teachers' insights about conventions in written language
are presented in the next category.
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Table 4.3
Reading and Writing as Similar Processes in Two Languages
*1* Reading and writing in Spanish and in English follow
similar processes.
• Both languages count on the linguistic development of
abilities such as listening, speaking, reading and
writing.
• Reading and Writing require the knowledge and use of
alphabetic codes in English and Spanish.
• Both languages have the same uses and functions of
language for communication.
• Two languages bring knowledge of two cultures.
• Reading and writing need to be contextualized activities
in the classroom.
• Reading and writing permits the expression of thought
through either language.
• Reading and writing processes require a socio-affective
aspect to it.
• Previous knowledge is important in the use of both
languages.
• Knowledge is constructed through the use of multiple
systems available in the classroom environment.
• Both Spanish and English require meaningful learning
situations.
• Reading and writing in both languages are influenced by
technology.
• Reading and Writing are thought processes externalized
through social interaction.
• Conventionality is not necessary to be able to read and
write.
• The use of authentic texts such as letters, poems,
stories, labels, jokes, acrostics, recipes, graffiti,
publicity fulfills multiple functions of reading and
writing.

Conventions/Inventions
Teachers have traditionally taught language with a
focus on how their students learn to conventionally use
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correct forms of spoken or written language- Their concern
about conventionality in language learning allows verylittle opportunity for children's inventions.
Viewing language learning as both personal and
social processes is useful to understand the importance of
reaching the balance between invention and convention in
the development of reading and writing by children. This
view of language learning also permits teachers to approach
the teaching of writing with children valuing process over
product.
Writing from Product to Process: Valuing Inventions and
Re-valuing Corrections
The valuing of product over process in literacy
learning with children may be considered a result of
instructional methods predominant in the way teachers were
taught as learners. Moving from product to process
generated tensions related with the decisions teachers
needed to make in order to help children follow their own
process of writing. Process writing required organizing
class activities differently and dedicating time to write
drafts, share them with others, revise and edit children's
texts to arrive at conventional writing.
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Only after teachers are invited to be part of the
literacy club and are seen as readers and writers can they
value process over product through their own experiences
and apply that knowledge in their teaching.
Writing their personal and social literacy histories
and sharing the process of writing it with their peer
colleagues was a valuable activity for the group of
teachers to reflect about product and process in writing.
Writing their literacy histories required re-reading,
correcting, adding, revising, cutting, and editing, before
it fulfilled the requirements of conventional writing.
Personal invention and creativity was allowed in the style
and organization of teachers' texts. Some wrote their
literacy history as a poem, others wrote is as prose and
organized their text into different episodes, and others
used metaphors to illustrate their experiences of learning
to read and write.
The exercise of writing and reflection on their
writing contributed to teacher's re-valuing of their
instructional practice of reading and writing and
considering students' mistakes and revisions as necessary
parts in the process of writing. The data show that
teachers began to view spelling inventions in children's
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writing, in both Spanish and English, as part of the
process of moving from invention to convention.
In this respect, Goodman and Goodman (1990) consider
that both invention, personal creation of language, and
convention, the socially established systems and norms, are
necessary for learning. Language is not learned by
imitating adults or learning rules out of the context of
language use. It is invented by each individual, and in the
context of its social use it is adapted to the social
conventions (p. 232).
They believe that maintaining the balance between
invention and convention in developing reading and writing
is a major factor in whether pupils come to consider
themselves as insiders or outsiders, members of what Smith
(1988) called the literacy club.
The excerpts below present teachers' insights related
to invention and convention in writing:
One of the innovations of the literacy program is that
the concept of error given to children's orthographic
inventions in writing is treated as a personal way to
deal with the writing system before learning the
conventions. I now accept more their spelling
inventions and follow the same process we followed for
writing our literacy histories: input from reading,
writing a draft, exchanging texts, looking at
conventions, writing a final version and publication.
(Survey impact, Jeaneth Casallas)
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I am changing the way I assess children's capacity to
read and write and to self-correct their writingI am learning to take into consideration the language
children use in writing and to respect their writing
style.
Regarding the teaching of read.ing and writing to
bilingual children. Freeman and Freeman (1997) consider
that in order to facilitate the writing development of
emergent writers, teachers need to understand the normal
patterns of writing development. With that Icnowledge,
teachers can interpret and support students' written
inventions, while at the same time moving them toward
conventional forms. Freeman and Freeman's application of
the concepts of invention and convention in writing
development is best explained as follows: "If invention
goes unchecked, nobody can read a child's message. However,
if too much convention is imposed too early, children may
lose the sense of writing as a process of constructing
their own meanings" (p. 145).
Freeman and Freeman's quote parallels a fourth grade
teacher's perception of the need for convention in
children's writing.
Conventional writing is important in the construction
of texts for the purpose of communicating a message.
(Innovacion Encuestas Impacto)
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The concern expressed by the teacher for her fourth
grade students to write conventionally is founded in the
need to improve the test scores on linguistic and
mathematics ability of elementary school children. The
results of a test administered by the government to
children in third and fifth grades in all public schools in
Bogota in November, 1998 highlight the need to improve the
quality of reading, writing and math in elementary schools.
Teachers then need to reach a point of equilibrium in their
teaching practice between what they know and consider
important for children to learn and what they are expected
to be tested.
Alternatives to Holistic Evaluation
Evaluation of students' progress in reading and
writing was another aspect that represented tension for
teachers in their shift from valuing process over product.
They considered portfolios as an alternative assessment
tool that permits students and teachers to look at growth
and development in writing. Teachers expressed it as
follows:
Another innovation of the literacy program was the
idea of the portfolio as a way of looking at process.
Viewing the written text as something unfinished that
needs writing several drafts before it is ready and it
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fully communicates a message. (Interview with Jeaneth
Casallas)
Evaluating literacy practices in this teacher
education experience include viewing language learning as
both personal and social processes. Teachers' personal
reflections about literacy were valuable insights in the
social activity of teaching.
Summary
The analysis of the six categories and sub-categories
have presented the tensions, challenges, and
disequilibriums that the 42 teachers experienced while
their knowledge of literacy was extended through a one-year
teacher development program. Teachers' knowledge of
literacy learning was revealed through their experiences of
literacy in their narratives and the knowledge constructed
through research and practice.
Teachers' connections between teachers' early literacy
experiences and their teaching of literacy framed changes
in their practice generated by new understandings of
literacy teaching and learning. Teachers' considerations of
literacy experiences as central to learning contributed to
exploring the relationship between reading and writing in
all areas of the curriculum.
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The teachers of Spanish and of English in the prograun
constructed together new understandings of reading and
writing as processes in both languages. Through coinmon
points of view as language teachers they arrived at
important decisions that transformed their knowledge and
their practice. Language, whether Spanish or English was
defined as a source for communicating ideas and thoughts
rather than as an object of study. Spanish, being the
native language of students, was seen as a strength in
children's development of English as a foreign language.
Most important of all, making decisions together
represented a powerful strategy that contributed to
teachers' growth and change in their practice.
A more in-depth analysis of the categories found
through the information from the three case studies is
presented in chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5
READING THE WORLD OF COLOMBIAN PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS

This chapter presents qualitative case studies of three
public elementary school teachers as exemplars of the 42
teachers who participated in a one-year teacher development
program on literacy. The case studies provide further
information about teachers' knowledge of literacy learning
revealed in their practice. The three case study
teachers were selected based on the following aspects: (a)
that each teacher works at a different elementary school
with students from low socio-economic levels; (b) that each
teacher has experience teaching at different grade levels;
and (c) that the literacy learning experiences of each
teacher relates to both Spanish and English languages.
The three teachers I chose are Jeaneth, April and
Martha. All three of them work with students from socio
economic levels one or two at three different elementary
schools in Bogota. They have taught grade levels from first
to fifth for several years, and to different degrees they
have been involved in literacy learning in Spanish and in
English. An important aspect in selecting the research
participants is that they were willing to collaborate and be
part of the study. During the course of my research the
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three participants showed great interest in participating in
the study. Because my research interests for the past five
years have been on literacy learning and teacher education
in elementary grades, I chose to work closely with
elementary school teachers.
My aim with this qualitative study is to gain greater
understanding of teachers' knowledge of literacy and its
relationship to practice. It is important to consider
interpreting the data in its context. A case study approach
to research is the most appropriate way to analyze the data.
As Yin (1984) observes, case study is a design particularly
suited to situations where it is impossible to separate the
phenomenon's variables from their context.
Analysis of data gathered from teachers' literacy
histories, their classroom literacy project, interviews,
direct observations of their teaching, video tapes of their
class sessions, and students' writing samples yielded the
following six categories and sub-categories shown in Table
5.1.
The case studies presented in this chapter answer the
following research questions: (a) How do teachers perceive
reading and writing in their personal literacy histories?;
(b) What knowledge of literacy learning do teachers reveal
as presented in their classroom literacy projects?; and (c)
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Table 5.1
Categories Used in Case Studies

Categories

1. Connections
2. Children's learning expanded by experience.
3. Reading and Writing Relationships.
4. Literacy across the Curriculum.
5. Spanish/English literacy relationships.
6. Conventions/Inventions

What knowledge of literacy learning do teachers reveal as
presented in their practice?
Organization of Case Studies
The information in the case studies presents teachers'
stories through extended description of themselves as
individuals, their literacy history, their educational
background, their working reality and their pedagogy which
represent the genealogy of their knowledge. Inserted in
their stories is my interpretation of their knowledge of
literacy as illustrative of the categories that emerged from
the analysis of data. The categories are taken from the
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teachers' literacy histories, the classroom literacy
project, interviews and teachers' practice that represents
their knowledge demonstrated in their praxis.
Teachers' experiences writing their literacy histories,
organizing and implementing their classroom literacy
project, and presenting their innovations in a conference
generated tensions among teachers which brought about
changes and transformations in their thinking and in their
practice.
Teachers experienced tensions as they were confronting
their own literacy histories and how they were evolving into
new histories. Tensions also brought about challenges in the
organization of ideas for their written texts and the
exchanges of their histories with their peers. Their new
understandings of literacy learning resulted from the
activity of writing their own histories and sharing them
with their peers.
Teachers' new understandings of literacy learning
guided their planning and organizing of a classroom literacy
project. The implementation of the literacy project
represented challenges that the teachers experienced,
related to developing reading and writing with children.
Integrating all the areas of the curriculum around literacy
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practices also generated tensions and represented a
challenge for teachers because it required convincing the
other teachers in their school to join their project in
developing literacy activities in their ovm classrooms.
All the challenging experiences that represented
tension for teachers were seen as struggles of growth and
change in their teaching. An additional moment of tension
was experienced by teachers during the interview and in
the presentation of their innovations in the national
conference.
Preparing their ideas to be told to others, in the
interview and in the conference, required organizing and
structuring their thinking and their knowledge to be shown
in a presentational form to the public. It was a moment of
knowing for teachers. Teachers report that it represented
disequilibrium because it brought about adjustments,
transformation of their practice and change as teachers.
Each case study is organized in the following way:
First, I provide a description of the participant that
includes personal information and her educational
background. An interpretive summary of her literacy history
relates the content of the teacher's learning experiences
with literacy and their teaching of literacy. This
connection between their personal literacy learning and
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their literacy teaching is illustrated in category one and
responds to research question one: How do teachers perceive
reading and writing as revealed through their personal
literacy histories?
Then, the description of the teacher's working reality
follows the narration of her literacy history. Her working
reality presents the context in which the classroom literacy
project and her practice occur. A detailed description of
the physical setting of the school, the students and the
teacher's class, her schedule and the literacy activities
developed during the visits framed the activities depicted
in her teaching that serve to illustrate the categories.
Finally, I present children's writing samples from
teachers' classes to show each teacher's knowledge of
literacy learning expressed in her teaching.
Jeaneth's Story:
"Literacy Learning Opens A World of Opportunities"
Jeaneth is a 36-year-old teacher with 17 years of
teaching experience. She currently teaches English in grades
first to fifth at "La Primavera" Elementary School in
Bogota. She also teaches Spanish and is the 4th-grade
homeroom teacher. Jeaneth is married and has a 14-year-old
girl, Carolina, who is in ninth grade.
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Jeaneth's Educational Background
Jeaneth started school when she was seven years old.
She went to a public school where she had many positive
experiences during her childhood. After graduating from high
school she decided to continue her studies in Education. In
1988 she graduated from Qniversidad Pedagogica in Bogota
with a B.A. in Education to become a teacher of Spanish and
English. Later, in 1994 she went back to school to do
postgraduate studies in Sexual Education. In 1996 she was
part of a group of teachers that received a scholarship to
do studies in Pedagogy of Teaching English as a Second
Language, a 4-month course at University of New Mexico in
Albuquerque. The latest addition to her education was this
98-99 literacy program at Oniversidad Distrital.
Jeaneth's Literacy History
jThis child already knows how to readl
Jeaneth used her first grade teacher's expression "This
child already know how to readl" as the introduction to her
literacy history which she titled "A dream came true." In
her second line Jeanette mentions that it was the only
possible way she could introduce the story about the world
of opportunities that learning to read and write has given
her. My interpretation of her opening sentence after reading
her literacy history several times is that Jeaneth starts
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her history by connecting her experiences at school
represented in her teachers' expectations, her classmates
learning, and her performance as a student with her beliefs
about literacy learning as an adult. These connections frame
her knowledge statements and reflections throughout her
narration.
During her elementary grades Jeaneth remembers having
to memorize riddles, tongue twisters, proverbs, poems and
becoming better at writing by copying texts from books and
writing and re-writing summaries in her notebook. At this
point, her knowledge of the methods of instruction used by
her teachers to develop her reading and writing is
explicitly connected to the type of literacy activities she
did as a learner in the following statement: "learning to
read was memorizing, and writing was practice by copying
from already made texts."
Next, Jeaneth reveals her perception of reading and
writing as a student. Writing for her changed from
memorizing, writing verses from her reading book into her
notebooks and putting down letters in paper to being the art
of expressing her own ideas.
She perceives writing as having different uses and
fulfilling different functions: Writing as a mechanical
exercise of putting information down in her notebook;
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writing as expressing ideas; as creating a message to
communicate something; writing as a way to organize ideas
for a presentation; and writing as a way to re-live and re
tell experiences. She establishes an important relationship
between reading and writing as part of her knowledge that
later influences her teaching of Spanish and English.
Because, for Jeaneth, reading contributes to writing, having
multiple opportunities to read makes better writers.
Jeaneth's perception of reading and writing are founded
in her experiences as a learner- Reading gave her more
insights for reading more and for writing about her
readings.
Jeaneth's Working Reality
The school. The "Primavera" school where Jeaneth works
is in a middle-class neighborhood in the industrial sector
of Bogota. It consists of a small cluster of one-story
buildings surrounded by a tall brick wall. The main gate, a
large green iron gate which leads directly to the
playground, is located in the front left of the school.
Children come in and out of school through the gate every
day. A smaller door is located to the right front part of
the building and leads directly to the principal's office
and the kindergarten, transition and first grade classrooms.
The K-1 classrooms are arranged three on each side of the
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hall. A door at the end of the hallway separates the
preschool section from the rest of the school. The name of
the school is high outside the building on a large metal
sign.
La Primavera school hosts 250 children in the afternoon
schedule. It has about the same number of students in the
morning. It has different staff and director for different
shifts. Most public schools in Bogota have this kind of
system. They have three shifts, afternoon and evening, in
order to serve the highest number of school age children.
Jeaneth teaches during the afternoon schedule.
Her classroom.

Jeaneth's classroom is the first

classroom in the right wing that frames and faces the
playground. All of her students from first to fifth grade
move from their homeroom to Jeaneth's classroom when they
have English class with her. Each grade spends two hours a
week in Jeaneth's English class. Her fourth grade students
also come to her for Spanish class five days a week for one
hour a day. For English classes Jeaneth also uses the media
room when she uses the slide projector to read books to her
class. Jeaneth's class schedule is described in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2
Jeaneth's Class Schedule

Hours

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

12:30-1:30

Lecto-

English

Lecto-

Science

Lecto-

escritura

4th

escritura

4th

escritura

4 th

4th

4th

1:30-2:30

Math 4th

Math 4th

Math 4th

Math 4th

Math 4th

2:45-3:15

BREAK

3EIEAK

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

3:30-4:30

English

Science

English

English

English

1st

4th

5th

4th

1st

Language

English

Technology

English

Music

4th

3rd

4th

2nd

4th

4:30-5:30

I visited Jeaneth's classroom three times between June
1998 and April 1999. Jeaneth teaches from 12:30 to 5:30 p.m.
five days a week. I observed her teaching Spanish in third
grade and English in first and fourth grades. My first visit
to her third grade class was on Monday, June 8, 1998 for
three hours. She and I decided I was going to visit and
observe her first class period that day. She introduced me
to her class of about 35 children between ages 8 and 9 and
told them the reason of my visit. Table 5.3 is my schedule
of visits to Jeaneth's class.
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Table 5.3
Schedule of Visits

Jeaneth's class

First Grade

Third Grade

Fourth Grade

Class and Dates

English

Spanish

Spanish

March 3rd, 1999

Jvxne 8th, 1998

March 3rd and
March 8th, 1999

Her students were involved in organizing her room. They
worked together in decorating it, in painting it, in
organizing it and in keeping tidy. Jeaneth is a dynamic
organizer of activities for children so they feel involved
at school.
The decoration of her classroom consisted of a
timetable and a huge poster of a pencil glued on the back
wall of the classroom. The timetable reads "lectoescritura"
as the first class period she had with her third grade
class everyday. This was a new idea to me. In my years as a
student or as a teacher I had never heard of a class named
"lectoescritura." It was castellano, lenguaje, or literatura
but Jeaneth named it lectoescritura. It was a good
development, I thought.
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In the back right corner of the room there was also a
bookshelf that looked like it was made by the teacher and
the children. In it, the teacher and students stored candy
wrappers, old magazines, glue, newspapers, that they
recycled to be used by students in future class projects. In
the front part of the room Jeaneth's desk was placed next to
the chalkboard and behind her desk there was a cabinet where
she keeps her teaching supplies and books. Unlike private
institutions in Colombia and elsewhere where each teacher
has his/her classroom for himself/herself, I have generally
observed that the decoration in public school classrooms
that are shared with other students in the morning and
evening shifts is very simple.
In her third grade classroom 20 one-piece desks were
aligned by rows to accommodate 35 third graders. The desks
were designed to sit two students per desk but the tiny,
little bodies of first grade children fit three at one desk.
During her class time Jeaneth read the story of "The hadas
del arco iris" (the rainbow's fairy godmothers) which she
took from one of the many books she uses for Spanish class.
It was a 45-minute period. She gave each student a copy of
the story to be able to follow the reading.
After reading it, students talked about it, they retold
the story together orally. Through a picture-sequence type
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of exercise the students cut, organized and pasted the
pictures in their notebooks. Next, the class wrote the story
of the "hadas del arco iris" in their notebooks.
Jeaneth^s Connections and Her Pedagogy
Jeaneth has worked for 17 years teaching children. Her
teaching has been a learning experience full of discoveries
and inquiries. As a beginning teacher she was interested in
learning about how children learn to read and write in
Spanish as their native language. She was puzzled by the
fact that some children learn to read and write faster than
others. In order to find an answer to her question about why
some children learn faster than others, Jeaneth read about
children's processes of literacy learning and also observed
children learning to read and write for many years during
her teaching.
She noticed that children who were good at other
subjects like Spanish, Science, Social Studies were also
good at learning English. She then came to the realization
that success in children's learning to read and write came
from opportunities given to them to read and write in a
rich, supportive environment. Jeaneth's teaching pedagogy
focused on providing children multiple opportunities for
reading and writing that were relevant to their reality.
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Jeaneth's early experiences as a teacher raised
questions for her that contributed to establishing
connections between children's life and reality and their
learning environment, and between learning a native
language and a foreign language. Through reading and
observing children's learn in her classroom she found
relationships between literacy learning in Spanish and in
English.
As a teacher of Spanish and English as a Foreign
Language (EFL), Jeaneth organizes teaching around children's
interests and reality. Jeaneth encourages the use of
portfolios with her students and when evaluating children's
learning she also evaluates her teaching by looking at the
outcomes of the collaborative process between teacher and
students and among students. Jeaneth's evaluation of
students' learning is directly connected with the evaluation
of her teaching.
Jeaneth considers that her knowledge of literacy and
literacy learning comes from her experience teaching, from
her own reading, and from participating in as many workshops
and literacy programs as she is able to.
One of the readings that she believes has been most
enlightening for her teaching practice is the book titled
"Learning to Read" by Bettelheim and Zelan (1989). She read
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it as a result of her need to inquire about how children
learn to read and write in Spanish so she could establish
the connections between first and second language and
resolve the problem of teaching children to read and write
in English. That book had a significant impact on the wayshe thought of the literacy process and helped her establish
connections about literacy learning in both languages.
Bettelheim and Zelan (1989) question traditional reading
texts because they limit the number of words and the type of
words used. According to the authors, texts are nonsense to
children. Children know more than the words they are
presented with to read. Texts are very limiting to teach
children when they have to read simple sentences such as "I
love my mom," "My mom loves me."
Another connection Jeaneth makes through her interview
and her practice is between teachers' knowledge of learning
and the selection of instructional materials in teaching.
Her statement "Children know more than the words they are
presented with to read" suggests that not all books help
children learn and teachers teach. It also suggests that
teachers need to be knowledgeable of children's reality and
children's learning to decide the type of books to read with
children that help them make useful connections in their
learning.
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Jeaneth's Spanish/Encrlish Literacy Relationships
Jeaneth's response to Bettelheim and Zelan's ideas
produced tensions around Jeaneth's teaching of literacy that
resulted in changes in her practice. She was concerned about
the literacy process in a foreign language interfering in
children's literacy in their native language. She expresses
her concern as follows:
I was very afraid of using any writing in English with
my students. I thought this would interfere with their
mother tongue, so everything I did with them was oral
practice. When children asked me how to write a word I
wrote it on the board and then erased it. I thought
there would be some kind of interference in children's
learning of the writing system of two languages.
(Jeaneth's Interview)
Jeaneth's tension around the problems in literacy
learning in two languages was resolved through reflecting
about their practice with the other teachers during the
weekly sessions. The instructor centered the discussions
around ways to help teachers re-direct their teaching of
literacy in Spanish and in English towards valuing the
process children undergo in learning English.
The teachers came to understand that speaking Spanish,
rather than being a limitation in children learning of
literacy in a foreign language, represents a strength that
positively influence literacy development in both languages.
This realization helped Jeaneth view children's literacy
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development in a foreign language as a gain instead of a
difficulty.
Jeaneth's new understandings of literacy learning in
Spanish and in English were applied in the classroom
literacy project she implemented with her third grade class
as one of the assignments in the Teacher Development
Program. She titled her project: "Creating Opportunities for
Literacy Learning in Spanish and in English."
Jeaneth's literacy project aimed at modifying the
traditional practices for literacy development in Spanish
and in English at her school. Considering that innovation
requires changes at the organizational, methodological and
attitudinal level, support from the school principal and
other teachers was important. She planned workshops on
literacy and teacher development that permitted her to
promote curricular integration and multiple literacy
activities at school.
Jeaneth suggested changes at the level of instruction
that emphasized active learning through meaningful
activities for children rather than having children memorize
subject contents. Changes at the institutional level
generated tensions and conflict with the other school
teachers. The implementation of new literacy practices
required changes in attitude and beliefs about teaching and
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learning. Traditional literacy practices did not allow for
meaningful reading and writing activities for children. The
emphasis is placed on errors and habits rather than on
constructive processes.
Readjusting the teaching routine for most of the
teachers in Jeaneth's school represented a big challenge. It
required changing teachers' classroom discipline rules to
allow active participation of students in the construction
of knowledge. It suggests viewing learners as active
participants of their own learning.
Only a few teachers decided to implement new literacy
activities in their classrooms with their children and to
change their attitudes towards the teachers who introduced
innovations. They modified their attitude of resistance
towards change suggested by Jeaneth and supported by the
principal of the school. Gradually the teachers who
committed to change became more open to innovations
suggested by Jeaneth in their classrooms. Jeaneth continued
being an example of an innovative teacher at her school and
she also learned that change generates conflict and it takes
time to readjust old practices into new ones.
Jeaneth's practice based on the use of authentic texts
such as newspapers, magazines, environmental print, cartoons
and videos help engage students in active learning and
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creating. They respond to the reading of those texts by
creating their own text and sharing it with the class.
Jeaneth believes that the classroom is not the only place
where children learn. She explores children's literacy
experiences at home and outside school through talking and
writing about them in her Spanish and English classes. She
believes that the environment provides children with
literate experiences in both Spanish and English.
Jeaneth's teaching motivated and encouraged other
teachers to apply similar ideas in their teaching of
literacy with their students.
Jeaneth*^ s Conventions and Inventions
One of the most important turning points in Jeaneth's
teaching of reading and writing in Spanish and in English
during the teacher development course on literacy was her
reconsideration of the role of error in children's writing.
She reports that reading the bibliographic sources available
during the teacher development course and participating in
the weekly sessions enlightened her thinking about
children's literacy learning.
Viewing writing as a personal and at the same time a
social process helped her understand English inventive
spellings in children's writing reflecting their use of the
Spanish graphic and orthographic systems. Also viewing
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reading and writing in Spanish and in English as following
the same process contributed to her knowledge of literacy
learning in two languages. Jeaneth's reflection of this kind
of teaching illustrates my point as follows:
I thought it was an error to write for example "la
house red, o la house roja." That conception about
writing was changed when I took the literacy course in
Spanish and in English at Distrital. I now believe that
reading and writing in English and Spanish is the same
process but two opportunities. (Jeaneth's Interview)
Jeaneth's classroom was a place where innovations were
happening as a result of her growing knowledge on literacy
learning and teaching. My accounts of various visits and
observations of her teaching illustrate her knowledge of
literacy learning through her practice.
School visits and observations of teachers' practice
were enriching experiences and a valuable element in the
development of my study. Through classroom visits I was able
to place teachers' literacy projects in a real setting where
classroom projects were developed. Moreover, observing
teachers' practice was an important aspect in the study of
teachers' knowledge of literacy learning through teachers'
case studies.
According to Merriam (1988), participant observation is
a major means of collecting data in case study research. She
considers that as an outsider an observer will notice things
that have become routine to the participants themselves.
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things which may lead to understanding of the context.
Observation gives a firsthand account of the situation under
study and, when combined with interviewing and document
analysis, allows for a holistic interpretation of the
phenomenon being investigated (p. 102).
My purpose for observing teachers' practice was to
determine how classroom literacy practices revealed their
knowledge of literacy learning. Teachers' knowledge of
literacy learning expressed in the literacy histories and in
the report and implementation of a classroom literacy
project was once more revealed through their teaching.
Jeaneth's Reading and Writing Relationships
After my first visit, Jeaneth and I talked about the
literacy activities in her class and the reading sources
used. She said that she uses big books, storybooks, poetry
books, comics, magazines, newspapers, and taped stories and
songs in her class. She highlighted the relationship between
reading and writing activities in her class. Jeaneth
believes that for children to write it is necessary to read
a lot to them and that the best texts are those written by
children provoked by pictures, stories and literature. To
her, those texts are filled with children's imagination and
reality and they teach a lot to us.
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She presented third grade children with many
opportunities for reading and writing. Sometimes she read
aloud to them and discussed the reading and then students
wrote about it. Other times, children read what they wanted
from a book or a magazine they brought from home. Other
times they sang a song in English or in Spanish and learned
the lyrics of the song.
Jeaneth also mentioned that she organizes her teaching
around children's reality. For her, "what children say, do,
and write about reflects their reality, their thinking and
their needs" (Field notes, March 3, 1999). Jeaneth promotes
literacy in English and Spanish through reading authentic
texts with children in both languages and constructing
written texts through which children can express their
thoughts and feelings.
During my second visit on March 3, 1999, I stayed in
her class for the whole afternoon and observed Jeaneth teach
Spanish and English in fourth grade, and English in first
grade. In her Spanish fourth grade class Jeaneth developed
an activity called "Let's create a story." The activity
connected reading and writing and children used their
creativity and imagination in writing their stories. The
activity consisted of looking for a picture that matched
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their interests to create a story in an old magazine
children brought from home. Children wrote their stories and
before sharing them to the whole class each student shared
with their peer sitting next to them. Six children shared
the story with the whole class. Some of the topics children
wrote about were: violence in the streets, computers.
Barbie, a cruise, the flowers, mother's love for her child,
airplanes, the sea, new cars, the mine, what it means to be
a friend, Acapulco, and the restaurant.
Some children's writing samples are included here to
show that Jeaneth's teaching is consistent with the way she
thinks and beliefs about teaching and learning:
Learning to Walk
by Yeimi Lorena y Viviana 3-3-99
While the country is on war and delinquency this baby
girl is struggling to learn how to walk and I believe
that she must be thinking that when she learns to walk
she will walk in a clean city, where there is no wars
but if she imagines that there are thieves and war, if
she imagined she would cry and I would say that people
should worry about cleaning the city and stopping the
war because it seems that people don't care if the baby
girl would not want to walk in a dirty country full of
delinquents and on war. The End.
What friends are like
by Jean Paul Alape Galeano
A beautiful morning as all mornings are my friends and
I went to a museum and one of my friends starting
feeling dizzy and he fainted because he hadn't had
lunch or breakfast so he was taken to a doctor and the
doctor told him he was fine but that he had fainted
because he hadn't eaten so he ate and he recuperated
and we were all the time with him as good friends do
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and we hardly ever fought or discussed but one day a
friend left on a trip and he was the funniest of our
friends and when he came back his faitiily decided to
move and another friend moved to another neighborhood
too so all of us separated and we promised that we
would get together again on weekends and we would see
each other.
Jeaneth and I talked about the messages in children's
texts. She believes that through children's stories she
learns about their home situations, their reality and
concerns. They tell about themselves in their stories. I
believe that Jeaneth's way of relating reading and writing
through children's expressing their own reality is also a
way to connect their learning with their experiences A second activity in Jeaneth's fourth grade class was
her reading of the Big Book "La Boda de Raya y Trazo" [The
Wedding of Line and Trace]. Jeaneth read the story aloud to
the class permitting children to make predictions of the
content from the illustrations. When she finished reading
the story she asked children some questions relevant to the
story and most children actively participated in responding
them. Children enjoyed the story and it represented a
connection between geometry and Spanish through the use
of stories.
Jeaneth's new literacy project for the 1999 academic
year concentrates on helping third grade and fifth grade
children at her school write conventionally. Jeaneth wants
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readers to be able to understand the message when reading
her students* stories, she wants to look at conventional
content and form in her fourth graders' writings. Jeaneth's
concern for her upper elementary grades writing
conventionally is the results of a test administered to
third and fifth graders by the government in October 1998
that report children's difficulties on the use of connectors
in their written texts.
My last observation of Jeaneth's teaching was in her
first grade English class. For this class Jeaneth had her
fourth grade class collaborate with her in teaching an
English song to her first graders. She was teaching the
song "Sally" whose lyrics are: "Sally go around the sun,
Sally go around the moon, Sally go around the chimney pot
every afternoon. Boom." Four fourth graders sang the song
and each one played a different role in the song. One was
the sun, another was the moon, another was the chimney and
the last one was a girl named Sally. First graders learned
the lyrics and they sang the song and acted out the song
afterwards. Then they worked on coloring the sun yellow, the
moon silver and filling in with little pieces of paper
rolled and glued onto paper to make the shape of the sun and
the moon.
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Jeaneth's teaching illustrates collaboration in
learning between fourth graders and first graders. In
learning a foreign language, acting, singing and. performing
help children learn by experiencing the language.
Collaboration was planned to extend reading activities
between fourth graders and first graders through adopting a
reading buddy. Thus, collaborative learning in Jeaneth's
teaching represents a further connection in the learning of
Spanish and English languages by elementary school children.
In Jeaneth's classroom assigned homework was another
shared experience that she reports as being negotiated with
her children. Children many times assign their own homework.
They are already familiar with the type of activities done
in the classroom and they include them in their selection
for homework. Table 5.4 presents a list of assignments in
Jeaneth's class.
The list of activities in Table 5.4 is taken from a
student's notebook in Jeaneth's class- In Jeaneth's
classroom her students write in their notebook each activity
they do every day in class and at home so their notebook
becomes a source of information for themselves and for their
parents on what they have learned at school.
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Table 5.4
Jeaneth^ s Class Assignments

Jeaneth's class activities

Purpose of activity

1. Songs

Singing and learning the
lyrics

2. Poems

Writing poems

3. Selecting news from

Reading and bringing the

the newspaper
4. Illustrate meanings of words
with their own drawings

news for class discussion
e.g. rainbow, fish,
lightning, butterflies

5. Crossword puzzles

Identify names

6. Stories

Write a story

7. Siammaries of readings/

Respond to specific

reading comprehension

comprehension questions

passages

or find the main idea

8. Look up words in the

Write their definition

dictionary
9. Dictation

Take dictation

10. Copying activities

Write information about a
topic from a source

11. Unscramble words

Create words
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12. Words cut out from magazines
to write sentences and

Dse words in sentences
and stories

stories
13. Lists of words with
different niimbers of

Learn niimber of syllables
in words

syllables
14. Cut out letters to make words

Learning spelling

15. Create a story from a picture

Story writing

from a magazine
16. Students' interpretation of
of cartoons from the

What the cartoon refers
to

newspaper
17. Descriptions of people
and places

Describe a person, a
place or a thing

18. Discussions about the news

A message for peace

19. Narrate a T.V. program

Tell their version

Interpretation: The Nature, Sources and Evolution of
Jeaneth's Knowledge
I believe that Jeaneth has transformed her reality by
engaging in personal inquiry and observation on her own
teaching and on how children learn. Her commitment to
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elementary school children has been a source for her
permanent revisiting of her teaching. Jeaneth's positive
thinking and acting upon newer possibilities for change in
her school environment have permitted her learning and
teaching experiences to have an influence on the others in
her school. Jeaneth's reflection about her growth as a
teacher is presented in the following statement:
What I currently do in class is completely different
from what I did 15 years ago. I consider that there are
many aspects that are relevant to children's literacy
learning. For example the students' family socioeducational context, the institutional context, the
opportunities for reading and writing given to children
in the classroom.
Summary
The positive nature of Jeaneth's personal life
experiences in learning to read and write explain her
perception of literacy learning as a way to open a world of
opportunities for children. Her personal perceptions of
literacy learning and her teaching belief that children
need to be presented with multiple opportunities for
learning at home and at school expressed through her
teaching pedagogy establish further connections at the
instructional level. Jeaneth's personal literacy history and
accounts of her teaching practices represent important
sources that reveal her knowledge of literacy learning.
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Jeaneth's statement "multiple opportunities for
literacy learning influence children's reading and writing
development" represents a direct connection of her
experiences as learner and the kind of experiences she
organizes for her students as a teacher. Her teaching is
organized around reading of stories, newspapers, magazines,
recipes, letters, labels, comics, cartoons, murals, graffiti
and street signs. These reading events promote talking and
discussing among her students about the message they deliver
and the message students want to express through writing.
Jeaneth usually guides the class to relate the ideas
from their reading to writing their own text that can
usually be in the form of a story. Thus, writing in her
class serves children with the opportunities to express
their ideas and thoughts about what was learned from
exploring the content of the reading through interaction.
By observing children learning to read and write,
Jeaneth has learned that only when what is taught is related
to students' reality is it comprehensible for them and they
can learn it. She believes that learning works both ways
from children to teacher and from teacher to children when
experiences are shared in classrooms.
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April•s Story
April is a 34-year-old teacher with seven years of
experience teaching English. She is currently teaching
English at Fabio Lozano Simonelli, a public elementary
school in the southwest part of Bogota. She teaches English
in grades first to fifth.
April's Educational Background
April started her elementary education in a private
school. After three years she moved to a public school. She
graduated from high school in 1984 and the following year
she enrolled in the program of Modern Languages at Distrital
University to become a teacher of English and Spanish. She
graduated from the University in 1991 and started teaching
the following year and has done so for the next six years.
In 1996, April went back to the University for postgraduate
studies in Administration of Education and received her
degree in 1997. She did graduate studies in translation at
National University, She took courses in Russian literature
and is currently finishing her Master's in Literature at
Javeriana University. At the end of 1996 she was part of a
group of teachers that received a scholarship from the
government to do studies in Pedagogy for the Teaching
English, a 4-month course at the University of New Mexico in
Albuquerque, in the United States. In this program she met
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Jeaneth my first participant. They became friends. Both then
enrolled in the Teacher Development Program on literacy at
our University.
April's Literacy History
EL AMANECER: Mi infancia son recuerdos de un patio de
Sevilla y un huerto claro donde madura el limonero.
LA MANAMA: Mi juventud veinte anos en tierras de
Castilla.
SOLSTICIO DE VERANO: Mi historia algunos casos de
recordar no quiero . . . ANTONIO MACHADO
April presented her literacy history divided into three
historical moments in her life: Her childhood which she
presented as the "aurora," her youth that she called "the
morning," and her university years that she considered as a
"summer solstice." As a creative writer she chose to present
her literacy history in a literary style.
April described her childhood as filled with wonderful
moments shared with her nana. Radio programs made part of
her afternoon favorites. She learned about "Kaliman and
Arandu" as the most fantastic characters. In third grade she
won a reading contest and had the best handwriting in her
class. Her high school years represent a new encounter.
Books became her closest friends in the isolated world of
adolescents who battle against uncertainty and platonic
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loves. Books also liberated her from boring classes. April
loved reading more and more. She enjoyed reading "The
Little Prince." She visited the school library frequently
and learned about the most well known writers and their
novels.
April presents a passionate connection between her
reading of the world and her reading of the word in books
throughout her literacy history. She revealed her perception
of reading and writing in the description of the three
moments in her literacy history. Throughout her social
literacy history, April presents the written word, "la maga"
as she calls it, in literary works, as a very significant
source for becoming a reader and a writer.
Reading books fulfilled her dreams, kept her company,
amazed her and amused her brothers and her father. As a
result, she became a poet and a writer. April writes poetry
as a way to represent her life and her reality. She won a
national award for her poetic writings in 1995. Writing and
reading have been essential in April's life as a writer and
as a teacher. Her perceptions of reading and writing are
also reflected in the central role that reading to and with
children and creating stories through writing have in
April's daily teaching.
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April's Working Reality
The school.

Fabio Lozano Simonelli school, where April

has been working for the last five years, is built at the
top of a hill and is surrounded by hills. It consists of one
four-story building and a three-story building made of brick
that hosts 1000 students from kindergarten to seventh grade
in the morning and 400 students from first to eleventh grade
in the afternoon.
The neighborhood where the Fabio Lozano Simonelli
school is located is surrounded by industries. One of the
biggest brick companies in Bogota is very close to the
school. Children walk down the hill from their homes to get
to school and teachers walk uphill or take a cab from the
main road for a three-minute ride to the school every day.
As April reported in an interview it is very common that
children work in nearby companies after school. Although
April's working reality may sound a difficult one, she has
learned to live with the challenges and enjoys working with
the children very much. A more personal description of
April's working context is provided in Appendix I.
Her classroom.

At her school April has her own

classroom for English classes on the second floor. Six big
tables in the classroom accommodate 42 children in her
class. There is a board and four desks in the front part of
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the room. April also has a smaller room next to her
classroom where she keeps her teaching supplies.
A welcome sign on April's classroom door introduces
children to the world of English. Classroom walls are filled
with posters and children's work on topics learned in class
such as fruits, types of clothes, parts of the house and
animals. A few messages about teaching also invite teachers
to reflect on their mission with children.
April always brings a tape recorder to the classroom to
play songs in English for children either to learn the songs
or to serve as background music in their work that they do
such as reading, writing, or drawing. Children view the
English class as an opportunity to take a tour through a
new culture by learning another language. April teaches from
7:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon five days a week. Table 5.5 is
April's class schedule.
I visited April * s school twice between March and April
1999. During my first visit on March 10, I conducted an
interview with April about her classroom literacy project
developed with her students. The second visit, on March 24,
I observed her teaching English in third grade for two
hours. April greeted each one of her students warmly shaking
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Table 5.5
April's Class Schedule

Hours

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

7:15-8:45

5th A

2nd B

3rd A

3rd B

5th A

8:45-9:30

1st C

1st C

Research

Team Work

1st A

10:15-12:00

1st B

2nd A

2nd C

4th A

4th B

hands with them. I was introduced to her class of 39
children between ages 8 and 9 and I told them the reason of
my visit.
In April's class students greet her in English, "Good
morning." Some of them use both Spanish and English
greetings to address April: "Good morning, profesora,
teacher." The use of both languages in April's classroom is
very common and children seem to feel comfortable using them
to communicate with each other and with the teacher. April
also uses both Spanish and English in her teaching and in
reading and dramatizing stories.
April's students, particularly those in younger grades,
enjoy singing songs in English. They are used to beginning
the class singing. April plays cassettes with the songs and
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the children stand up and sing and act out the songs. Then
they develop class activities planned by the teacher which
may vary between reading stories, writing, imagining a
situation, describing, acting out, watching a video,
drawing, coloring, cutting, gluing, etc.
April's first to fifth grade classes are between 35 and
40 students. They use "Parade" as their textbook and April
provides additional material to enhance her teaching of
reading through stories in class.
April's Connections and Her Pedagogy
April started teaching English as a foreign language
(EFL) seven years ago at the secondary level. Five years ago
she changed from teaching secondary to elementary grades.
When she commenced teaching EFL to fourth graders last year
she noticed that children had difficulties in reading and
writing in Spanish. She felt a serious sense of
responsibility to her students. This commitment, combined
with her highly developed desire to use literature in the
classroom motivated her to develop a classroom literacy
project based on reading literature as a way to develop
literacy. Her classroom project became one of her
assignments for our teacher development program on literacy.
Her plan involved observing children and making
connections between reading and writing through literature
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sessions with them; reading based on illustrations;
promoting students * participation in retelling about the
book read; and finally writing their own story. April
developed her classroom project in order to help her
students develop their literacy in Spanish and in EnglishApril uses singing, chanting, audio-visual experiences,
repetitive and predictable stories available to her. April's
belief that children learn through the connections they make
between their life experiences and the new knowledge guides
her teaching. Through books, which she considered the
richest fountain of language and knowledge, she helps her
students expand their understandings of literacy through
reading and writing experiences.
An example of April's ways of reaching students'
interest and connecting students* life stories with the
stories in books is illustrated in the following interview
excerpt about her class:
When reading the story of the Ugly Duckling I knew some
children had animals at home. I then decided to
introduce the idea of pets in the story to associate
their reality with the story. Everything should
consider the socio—affective aspect of children's
learning. The fact that children could have a contact
with their pets implied that their realities were
involved. This made students' writing and creating
stories easier. (April's Interview)
April's strongest connection between literature and her
life as a literate person explains her confidence that
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children develop literacy in their own language and in EFL
through reading, talking and writing about stories that make
part of their own reality as children. April's personal
definition of literature encompass many important moments in
her life. Her definition serves as a predictor of how she
wants her students to perceive literature through the
development of literacy.
To me literature is about our life, about our own
experiences with reality. I live literature because it
is everything for me in the widest sense of the word.
Literature is our dreams, our vivencias, our stories.
Literature has been an instriiment of growth for me. It
has always been with me since high school. Literature
helped me create many stories and make friends with the
characters through reading books. I created my own
personages and established a close relationship with
them. I conquered the other's mind through literature
and the written word. (April's Interview)
April feels that two major factors influenced her
current pedagogy. The first is her students' reality that is
impoverished in opportunities for literacy and she feels she
has a responsibility to provide opportunities for teaching
them. Second is the way she lives literature and sees
how it can also help her students live and understand their
lives.
Through the reading of April's stories from her past
experiences revealed in her literacy history I came to the
following questions: How did April's past life history
influence who she is as a teacher? How did she come to think
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and act the way she does in the classroom? In reflecting on
her past April remembers that books were her companions most
of the time in her adolescent years. Literature opened the
horizon to other ways of seeing life through the writer's
words.
My father is a very good reader- I remember him always
reading and enjoying everything he was reading. My
brothers also did that. I started reading to discover
that kind of feeling. It is like apparently being
alone but I was having a conversation with the author's
life, with the magic of words. The wonderful ideas that
you can dramatize and play with in your itiind. The
journeys that imagination takes to other situations, to
different worlds. All that has given me the initiative
to use literature in my teaching. (April's Interview)
The literacy activities that were part of April's life
at home taught her a personal meaning for books that
contributed to her literacy learning. Later, school taught
her more conventional uses and functions of books. Both
personal and school experiences combined represent April's
knowledge and practice of literacy learning. Therefore,
April's thinking and actions in her teaching to elementary
school children is influenced by both her home literacy and
her school literacy.
April's Reading and Writing Relationships
April's perception of reading and writing through the
re-counting of her rich experiences with books at home and
at school explain the inclinations in her teaching. The
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emphasis she places in developing creativity and imagination
in students through meaningful connections between books and
students' lives surpass any concern for developing correct
linguistic patterns and developing English proficiency in
her class early in their learning. April considers that
developing children's literacy in Spanish is a strength in
the development of literacy in English.
April's main goal in teaching is to captivate her
students' interest to learn through imagining stories,
situations, solutions to problems that they can verbalize
and discuss to later put in writing. The presentation of
scenes and situations for students in April's class serve as
brainstorming of the topic to be studied. In one occasion
April invites her second grade class to talk about eagles as
a way to extend the theme explored through the video: "I'm
your brother hawk." She explores the scene of an eagle
flying and encourages children to describe an eagle, imagine
flying as an eagle and think about how eagles survive and
the type of food they eat. Children, with their eyes closed,
imagine the scene following April's guidance.
The construction of a scene permitted children to talk
about eagles, discover new information about eagles from
their peers, and create a descriptive oral text through the
scene. Being able to re-create a scene, talk about it and
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use their past experiences as knowledge has proven important
in children's literacy learning in April's classroom. It
also represents a significant input for reading and writing.
The multiple opportunities for the creation of oral
texts in April's class contribute to further explorations of
language through reading and writing. April believes that
representing a story for children learning EFL contributes
to their understanding of it. Her acting the role of the
personages in the story helps children predict what the
story is about, and make hypotheses about what happens in
the story. The oral texts in April's class were also present
in children's play. Acting the stories was seeing as playing
with language and exercising the imagination.
April believes that in play children exercise their
imagination. They also draw, as Goodman and Goodman (1990)
affirm, on their experiences with stories, books,
television, and films. Goodman and Goodman consider that
in play children adopt the appropriate language and engage
in relevant activities. In both fantasy and realistic play
situations children are involved in out-of-school
experiences through which they are learning a good deal of
knowledge and culture of their peers and the adults in the
society.
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For Vygotsky (1978) play, itself, mediates the learning
of children. In social play, children transact with each
other, mediating each other's learning. They learn to
understand the meanings of the world as they play with their
representations of the world.
In April's class every time she introduces a new story
there is an opportunity for play. Playing and performing
stories for children and by them seem to contribute to their
learning of English as a foreign language. Children's
literacy learning, in both Spanish and in English, is
enhanced by play during story reading.
With her third grade class April represented the story
of the "Lion and the Mouse" prior to reading it. She used
different voice tones for different characters. Children
were then asked to tell what they understood from the story
and retell the story. The retelling of the story served to
prepare them for writing their version of the story. The
following writing sample from a third grader serves to
illustrate children's understanding of the story of the
"Lion and the Mouse" and April's teaching:
I understood that in the story the lion was going to
eat the mouse but it finally did not eat the mouse- The
lion let the mouse go and the mouse run away. Then, the
mouse came back to the lion and he found it trapped in
a net. The mouse, with its fine teeth, tore the net and
helped the lion escape. The lion was very happy and he
gave the mouse a hug. (March 24th, third grade)
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Although April's reading of the story was totally in
English the writing samples in Spanish show children's
understanding of the content of the story. Children talked
about the story in Spanish before they wrote their version
of it.

April's literacy activities in her class highlight

the relationship between talking about stories, reading and
writing them. Her knowledge of the effects of literature on
literacy learning is represented in her students' writing.
April's Spanish/English Literacy Relationships
April's priority in the teaching of literacy in English
as a foreign language to children is to strengthen literacy
in Spanish. She uses English in class to greet her students,
to pray, to give instructions, to introduce a new song and
explain it, and when reading stories. In her teaching,
however, she uses both languages as tools to communicate
with children and permits the use of both languages by
children in her English class. As mentioned before, April's
teaching is oriented towards establishing meaningful
connections between children's reality and the uses of
literacy. Her beliefs are made evident in her practice and
are consistent with her teaching.
April considers that another way to relate Spanish and
English literacy is through the reading of stories. She uses
the illustrations from storybooks in English to contribute
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to creating meaning in stories. When reading stories to
children she shows that illustrations are an important part
of stories in any language, and many times in her teaching
she uses illustrations to do the first reading of the story.
Children report their understanding of stories read or told
in English using their native language, Spanish. They
usually write their stories in Spanish with a few words in
English. April employs children's writings to understand
their knowledge of language and story. She identifies
children's inventive spellings in English and explores
conventional forms with the group and individually to expand
on their knowledge of literacy in English. She values
children's stories as texts that show their knowledge of
Spanish and of English.
April's Convention and Invention
One of the most significant turning points in April's
teaching of literacy that also represented a tension in her
teaching is related to the way she corrected her students'
writing. She considered revisions in children's writing a
necessary step in the process. She used a traditional way of
correcting students' writing errors by having her students
write words several times to be able to learn the correct
spelling. Later, she realized that such technique was not
effective for students' literacy learning. April moved from
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word correction to sentence correction and she tried having
students write sentences in paragraphs that make sense to
them. Finally, she learned that the most adequate way of
learning spelling and grammar was by having students selfcorrect their writing so that with the support of the group
they arrive at conventional writing.
Conventional writing in April's class after talking
with the researcher during the interview followed a more
transactional model of learning. This change represents
significant growth in April's knowledge of literacy learning
and literacy teaching.
Interpretations: The Nature, Sources, and Evolution of
April's Knowledge
April's lived experiences with literacy at home and at
school became the sources that created her self-image as a
reader and a writer during her years of schooling. April's
lived experiences explain her definition of life within
literature.
Summary
Through my reading of April's life as a teacher, her
successful personal and social learning experiences are
combined to inform her teaching. She sees her students'
learning through her own learning experiences as student.
She also knows that children learn through play, and that
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children's literature permits them to use their imagination
in the creation of stories. Thus, she plans her classes
around those activities.
April also knows how she learned and what made her
succeed, she knows her teaching context, her students and
their realities. (See Appendix I.) Her teaching, therefore,
is based on the organization of experiences that helps her
students manifest their learning and their own experiences
through playing, reading and writing.
April's literacy history, her teaching experience with
children and her experiences as a university student
combined represent the sources for reflection on her
teaching. My belief that the sources of knowledge for April
lie within herself, is supported by Cochran Smith and
Lytle's (1993) concept of teachers' knowledge as coming from
inside their schooling and teaching experiences; to inform
the outside world, school administrators and university
research. April's teaching, therefore, involves the process
of bringing her knowledge from within herself and her own
experiences to play an important role in the generation of
knowledge with her students.
Because April's knowledge of teaching is powerful in
the achievement of her students' success as learners and her
own success as a teacher, her voice encourages other
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teachers' teaching at the same time that it enriches my
inquiry as a teacher educator.
Martha Liliana's Story
Martha Liliana is a 36-year-old teacher with seven
years of experience teaching in elementary school grades.
She has taught five years in private institutions and two
years in public schools. She is married and has two
children, ages 7 and 6. Her son Carlos Felipe is in second
grade and her daughter Maria Camila is in first grade.
Martha is currently teaching art and technology to
grades first to fifth in Pio XII elementary school. The
school is located in the southwest part of Bogota and it
hosts 280 children from low- to middle-class families. She
teaches all grades from first to fifth grade in the morning
from 7:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon.
Martha's Educational Badcground
Martha studied in a private school in Bogota all her
elementary and secondary grades. She graduated from "Liceo
Femenino de Cundinamarca" from high school. She continued
her schooling at Oniversidad San Buenaventura and graduated
with a B.A. in pre-school education in 1990. In March, 1998
she enrolled in our teacher development program on literacy
at Oniversidad Distrital. This is her latest addition to her
professional development as a teacher.
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Martha's Literacy History
Martha's literacy experience was a very positive one.
She found the school environment very pleasant and at home
she received a lot of attention and encouragement from her
family. Her first traces were highly praised and recognized
at home- In kindergarten she learned to do circles, lines,
and to recognize the vowels. Her teacher used "Cartilla
Coquito" as the textbook from which letters were presented
parallel to pictures to learn to recognize the letter
sounds.
Martha's learning to read consisted on knowing the
vowels and the consonants and putting them together to
decipher a text. It was based on the recognition of vowel
sounds, consonants, combination of letters to form words.
After she learned to recognize the consonants and join them
with vowels to form words, she could read the titles from
the newspaper with her father, then she could read
paragraphs and finally she could read the news completely.
Martha's positive experience with reading and writing
in kindergarten highly determined her positive attitude
towards learning and her success in the following elementary
school years. Drawing was the first and the easiest strategy
she used to show her reading comprehension. Regarding
writing, Martha believes that the demands from school in
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orthography through dictation and multiple writing of words
to avoid spelling errors resulted in good learning.
Martha defines reading, as revealed in her literacy
history, as a social activity at home and at school. She
read the newspaper with her father and considered drawings a
representation of reading comprehension. Writing, however,
was a more mechanical activity for her that required
learning the conventional rules of orthography.
Martha's Working Reality
The school.

Martha has worked as a teacher for five

years. The first four years she worked with preschool
children at "Los Naranjos Elementary School" and this year
she is working at Pio XII elementary school teaching arts
and technology from first to fifth grade. Thus, the
description of Martha's working reality presents the two
settings where Martha has worked during 1998 and 1999.
The physical construction of Los Naranjos school is
very limited. The school started the construction of a new
three-story building two years ago for the fifteen classes
they have but the budget was cut and the construction was
left unfinished.
The school is surrounded by cafeterias and small
businesses. The school entrance, a green iron gate, is
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crowded by parents who take their children to school every
morning before 7:00 a.m. Children enter school and get in
line by grade levels to listen to the director's
announcements every morning. It usually takes the director
five or ten minutes to greet the children, say a prayer,
read the daily announcements and give recommendations. Then,
children go to their regular classes.
The socio-economic level of Martha's students at "Los
Naranjos" is low. One hundred percent of the students
receive free refrigerio at mid-morning everyday. Most of
students' parents work as bus drivers, guards, construction
workers, or as street vendors, and mothers work as house
cleaners.
The physical construction at Pio XII elementary school
consists of a cluster of small buildings surrounded by a
tall brick wall. The socio-economic reality of the 280
students at Pio XII school is somewhat different from that
of children from the previous school Martha worked. They
seem to have more stable jobs than parents from "Los
Naranjos." Because the school is surrounded by industries,
many of the students' parents work in those industries. In
many cases children work in factories in the afternoon after
school. Martha's knowledge and understanding of her
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students' reality and needs informs her teaching and helps
her connect the realities of home and school.
Her classroom.

At "Los Naranjos" Martha's kindergarten

class of 33 children was organized around six tables.
Children sat at the tables in groups of five. The
kindergarten classroom is located at a strategic place in
the school where younger children can play safely.
In Pio XII school Martha does not have an assigned
classroom because she does not have a homeroom. She teaches
in all grades from first to fifth so she rotates through all
elementary classrooms. Martha teaches from 7:00 a.m. to
12:00 noon five days a week. Table 5.6 is her schedule of
classes.
I visited Martha's school twice in March./ 1999. During
my first visit on March 9th I conducted an interview about
Martha's classroom literacy project developed with her
students. The second visit I observed her teach art to third
graders for two hours. Martha uses a textbook for her art
class. Her class includes reading, writing, drawing,
designing, coloring, constructing and developing different
art projects.
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Table 5.6
Martha's Class Schedule

Hours

Monday

Tuesday

7:00-7:45

Wednesday Thursday

Friday

3rd

2nd

3rd

2nd

3rd

4th

4th

Break

Break

7:45-8:30
8:30-9:15

4th

5th

9:15-9:45

Break

Break

9:45-10:25

2nd

4th

2nd

5th

4th

5th

5th

5th

5th

10:25-11:05
11:05-11:45

Break

4th

Martha's Connections and Her Pedagogy
Martha's pedagogy values the funds of knowledge
children bring from home because children's knowledge and
reality is central to her teaching. Her teaching is
applicable to children's immediate reality at home and in
their coininunity and it aims at providing tools for children
to grow in their understanding of their own reality and to
be active participants in it.
Martha's first connection between early school
experiences and learning is revealed in her literacy
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history. She believes that school experiences leave a strong
print in the life of learners. She assumes that her
motivation to learn in school contributed to her success as
a learner through her scholastic life. Based on her own
experiences as a learner in school she views teaching as a
position that requires knowledge and responsibility in the
education of young children.
In Martha's classroom literacy project she establishes
further connections between students' learning and their
funds of knowledge from home. Martha's awareness of the
importance of knowledge constructed at home in children's
literacy learning is expressed in an interview and confirmed
through her teaching. She asserts:
Teaching through the use of children's knowledge from
home learning experiences is teaching using their own
reality. (Martha's Interview)
Funds of knowledge, a concept embedded in Martha's
teaching of literacy, relates her students * knowledge of
home technology and their learning. Funds of knowledge are
defined by Greenberg (1989) as the bodies of knowledge and
strategic competence developed in households. He criticizes
industrial societies because of the separation of knowledge
generated in the work place from the home. He considers that
such separation causes difficulty in educating children and
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defends integration rather than separation between home
knowledge and school knowledge.
In her technology class with third graders at Pio XII
school Martha explored children's parents occupations and
their relation with industries and technology. Her aim was
to start by learning about the type of technology that
children were familiar with as a way to connect children's
reality with her learning. She organized field trips to shoe
factories, plastic bag manufacturers, sugar cane factories
where children's parents work. Martha also planned to have
children write about the experiences of visiting factories
and their experiences with technology.
A third connection in Martha's data is directly related
to the reflection and interaction in the teacher development
program on literacy. Martha related children's experiences
with the printed environment outside school to their
learning of literacy in school. She considers that the
printed environment provides ideas for reading and writing.
Her belief is evident in the implementation of her classroom
literacy project "Touring in my Capital City."
Martha's Children * s Learning Expanded by Experience
Martha considers that learning is experiential and
therefore she believes that teachers should organize the
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best learning experiences for children at school. In her
classroom literacy project she quotes:
I believe that it is better to learn from experiences
than from flashcards. Learning is a experiential way to
bring knowledge from previous experiences to the
creation of new experiences. (Martha's Literacy
Project)
Martha's quote regarding experiences illustrates
Vygotsky's (1978) view that each school experience can be an
authentic speech or literacy event, a complex cultural
activity (p. 118). Her classroom literacy project developed
cooperatively with the English teacher and a third grade
teacher was a challenging experience for the three teachers
that provided multiple learning experiences for the classes
involved in it. Through the integration of Social Studies,
Math, Spanish, Art, and English, teachers explored the topic
"Touring in the Capital City" with their classes.
Teachers explored the places of the neighborhood,
supermarket, drugstore, bakery, etc. with the kindergarten
class, and the history and places of the city with the third
grade class. Teachers organized a tour around the school to
recognize the places in the neighborhood. Children
identified places they visit with their parents and learn
the word in English for each place. Some of the activities
developed by teachers with the children participating in the
literacy project are:
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1. Exploration of the places in the neighborhood and the
names of the places in English.
2. Tour through the neighborhood with transition children.
3. Inquiry about the history of Bosa and Bogota with third
graders. Parents participated in research on the history
of Bosa with their children.
4. Elaboration of a guide about the airport.
5. Trip to the arport with both transition and third
graders.
6. The two classes visited Avianca's exhibition plane and
participated in a drawing contest. Five children won
prizes and their drawings are published in the airline
magazine.
7. Kindergarten students represented their experience at the
airport through illustrations.
8. Third graders wrote their narration about the experience
at the airport and sent thank you letters to the airline
Avianca.
9. Design of bilingual brochures about Bogota's tourist
places.
10. Classroom exhibition of brochures.
Most of the activities in their literacy project
involved active participation of children, teachers and
parents. Participants were all engaged in the construction
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of knowledge aroxind the topics of neighborhood and the city
through different activities. Activities such as creating
brochures, completing the guide at the airport and narrating
their experiences generated drawing and writing by children.
Meaningful knowledge about planes, the airport and some
tourist places in Bogota was acquired through the
development of the experiential learning activities in the
literacy project.
The literacy experiences planned and developed through
Martha's classroom literacy project permitted an authentic
integration of subjects in the curriculum. Since elementary
school teachers teach all classes but English it was easier
for Martha and the English teacher to organize activities
related to the project that involved knowledge from Social
Studies, Math, Spanish, Art and English. A description of
the outcomes from the activities developed is explained in
the subsequent categories.
Martha's Literacy Across the Curriculum
Martha * s teaching beliefs include the creation of
appropriate social and educational contexts that contribute
to students' literacy learning. She focuses her teaching on
creating an environment in which students can experience the
social and constructive nature of learning. Her classroom
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literacy project was an opportunity for creating rich social
and educational contexts. Students' knowledge about the
community and the city gained relevance in the construction
of new knowledge as a group during the implementation of
Martha's literacy project- The different experiences and
educational activities developed in school and outside of it
also served to integrate different areas in a practical way.
Martha's aim at integrating different areas in the
curriculum was a challenge achieved through teamwork with
the English teacher and a third grade teacher. Together they
planned field trips for her students to places in Bogota;
invited parents to explore the history of their city, Bosa;
facilitated the creation of brochures and the exhibition in
class; and shared the outcomes of their students' learning.
The themes and activities developed through the
integration of Social Studies, Math, Spanish, Art, and
English with both kindergarten and third grade classes are
illustrated in Table 5.7.
Martha believes that field trip experiences are
learning experiences from which children learn a lot. So,
her teaching is very experiential. She also considers that
once their students' realities are enriched and transformed
with newer experiences, children will be able to integrate
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Table 5.7
Cross Curricular Activities Developed in Martha's Project

Areas

Social Studies

Math

Spanish

Art

English

Kinder-

Places in the

Sizes

Stories

Cutting

Vocabulary

Garten

neighborhood

Coloring

related to

Drawing

the
neighborhood

Third

History of Bosa

Sizes

Stories

Brochure

Vocabulary

Grade

Tourist Places

and

and

Cutting

related to

In Bogota

Shapes

Narration

Coloring

the city

home and school literacies and express themselves through
drawing and through writing. The educational experiences of
reading about Bogota and its most tourist places, touring
the neighborhood, visiting the airport, and getting on the
Avianca airplane, originated many instances for children's
writing. Children's writing samples presented below
illustrate what they learned from their experience and
Martha's teaching and her knowledge through the organization
of educational experiences for their learning of literacy.
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The History of Bogota
Bogota city had 12 beautiful houses founded the 6 of
August, 1535 by Gonzalo Jimenez de Quezada. That was
the way that groups of little houses became
neighborhoods such as Bosa, Fontibon, Engativa and
others and they became the city of Bogota.
Tourist Places in Bogota City
Bolivar Plaza, Monserrate, the planetarium: Bolivar's
house, national park, Simon Bolivar's park, the house
of the flower vase, the "comun" bridge, the
international trade center, Bogota's cathedral and the
'veinte de julio' neighborhood.
The information gathered by children through their
social studies class was used in the design of a bilingual
brochure about Bogota and its tourist places. Children's
learning in Martha's class served different functions of
language that illustrate Goodman's (1996) environmental,
informational and recreational functions of reading. It also
served to establish an authentic connection between reading
and writing in the development of their class literacy
project.
Goodman (1996) considers that reading functions are
totally embedded in people's life in our information-age
society. He describes environmental reading, as the reading
that we do of all the print around us and we are often not
even aware that we are reading it. Informational reading,
for him, is everything from labels to newspapers to
encyclopedias. Recreational reading is the reading we do
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because we simply find it a pleasant way to spend out time.
Some of us read recreationaily only when circumstances make
other leisure pursuits impossible; on planes, in waiting
rooms, at beauty parlors and barber shops.
Martha's Reading and Writing Connections
Children in Martha's class read to find information
about the history of Bogota, informational reading; they
read the environmental print throughout the trip to the
airport and reported on places and names of supermarkets,
environmental reading; and they also read as a recreational
activity from the sources provided to draw and color at the
airport.
The following written report from a third grader
presents her description of the experience at the airport.
It illustrates her uses of information from different
sources:
Thursday, November 17/98
A Trip to the Airport
By Brianda Brigit Angulo, Third grade
My story begins as follows: We arrived at school to
wait for the bus the bus arrived and all of us got on
the bus and finally we started to learn about our city
we passed Tunjuelito River and then we passed by Cafam
and Colsubsidio supermarkets, and we arrived at the El
Dorado International Airport, and a lady named Claudia
asked as to get off the bus and come to know the
airport We got on a plane to know it from the inside it
has windows, seats, a television set, and of course the
pilot's cabin they showed us how to drive an airplane,
then they gave us lunch that consisted of a sandwich,
yogurt that was very good then they asked us to get off
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the plane and they took us to a very nice park they
gave us a sheet of paper and crayons and asked us to
draw everything we know about the airport and I drew
and wrote what we did.
Reading and writing in Martha's class provides rich
instances for thinking and expressing, discovering and
sharing that results in learning. Her belief about the power
of learning through experience and through the integration
of disciplines pennits her to live the curriculxiin in a
holistic way.
Interpretations: The Nature, Sources, and Evolution of
Martha's Knowledge
Martha's knowledge about literacy learning evolves in
her continuous search for responses to the needs of her new
students every year. For Martha, it is very important to
know the school community and the students' realities to be
able to relate their life experiences with classroom
learning experiences in her class planning. Martha realized
that the idea of learning as social and as inclusive of
home and life experiences that surround the individuals is
supported by theorists and researchers like Vygotsky and
Goodman and Goodman that she read for her literacy project.
In this way, again knowledge constructed by teachers as
insiders of a community reaches the outside world to confirm
theory established by academic authorities.
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The complex, systematic interaction of Martha's
learning and teaching experiences, peer feedback, her
understanding of students and their community represents the
knowledge she uses to organize her students' learning
experiences. She aims at giving a central role to the
existing funds of knowledge that students bring from home as
a way to more efficiently find a relation between what
students know and what they could learn.
Common Paths to Literacy Practices Across
the Three Case Studies
The analysis of the knowledge of literacy learning from
the three case studies in this chapter is summarized by
presenting similarities found in their practices of literacy
with children. The information provided as data from their
literacy history, their classroom literacy project, the
interviews and the observations of their teaching serve to
illuminate other teachers' literacy practices.
Their teaching serves as exemplar cases that inform inservice teacher education. It permits theorizing about
literacy learning and literacy teaching with children
learning two languages. Their inquiries served to identify
teachers' knowledge of literacy and to structure teacher
education programs to more effectively contribute to the
education of teachers and children as readers and writers.
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The continuous reflection upon literacy practices by
the three teachers in the case studies brought about
similarities in what they considered important in their
practices of literacy with children.
The three teachers valued the use of real experiences
over the use of flash cards, repetition drills, and "planas"
in the development of literacy learning with children. They
integrated different subjects of the curriculum through the
development of reading and writing. The three teachers
explored reading and writing with children through
children's personal stories and daily experiences. The
teachers valued funds of knowledge in the process of
literacy learning with children.
Finally, the three teachers in the case studies became
aware of the importance of learning as a social activity.
They experienced tensions, challenges and disequilibriums in
the group when reflecting about their own process as readers
and writers. Those tensions positively transformed
their practices of literacy and originated an. on-going need
for observation of new practices.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

In this chapter I discuss the answers to my research
questions focusing on the most important conclusions that
emerged from the data. I also present the contributions of
the theoretical model for teacher education that is
developmental and generative. I, then, critique the study
and suggest implications for educational practice.
My main research question was: How was teachers'
knowledge of literacy learning revealed through a teacher
education literacy program in Spanish and English?
I also sought answers to these questions: How do
teachers in the literacy program perceive reading and
writing as revealed through their personal literacy
histories? What knowledge of literacy learning in Spanish
and in English do teachers in the literacy program reveal
as presented in their classroom literacy project? And, how
is teachers' knowledge of literacy learning in Spanish and
in English expressed in their practice?
Teachers' Concepts of Literacy
In this section, I discuss the answer to the first
question: How do teachers in the literacy program perceive
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reading and writing as revealed through their personal
literacy histories?
The analysis of teachers' knowledge statements found
in their literacy histories revealed their knowledge of
literacy learning as influenced by their past experiences
as learners, the experiences shared with the social group
of teachers, and their reflection on their teaching
activities. Teachers' experiences learning to read and
write as a major source of their knowledge of literacy
learning permitted teachers to establish connections
between their early learning experiences and instruction.
These connections provided a framework for reflection on
the type of traditional instruction they received at school
and the way they were teaching reading and writing.
Alternative ways of teaching literacy considered during the
weekly sessions in the teacher development program resulted
in innovations and changes on literacy teaching that were
beneficial to children's learning.
Additionally, teachers co-constructed their knowledge
of literacy learning through active interaction with their
peers. They compared their experiences with the experiences
of others to connect them to instructional changes they
were making as teachers in the classroom. They came to
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realize through the opportunity to share classroom
experience with each other that there were common
understandings between teachers of Spanish and teachers of
English. Through a continuous dialogue, teachers came to
understand and modify their world of teaching and learning
about themselves and about their own students.
Teachers' knowledge of literacy learning was
constructed through observation and reflection of their own
teaching. Teachers introduced innovations and changes in
their teaching of literacy and carefully observed outcomes
related to children literacy learning to document their
progress.
Classroom Literacy Projects
In this section, I discuss the answer to my second
research question: What knowledge of literacy learning in
Spanish and in English do teachers in the literacy progrsun
reveal as presented in their self-selected classroom
literacy project?
The teacher participants reported the innovations they
were introducing to their teaching of literacy in their
literacy projects. The analysis of their projects revealed
teachers' knowledge of literacy learning through multiple
connections they were making between experiences and
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learning. These experiences included connecting children's
reality to enrich the context of school learning as central
to exploring the relationship of the school and the life
and development of the children in the school.
A further connection was established with literature
as a way to experience literacy. Through story reading with
children, teachers saw new possibilities for literacy
learning. Children's learning expanded by experience was a
second connection illustrated by the creation of a school
newspaper with third graders, and the exploration of the
city and the neighborhood through interviews and field
trips with kindergartners and third graders.
Connections between reading and writing, and literacy
across the curriculum illustrated the relationship between
reading and writing as connected processes that contribute
to students' learning in all areas of the curriculum.
Lastly, the categories on Spanish and English
Literacy, and conventions and inventions in writing
represent teachers' common understandings about the
literacy processes in both languages as individual and
social processes that are similar in function. Teachers
assumed literacy in Spanish and in English as tools for
communication.
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Teachers' Literacy Practices
In this section, I discuss the answer to the third
question through the findings reported in the three case
studies. How is teachers' knowledge of literacy learning in
Spanish and in English expressed in their practice?
The literacy practices observed in Jeaneth's, April's
and Martha's classrooms, reveal their knowledge of literacy
as being extended and their practices transformed through
reflection and inquiry during the implementation of the
teacher development program.
My interpretation of the nature, sources, and
evolution of their knowledge of literacy learning through
case studies is that their teaching has been transformed by
being engaged in personal inquiry and observation on their
own teaching and on how children learn. Jeaneth's teaching
is characterized by her commitment to helping children
become readers and writers in both Spanish and English and
her permanent revisiting of her teaching.
April's teaching is based on the organization of
experiences that help her students manifest their learning
and their own experiences through playing, reading and
writing. The multiple opportunities for the creation of
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oral texts in April * s class contribute to further
explorations of language through reading and writing.
Like April, Martha's teaching supports the idea of
learning as experiential, social and as inclusive of home
and life experiences that surround the individuals. The
complex, systematic interaction of Martha's learning and
teaching experiences, peer feedback, her understanding of
students and their community represents the knowledge she
uses to organize her students' learning experiences.
The Theoretical Model
for Teacher Development
The program for teacher development, which explored
teachers' knowledge of literacy through the previous
research questions, provided the teachers with theoretical
insights in two languages. The theoretical model for
teacher development integrated teachers* histories, with
innovation, and research experiences to facilitate learning
and change over time.
Teachers' histories, as a module that is part of the
organizational structure within the model, provided
learning experiences that created new histories for
teachers through their participation in the program. The
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reflections upon their practice and the critiques of
practice among a group of theoretically informed teachers
permitted change to occur in their classrooms.
Teacher's comments to each other's literacy histories
generated inquiries that led to the development of
classroom literacy projects. The organization of the
classroom projects permitted teachers to evaluate
traditional literacy practices before introducing
innovative practices. Teachers also learned about different
possibilities to literacy teaching and learning by sharing
teaching experiences with their peers.
Research and innovation, as two important components
of the literacy program, were directed towards the solution
of real classroom situations that required action from
teachers. From the implementation of literacy projects, the
teachers learned that their classroom project could have
institutional impact and that they were becoming agents of
change in their schools.
Teachers learned that through continuous observation
of children's progress and the use of evaluation techniques
like portfolios, they could confirm the existing theories
on literacy. Similarly, their teaching experiences served
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to generate new knowledge that illuminated other teachers'
practice.
Teachers' classroom literacy projects also served as
evidences of growth and change that were presented in a
national conference at the end of the teacher development
program. The conference, as a social event in which
teachers' innovations were presented, is considered another
source for the generation of knowledge. It developed
teachers' knowledge through the presentation of their ideas
to others to generate reflection and to responses.
It was also an opportunity to compare the practices of
literacy and research done by Colombian teacher-researchers
with research conducted by researchers in the United States
that added to the dynamic nature of the model- Colombian
teachers learned that, although literacy practices are
universal, the reality of Colombian schools require
attention to specific needs in particular contexts.
The dynamic interaction of the three components of the
model for teacher development contributed to extending
teacher's knowledge base on literacy. It also contributed
to enriching their beliefs system about literacy and to
support teacher change.
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The Importance of the Findings
This research project is considered significant
because it contributes to transforming traditional
pedagogical practices of literacy. This project shows the
need for continuous teacher education programs that
contribute to pre-service and in—service teacher education.
Research on in-service teacher education in Colombia
can find this study significant because it introduces a
generative model for teacher development that considers
teachers' experiences and practice as important elements in
the construction of their knowledge of literacy. The model
validates teachers' theoretical assumptions generated
through the exercise of teaching. It also generates theory
through the interaction of such knowledge in the
development of each one of the components.
In terms of practice, this research study represents a
way to re-direct literacy teaching from traditional to more
transactional ways of teaching. The new classroom pedagogy
values teachers' personal experiences with reading and
writing as knowledge they use in their professional
development. Thus, teachers* knowledge of literacy learning
applied in their teaching contributes to the education of
Colombian children as readers and writers.
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Implications of the Study
The teacher education program on literacy in Spanish
and in English and the findings of the study on teachers'
knowledge of literacy learning have important implications
for pre-service and in-service teacher education. Our model
for teacher development and teacher change can be used in
teacher education programs to re-direct teachers' practices
of literacy and to promote reflection, generation of new
knowledge, innovation and research through its dynamic
components.
Teachers' knowledge of literacy established through
their personal narrative highlight the importance of
personal experiences and practice in education. Teachers'
experiences as learners and as teachers form narratives
that inform those of us in teacher education about their
sources of knowledge in their practice.
The results from the analysis of teachers' knowledge
mentioned in previous chapters show the importance of
teachers' narratives as the starting point to introduce
innovations and changes in teachers' practice as an
important implication for in-service teacher education
programs.
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The program's goals of innovation, investigation, and
knowledge development were accomplished through academic
activities as components of a generative model of teacher
development that included weekly sessions and discussions
on literacy theories, research and experiences; a classroom
literacy project; and presentation of pedagogical
innovations.
Teachers' knowledge was observed through
investigation, focused on classroom and school literacy
practices; teachers' innovations, focused mainly in the
transformation of instructional practices; and teachers'
acquisition of new knowledge through workshops, seminars
and sharing of new theoretical concepts and teaching
experiences.
All the academic activities in the teacher development
program were highly social experiences that contributed to
the generation of new knowledge and the transformation of
their practice. The transformations in teachers' beliefs
about literacy that were evident in their practice
consisted of changing from traditional to more
transactional literacy practices; gradually moving from
viewing writing as a product to viewing writing as
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process; relating reading practices to writing as a way to
connect the two literacy processes; and finally, adopting
an attitude of continuous observation as a way to evaluate
progress in literacy.
Final Thoughts from the Researcher
From researching teachers' knowledge of literacy
through their experiences and practice I learned about how
change is produced and how teachers construct knowledge
about teaching and learning through their literacy history,
their classroom literacy project, the presentation of
teaching innovations and their daily teaching. Teachers'
knowledge, evident in the presentation of categories that
emerged in the analysis of data constitutes local and
public knowledge on literacy that has the potential to
influence decisions on teacher education.
Inquiry generated and written by school-based teachers
presents knowledge (local and public) about teaching and
learning in classrooms through the questions teachers ask
to understand and to improve their own classroom practice.
This knowledge about teachers' teaching and learning
contexts have the potential to influence larger communities
of school teachers, university researchers and teacher
educators.
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The study of Colombian teachers' knowledge of literacy
depict Colombian teachers as theoretically informed and
knowledgeable professionals. They have positive attitudes
towards continuous professional development. The Colombian
government requires high education standards for teachers
in public and private schools. These requirements show
Colombian education as having higher requirements than
other South American countries. Consequently, teachers are
frequently enrolled in teacher education programs that
promote innovation and generate investigation on education
at all levels: primary, secondary, and university.
Questions for Further Research
The study of teachers' knowledge of literacy learning
and the teacher education experience generated questions
for further research such as: What direction does the
knowledge constructed through the teacher education program
take teachers to? Do teachers continue looking for more
theoretical support for their practice or instead do they
look for practical applications to their educational
situations? How do teachers continue carrying out
innovations in literacy learning? Do teachers keep
searching for further theories that illuminate their
practice of literacy? What are the educational levels and
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the knowledge of those teachers who did not apply for this
type of training? Do they believe that the knowledge of
teaching and learning they have is sufficient to educate
children as readers and writers?
Research that attempts to answer the questions posed
above guarantees a continuation of our jobs as teacher
educators: posing questions that represent the seed for
inquiry in the education of future teachers.
Critiques of the Teacher Education Program
The program for teacher development on literacy
implemented during one year was very successful in offering
new theoretical perspectives to teachers and in promoting
innovations and change in teachers' practice. However,
there were aspects that limited its implementation.
Some teachers did not receive institutional support
for the implementation of their projects. As I mentioned in
chapter 4, groups of teachers were more successful at
implementing change in their schools than individual
teachers.
Most schools did not have computers available for
teachers that permitted them to have access to the Internet
and the use of e-mail. It made the creation of a network
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between teachers and instructors a difficult project to
develop.
Continuous support from communities of teachers at
schools, principals, and teacher educators was seen as
necessary for teacher change to take place in schools.
Summary
Some of the conclusions that the instructors arrived
at from the experience with the teacher education program
on literacy are the following:
Group reflection provided teachers with methodological
tools and strategies that represented options to change
their teaching of reading and writing. The group of inservice teachers in the literacy program, for the first
time viewed their lives as a source of knowledge. Through
the exercise of writing their personal literacy histories,
teachers were able to identify their experiences with
reading and writing as knowledge that contributed to their
classroom teaching.
New information presented through theories and
research on literacy learning motivated the teacher
participants in the teacher education program to redirect
their teaching of literacy in their classrooms. Teachers
designed a classroom literacy project that permitted the
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integration of all areas of knowledge in the curriculum.
Their literacy projects represented innovations in their
schools.
This type of investigation that shows teachers'
knowledge of literacy through their narratives and their
practice was originated from the analysis of the content of
teachers' reflections along the development of the teacher
education program.
We considered that the obj ectives proposed in the
teacher education program on literacy were successfully
achieved through the development of the model for teacher
development and the dynamic interaction of its modules and
the assignments within the modules. First of all, writing
and sharing the literacy histories contributed to
transforming traditional pedagogy into innovative pedagogy
for reading and writing. Second., the class sessions,
readings, seminars attended and. the sharing of experiences
with their peers permitted the generation of new knowledge
on literacy learning by teachers. Third, the new knowledge
of literacy learning generated by teachers was revealed in
the innovations presented in their classroom literacy
project. Finally, the conference on literacy contributed to
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exchanging knowledge and generating more questions for
further investigation.
The organization of the teacher education program into
four modules—Use of Internet, Teachers as Readers and
Writers, Theories and Research on Literacy, and Curricular
Integration—contributed to successful outcomes in the
literacy program. The development of the assignments
implied searching and finding new options to teach literacy
and new tools to develop literacy with other teachers and
with their students.
Finally, the application of the assignments
contributed to generation of new knowledge on literacy and
the transformation of teachers* classroom practices.
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APPENDIX A: PROPUESTA DE PROGRAMA DE FORMACION PERMANENTE
DE DOCENTES (PFPD)
Universidad Distrital Francisco Jose de Caldas
LA LECTO-ESCRITURA EN LENGUA MATERNA Y LENGUA EXTRANJERA
PARA UN NUEVO SIGLO : UN ESPAOO DE FORMACION DOCENTE

Justificacida

Dadas las refonnas educativas que el sector oficial esta impiementando en
Colombia se hace necesario, reflexH>nar con los docentes sobre los conceptos que tknen
sobre la lecto-escritura y sus practicas educativas. La reflex^n nos permite
reconceptualizar la practicas educativas de la lecto-escritura hacia una concepcion
semantico-comunicativa que conlleve a la comunicacion con finalidades sociales.
Esta concepcran semwtico-comunicativa del lenguaje concibe la lectura y la
escritura como procesos que se Uevan a cabo en un contexto dado, con un proposito
comunicativo, que inq>lica interaccion significativa entre escritores y lectores, de donde
surge la construccion y reconstruccion del texto escrito.
Lectores y escritores estw de esta manera involucrados en la produccion e
interpretacion de un mensaje significativo entregado por quien escribe para un lector reaL
La produccion y la interpretacion del texto escrito operan b^icamente de igual manera en
lengua matema y en lei^;ua extranjera a pesar de las diferencias de codigo: Espanol e
Ingl^ como lenguajes que estw en contacto.
En este momento cuando el alumno esta desarroUando paraielamente procesos de
lecto-escritura en su lengua matema y en lengua extranjera cobra especial refevancia la
reconceptualizac»n sobre el desarroUo de las habilidades de lectura y escritura por el
docente y el nino. Se considera necesario que el docente reconozca ei valor social,
intelectual y cognitivo de las habilidades de lectura y escritura con el fin de que ^o se
refleje en la pr^tica pedagogica con sus alumnos.
Por lo anterior, consideramos fundamental convocar a docentes de lengua matema
y de lengua extranjera con el fin de que constmyan conjimtamente las conceptualizacion
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y par^etios para la ensefianza de las dos lenguas y para el desarroUo de las habilKlades

del lenguaje. G>iisideramos tambien que el trabajo conjunto entre piofesores de basica
primaria y docentes de Ingles permite conocer e invest^ar detalladamente como se
con^lementan las dos lenguas en el proceso de desarroUo de la lecto-escritura.
A traves de la reflexion contmua de los docentes en ejercicio sobre el valor social,
intelectual y cognitivo de la lectura y la escritura aconq>anada de invest^aciones en el
aula de clase se vinculan teoria y pr^tica y se construye una base de conocumiento que
apoye las innovaciones educativas en lecto-escritura.
La vinculacion de la universidad publica y la escuela publica permite encontrar
soluciones a las anteriores oecesidades de innovacion en la educacion, de desarroUo
profesional y de investigacion para beneficio de las dos instituciones. Por otra parte, la
experiencia investigativa de la Universidad y la escuela publica nos ha mostrado la
viabilidad del trabajo conjunto.
La Universidad Distiital Francisco Jose de Caldas cuenta con una &cultad de
educacion cuyo proposito es formar docentes en las ciencias de la educacion. En el area
de lenguaje la Universidad cuenta con programas de pregrado y posgrado en lengua
matema y lengua extranjera para primaria y secimdaria y con programas de c^)acitaci6n
permanente de docentes. La Universidad Distrital posee adem^ una infiaestnictura
adecuada para el uso de las nuevas tecnologtas de comunicacion a trav» de internet lo
que facilita la comunicacion entre docentes-investigadores y la formacion de
comiinidades academicas.
Entre los programas de pregrado que oftece la Universidad estim las carreras de
Licenciatura en Primaria, Licenciatura en Lenguas Modemas (E^tafiol e Ingles),
Lingmstica y Literatura. A nivel de postgrado la Universidad ofi«ce la Especializacion en
Lenguaje y Pedagogia de Proyectos, la de In&ncia, Cuhura y OesarroUo, la
especializacion en Psicolinguistica y la Maestria en LingQ&tica Aplicada a la Ensefianza
del Ingles las cuales estan fundamentadas cada una en proyectos de invest^acion
realizados en cada area.
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La Universidad tiene una trayectoria mvest^ativa en lengua materna y desde
1991 viene inq)u]sando el desaizoUo de la Imea de mvestigacron '^Mejoramiento de la
calidad de la ensefilan2a de la lengua matenia" en convenio con Colciencias. Dentro de
esta Imea de investigacion se destacan los proyectos de investigacion sobre "Los procesos
discursivos en la fonnacion de la nacion Colombiana" y '^Analisis de textos escritos por
ninos en contexto de evahiacion masiva". El primeio, por las docentes invesdgadoras
Gladys Jaimes Carvajal y Maria Elvra Rodr^ez Luna y el segundo, por las docentesinvestigadoras Raquel Pinilla y Blanca Bojaca.
En lengua extranjera se esta Uevando a cabo una investigacion sobre la ensenanza
de Ingles en primaria titulada '*Acercamiento a la lectoescritura en Ingles en edades
tempranas a trav^ de la lectura y escritura de textos literarios autenticos" conducida por
las docentes investigadoras Amparo Clavijo Olarte y Esperanza Torres Mesa. Dentro de
este proyecto de investigacion se exploro la produccion escrita de los nifios en lengua
extranjera y se encontro una estrecha relacidn entre los procesos de escrituia en lengua
matema y lengua extranjera.
Antecedentes de bi Propuesta
A pardr de febrero de 1994 la educacion colombiana se reforma para dar paso a
un modelo mas democratizado de educacion. El actual modelo es un modelo
descentralizado que le da al maestro un rol central que no tenia. El maestro pasa a ser el
que toma decisiones sobre su ensefianza, procesos a desarrollar y la construccion de
planes educativos de su escuela dentro de una comunidad.
Estas innovaciones educativas introducen la ensefianza de una lengua extranjera al
curriculum de primaria en las escuelas publicas colombianas.
Las siguientes son las leyes que enmarcan el proceso de ensefianza y ^nrendizaje
de lengua matema y lengua extranjera a nivel de primaria en Colombia:
La Ley 115 de 1994 destaca dentro de los objetivos generales de la
educacion basica y los objetivos especfficos de la educacion basica en el ciclo
de primaria "el desarrollo de las habilidades comunicativas para leer,
comprender, escribir, escuchar, bablar y e^qiresarse correctamente en lengua
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castellana... asi como el fomento de la aficion por la lectura " artKulo 21 literal
c). Adem^ el desaiToUo de la capacidad para apteciar y utilizar la lengua
como medio de ejqiresion estetkxi (artfculo 21. literal d).
La misma ley 115 establece: "La adquisicion de elementos de conversacron y de
lectura al menos en una lengua extranjera

(articulo 21, literal m) y considera dentro de

las ^eas obligatorias y fundamentaks para el k>gro de esos objetivos la de "humanidades,
lengua castellana e idiomas extranjeros". (aiticulo 23)
El documento lineamientos generales de procesos currkulares del Mmisterio de
Educacion Nacional destaca la relacion entre la tengua y la cultura entre seres sociales
pues "lo humano solo es posible en el^bito de la cuituia y DO puede darse sin el
lenguaje". (pg.32). Asi mismo, se destaca la conqvension del enfoque semuiticocomunicativo del lenguaje para la aceptacion de la fimcion que cumple el lenguaje en "la
constitucion de k) humano, vale decir en la cultura" (pg.31).
De otra parte, documentos como el infonne conjunto de la Mision, Ciencia,
Educack3n y DesartoUo Colombia: al Fik> de la Oportunidad sefiala como [roblema
critico en la educacion b^ica primaria " el de la deficiencia en las conq)etencias basicas
de la lectura y la escritura" (pg.53) para lo cual sugiere " integrar los procesos
curriculares abededor de unos pocos nucleos tales como la comunicacion, los valores, el
pensamiento y las relaciones con la naturaleza y la sociedad " (pg.95). Lo anterior, con el
fin de mejorar la calidad de la educac»n que incluira la evaluacion de la educacion en las
competencias b^icas de lectura conq)rensiva y rapida, de escritura y produccion de
textos y distintos t^s de razonamiento. (pg.93-94).
Sobre el Educador y so MejoramieBto Profcsioiial
Concordante con las anteriores estipulack>iies legales, la Ley 115 en su Articulo
104 establece que "El educador es el orientador en los establecimientos educativos, de un
proceso de formacion, ensefianza y aprendizaje, de los educandos, acorde con las
expectativas sociales, cultuiales, eticas y morales de la familia y la sociedad.
Como &ctor fiindamental del proceso educativo el educador:
a)

Recibira una capacitacion y actualizacran profesional;
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c)

Llevara a la pr^tka el proyecto educadvo institucional y

d)

Mejorara pennanentemente el proceso educativo mediante el ^)oite de kieas y

sugerencias a trav^ del Consejo Directivo, Consejo Academico y las Juntas Educativas.
£1 articulo 111 de la mismaLey 115 establece que los programas paraascenso en
el escalafon docente deberw ser ofrecidos por una institucion de educacion superior o al
menos bajo su tutori^
A su vez, el Plan Decenal de Educacion creado para ser desartoUado durante los
anos de 1996 a 2005 formula corao algunas de las prioridades de la educacion en
Colombia las siguientes:
• Garantizar la vigencia del derecho a la educacion a todos los colombianos.
• Desarrollar el conocimiento, la ciencia, la tecnica y la tecnologia.
• Asegiirar que todas las instituciones de educacion b^ica tengan la capacidad de
proporcionar una educacion conq>leta y de calidad.
Construxr el Sistema Nacional de Formacion de Educadores para ofiecer formacron
inicial y permanente de los educadores colombianos.
A partir de los hallazgos de la investigacion en curso sobre la adquisicion de la
lecto-escritura en Ingles en una escuela publica de Santa^ de Bogota se determino la
lecto-escritura en lengua matema como &ctor vital para el desarroUo de la lecto-escritura
en la segunda lengua con nifk>s de primaria.
Muchos de los conceptos registrados, en encuesta becha a los ninos sobre la
lectura y la escritura, indican que existe una tendencia mayoritaria a relacionar la lectura
con las actividades escolares y con la lectura en voz aita y la escrftura con qsrender,
estudiar, ejercitar la mano, copiar, mejorar la letra y la ortografia. Los conceptos de los
ninos contrastan con las respuestas dadas por los profesores en las que se enfiitiza un
enfoque comunicativo hacia la lectura y la escritura.
Sin embargo, es sorprendente encontrar dentro de las mismas re^uestas que los
profesores no se conciben a si mismos como lectores y escritores, que leer y escribir no
hace parte de su coddianidad y que para ellos representa un esfiierzo hacerlo. Es posible
entonces, asumir que las percepciones de los profesores sobre el ser buen lector y escritor
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teo^a alguna influencia en el desarroUo de estas hsd^ilidades en los ninos. Es decir, que si
los profesores cambian sus concepciones y actitudes faacia la lectura y la escritura estas
nuevas concepciones se vean reflejadas en su pr^tica y por consiguiente se desarroUen
ninos lectores y escritores.
Teniendo en cuenta lo anterior, formulamos el siguiente programa de fonnacion
permanente de docentes (PFPD)
LA LECTO-ESCRITURA EN LENGUA MATERNA Y
LENGUA EXTRANJERA PARA UN NUEVO SIGLO: UN ESPAOO DE
FORMAaON DOCENTE
Marco Conceptual de la Propvesta
Nuestra propuesta esta fundamentada en las siguientes orientaciones teoricas;
1.

LENGUAJE
La vision semmtico-comunicativa y social del lenguaje que concibe la lectura y la

escritura como procesos que se llevan a cabo en un contexto dado, con un proposito
comunicativo, que inq>lica interaccion significativa entre escritores y lectores, de donde
surge la construccion y reconstniccion del texto escrito. Este enfi>que teorico s(d>yace el
diseno de los modulos que se desarcoUaran en la implementacion de la propuesta.
La escritura detennina la comunicacion entre un gnqx) social con intereses
comunes para la construccion de una comunidad academica entre Universidad y
Colegios. Los maestros y tutores son interlocutores que mucbas veces se comunicarw a
traves del medio escrito utilizando para ellos los recursos tecnologicos de los cuales
dispone la Universidad y que en un fiituro cercano estar^ al alcance de todos los
planteles del distrito.
2.

LECTOESCRITURA
La propuesta incluye una vision psicogenetica de la lecto-escritura que propone el

desarroUo de los procesos de lectura y escritura en etsqxis. Estas etapas de desarroUo no
necesariamente se inician en la institucion escolar sino que se ban iniciado en el niSo a
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traves de experiencias de la vida diaria en la familia^ y a trav^ de los diferentes medios
de comunicacnn que lo rodean. Esta vision no concibe el proceso como un desairoUo
linear sino que presenta algunas veces regresranes y progresiones. Esto es una de las
caracteriisticas del desarrollo de la escritura en los ninos.
3.

FORMAaON DEL DOCENTE
Esta propuesta coloca a los docentes en el centio del proceso. Partimos de sus

experiencias como personas, como docentes y particularmente como lectores y escritores
para reflexionar sot^ ellas. El maestro es capaz de umovar y ser creativo tanto en su vkla
cotidiana como en su vida profesk>nal y es autonomo y responsable en la toma de
decisiones. Adem^ puede potenciar sus capacidades comunicativas al relacionarse
academicamente con otros docentes. Esto le permite formar gnqws de inters y sentirse
parte de una comunidad academica. Tambien, visuaiizamos al docente como persona
inquieta que genera preguntas relevantes para la investigacion.
El esquema de formac^n docente invohicra los aq)ectos de auto-reflexion,
valoracion de las historias y vivencias personales y profesionales de los maestros y en
especial las que determinaron su conceptualizacion acerca de la lectura y la escritura.
Enj^izamos la experiencia como el fiindamento vital para el ^rendizaje. Esto es,
se parte de lo que se conoce sobre el quehacer pedagogko, se contrasta con algo nuevo,
se experimenta y se adopta o se rechaza para dar comienzo a un nuevo ciclo. Durante
todas las etapas de este ciclo, la reflexion es un elemento fundamental. El punto de
partida para estos programas de formacion docente es el PEI para la investigacion y la
innovacidn.
La tecnologia tkne un rol de mediador en la comunicacion entre los actores
dentro de esta propuesta. Las nuevas tecnologias de la comunicacion ban generado
nuevas maneras de producir textos escritos, de comunicarse de informarse, de pensar y de
concebir el mundo. Esta nueva cultura de la comunicacion a trav^ de la tecnologiia ha
acercado a personas en puntos distantes con intereses comunes.
A trav^ de internet planeamos acercar e}q)ertos intemacionales y nacionales en el
^ea del lenguaje con los docentes y el equipo de dinamizadores de esta propuesta con el
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fin de tutoriar y asesorar los proyectos e investigaciones que se generen en este espack>
de reflexion. Este aceicamiento se hara haciendo uso de la red y de los servicios que
ofi-ece, en especial el correo electronico. Se formaran grupos de inter^ en un principio
con escuelas de Bogota y luego en comunicacion con docentes de todo el pais.
Logros Esperados del programa
Con esta propuesta se pretende bgran
•

Reconceptualizar los procesos de adquisicion y desarrollo de la lectura y la escritura
tanto en el docente como en el nifk>.

•

Implementar practicas innovadoras de lectura a partir de la lectura misma y de
escritura a partir de la produccion escrita en donde se generen reflexron e
investigacion en docentes y ni£k>s.

•

Utilizar la lecto-escritura como elemento integrador de todas las areas del curriculum.

•

Formar docentes y ui£k>s lectores y escritores dentro del contexto educativo y fiiera de
el con el fin de desescolarizar la lectura y la escritura.

•

Llevar a cabo seguimiento de todas las practicas pedagogicas de los docentes
concemientes a la lectura y la escritura para evahiar su efectividad e impacto.

•

Utilizar la tecnologia como medio de comunicacion entre docentes y entre ninos y
docentes.
Estnictuni del Programa
Esta propuesta de mejoramiento docente esta organizado en mddulos que

conjugan tres ejes principales; fundamentacion teorica, investigacion e innovacion. Estos
modiilos est^ organizados en unidades tematicas que integran aq)ectos de investigacran
y de gestion de la innovacion paralelamente.
Las unidades tem^icas basicas son:
•

Aspectos psicolinguiistkos, sociales y pedagogicos de la lectura y de la escritura en el
proceso de ensefianza del lenguaje. (docentes)
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•

Aspectos psicolinguisticos, sociales y pedagogicos de la lectura y de la escritura en el
proceso de apreodizaje del lenguaje de estudiantes de basica pranaria. (estudiantes)

•

Los paradigmas en tomo a la lecto-escritura y el desarroUo de maestros y estudiantes
lectores y escritores para el siglo XXI.

•

Nuevas pr^ticas pedagogicas en cuanto a la lectura y la escritura en la escuela y
fuera de ella.

•

EI rol de la tecnologia en el desarroUo de la lectura y la escrftura en docentes y
estudiantes de la b^ica primaria.

•

Integracion de teoriias y pr^ticas a la construccion del curriculo.

•

Los procesos de adquisicion de lecto-escritura en kngua matema y lengua extranjera
como procesos simuhaneos.
MODULO INTRODUCTORIO

Justificacion
Debido a la metodologia que se va a utilizar en el desarroUo del presente
programa de fonnacion permanente de docentes (PFPD) se bace necesario familiariy.ar a
los participantes con el uso de la nueva tecnologia de informacion: internet, en especial
con el uso del correo electronko. Por la naturaleza misma del programa y su tem^ka
central la comunicacion escrita ocupara un higar preponderante.
La comunicacion personal con los tutores, los reportes y avances de investigacion
y consuhas se Uevaran a cabo por escrito. La tecnologia servira como mecanismo de
apoyo y de seguimiento a los procesos de los docentes en el trabajo dirigklo. Los
productos escritos de los docentes se consideraran adcmas como instrumento de
evaluacion y de investigacion sobre los procesos de lectura y escritura de los docentes.
De otra parte se hace necesario ofrecer a los partkipantes del programa un
entrenamiento para el trabajo individual y en gnqx>s. Aspectos rekvantes en el
desarroUo del trabajo individual y grupal son manejo del tkmpo, manejo de fuentes de
informacion (bibliotecas, bases de datos, etc.), y estrategias para el estudio auto-dirigido.
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Objetivos
•

Familiarizar a los partk;ipantes con el uso de mteniet.

•

Familiarizar a los partkipantes con estrategias para el estudio autodmgido.

Contenidos
•

IntFoduccion a internet.

•

Manejo del tiempo.

•

Uso de diferentes fiientes de informacion.

•

Conformacion de grupos de interes.
MODULO 1: MAESTROS Y ALUMNOS COMO LECTORES Y ESCRITORES

Justilicacidn
Dentro de la practica pedagogka de los educadores del tercer milenio se faace
necesaria la reflexion de los docentes hacia los conceptos de lectura y escritura tanto en
iei^iua matema como en lengua extranjera y su autoconcepto como lectores y escritores.
Adem^, es necesario que estos docentes determinen la incidencia que sus conceptos de
lenguaje, lectura y escritura tienen en sus educandos.
Objetivos
• Identificar, anali/ar y evaluar los conceptos de lectura y escritura en lengua matema y
lengua extranjera de los docentes de basica primaria a partv de una investigacran
diagnostica.
• Determinar la incidencia que esos conceptos tienen en la fbrmacion de nifios lectores y
escritores en las escuelas publicas colombianas.
Contenidos
•

La lectura y la escritura en el quehacer pedagogico del docente. El quehacer
pedagogico entendido como las actividades de planeacion, disefio, inqilementacion,
evaluacion e invest^acion.
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Como leen y escriben los docentes? Proyecto de invest^acmn que sirva de

diagnostico y de reflexion sobre su practica personal de lectura y escritura.
•

La lectuia y la escritura en el desarroilo cognitivo, social y cultural del nifk>. Que,
como y cuando leen y escriben los ninos en la escuela y fuera de ella?

Proyecto de investigacion que refleje la reflexion de los docentes sotnre la adquisicion de
lectura y escritura de los ni£k>s de la escuela b^ica primaria.
MODULO 2: TEORIAS, ENFOQUES EINVESTIGACIONES RECIENTES
SOBRE LALECTO-ESCRITURA
Justilicacion
Una vez identificados los conceptos de lectura y escritura de los docentes, y los de
los ninos, los docentes necesitan confrontarlos con las demandas del siglo XXI. Para
poder hacer esta confrontacron los docentes necesitan conocer las teoriias, enfoques,
resultados de investigacion y publicaciones recientes en el area de desarroilo de lectura y
escritura en los ninos.
Objetivos
• Estudiar, analiyar, debatir y discutir los diferentes enfoques y teoriias existentes hacia
el desarroilo de lecto-escritura en lengua matema y lengua extranjera en los nifk)s.
• Estudiar como los nifk>s desarroUan los procesos de lecto-escritura desde las
perspectivas psicolinguisticas, sociales y culturales del entomo real del nifk>, de su
familia y de la escuela.
• Disenar una propuesta de investigacwn-accidn con sus ahunnos en su salon de clase
con el fin de encontrar evidencias de desarroilo de lecto-escritura en sus alunmos y de
conocer como se desarroUan los procesos.
Contenidos
• El enfoque sock>-psicolingufstico en la adquisicion de la lectura y la escritura en el
nino.
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• La teoria de la psicogenesis en el desarrollo de la lengua escrita en el nifio.
• EI lenguaje integral en la fonnacion de maestros y nifios lectores y escritores.
• El enfoque constnictivista en el desarrollo de la lecto-escritura.
• La teoriia de procesamiento de informacion en el nino.
MODULO 3:
INTEGRACION CURRICULAR, EL PEIY LA REESTRUCTURACION
DE LA PRACnCA PEDAG<^ICA EN EL AULA DE CLASE
Justificacion
A1 apropiarse de nuevos conocimientos sobre nuevos enfoques hacia la
lectoescritura y estudiar las evidencias de resuhados de investigacion en contextos
similares, los docentes necesitan acomodar su practica pedagogica, en forma autonoma, a
IDS nuevos enfoques que consideren ^vopiados para su situacion y necesidades escolares.

Para lograr una reestructuracion en el quehacer pedagogico es vital establecer
grupos de trabajo y redes de profosionales con el fin de planear en conjunto, y decidir
sobre la manera de desaxroUar la lecto-escritura desde las diferentes areas del currkulo.
Objetivos
• Integrar la teoriia sobre adquisicion de lecto-escritura a la practica por medio de la
^licacion de tales conocimientos al proyecto educativo institucional (PEI).
• Hacer seguimiento a las innovaciones y resuftados de la integracion de la experiencia
pedagogica e investigativa al PEL
Contenidos
•

La lecto-escritura y los procesos cognitivos en las diferentes areas del currfculo.

•

El discurso escrito de la matematica, la ciencia, las artes y las humanidades.

• La comunicacran interpersonal en la comunidad escolar y su vinculacion al PEI
(proyecto periodico escolar bilingOe).
•

El in:q)acto de las innovaciones en lecto-escritura en el aula de clase.
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Metodologu
Poblacion
La poblacion que se bene&^iara de esta piopuesta de mejoramiento permanente es
un grupo de 100 docentes peitenecientes a dkz (10) escuelas distritales de b^ica
primaria en Santafe de Bogota asf:
•

Docentes que se desen^nen en la b^ica de primana y

•

Licenciados en idk>mas (en servick> o recien graduados) que estra ensenando Ingles
en la primaria o que estra inteiesados en hacerk).
El hecho de que se convoquen estos dos gnipos de docentes se debe a que

asumimos que la adquisicmn de la lecto-escritura es el mismo proceso en cualquier
lengua; a que ambos grupos trabajan el area del lenguaje y por k) tanto deben tener
conceptualizac^n similar y politicas comunes para el desarroUo de las habilidades del
lenguaje y finaknente a que la propuesta asume trabajo conjunto entre profesores de
b^ica primaria y que este trabajo en equipo permite conocer e investigar detalladamente
como se con^lementan las dos lenguas en el proceso de desarroUo de la lecto-escritura.
Duracion del programa de mejoramiento de doceotes
La presente propuesta de mejoramiento profesk>nal docente esta disenada para
una duracion de un (1) ano academico. Los cursos se Uevaran a cabo entre Marzo de
1998 y Enero de 1999 y cubren un total de 32 semanas.
El numero de horas presenciales sera de 70 y el tien^ de trabajo dirigido sera de
180 horas. Semanalmente los docentes dedicaran 8 horas al desarroUo del programa de
mejoramiento docente. Tres (3) de las cuales seran presenciales para talleres y seminarios
y las cinco (5) restante las dedicaran al trabajo dirigido que incluyen lecturas,
investigacion y tutorias (a traves de internet y/o presencial).
Los dias que se Uevaran a cabo los taUeres y seminarios presenciales durante la
semana ser^ los Jueves de 2:00 p.m. a 5:00 p.m. (para los docentes que tiabajen en la
jomada mafiana) y los Viemes de 8:00 a 11:00 a.in. (para los docentes que trabajen en la
jomada de la tarde).
Lugar
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Las sesiones presenciales que se Ueven a cabo durante el ano de la propuesta se
har^ en la sede de la Universidad Distrital Francisco Jose de CaUas ubicada en la
Carrera 4a. No.26B-54.
Forma de Acreditacion
Modulo Introductorio

1 Credito

Modulo 1

I Credito

Modulo 2

1 Credito

Modulo 3

2 Creditos
Total Creditos

1.

6 distribufdos en un total de 600 puntos

Prodaccion Escrita y PablicacioBes

Puntos 90 Pantos

Los escritos que los docentes deberan presentar durante el desarroUo del
programa (PFPD) consisten en ensayos, reportes y

artfculos dentro de los

diferentes modulos del programa.
2.

Proyectos

Pantos 300 Pantos

Ai finaliTar cada modulo los docentes desarroUaran un proyecto de investigacionaccion.
3.

Produccion de Materiales de Aab

Pantos 45 Puntos

£1 diseck) y/o adaptacion de materiales para los nifios utilizados en el aula y su
coirespondiente guiia de utilizacion para el maestro serm aceptados como material
de aula.
4.

Innovacion e Integnicion al PEI

Puntos 150 Puntos

La creatividad en la implementacion del PEI asi como la gestion de esa
innovacion serm tenidos en cuenta.
5.

Participacion y Actitud

Puntos 45 Puntos

La iniciativa y la partic^acion en todos los eventos y tareas que se hacen parte del
programa de fonnacion
tenidos en cuenta.

permanente de docentes, sugerencias de cambios, seran
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DifnsioB
Durante el a£k> del programa de fonnacion pennanente de docentes se llevar^ a
cabo los siguientes eventos de difiision:
•

Dos simposios en donde los partic^antes presentaran sus proyectos y conq>artir^
experiencias con otros docentes en el area a nivel distrital y nacionaL Por lo menos
uno de los simposios tendra partkipacron de ejqieitos intemacionales.

•

Organizacion y PublicackSn de un boletm (periodico) bimestral que presentaia
artfculos escritos por los participantes ademas de oodcias sobre el curso.

•

Se disenara y se utilizara una pagina en Internet para divulgacion de las noticias y
eventos del programa para todo el gnipo y para otros interesados.

•

Se publicar^ las memorias de los simposios.
Formas de Evaluacion del Programa
Se privilegiara la forma escrita como prueba de conqyrension de textos, de

reflexion y de construccion de conocimientos.
Los criterios de evaluacion para la produccion escrita son los siguientes:
• Inters

•

Pertinencia

•

Originalidad

•

Calidad Intrmseca
Para juzgar el impacto de la innovacu3n se realizara seguimiento a nivel de

institucion a trav» de visitas y organizacion de actividades de difiision local Para
estimular las innovaciones educativas en el area de la lecto-escritura se establecera un
premio por institucran.
Cronognima para los Modules propoestos en el Pn^rama
Modulo iDtrodnctorio

Maizo 15—Abril4,1998

Modulo 1

Abril 4 - Mayo 9,1998

Modulo 2

Mayo 9 — Agosto 1,1998
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Modulo 3

Agosto 1, Diciembre 18, 1998

Congreso

Enerc 21-23, 1999
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APPENDIX B: THE SYLLABUS

1.

The process of acquisition of
1.1 Communicative competence
1.2 What is reading? What is
1.3 What type of reading and
classroom?
1.4 What type of reading and
the classroom?
1.5 How do teachers learn to
1.6 How do children learn to

reading and writing.
writing
writing is done in the
writing is done outside
read and write?
read and write?

2.

Types of Texts
2.1 What do we understand by legibility?
2.2 The biographical text.
2.3 The poetic text.
2.4 The summary
2.5 The report
2.6 The story
2.7 A Project proposal

3.

Teaching reading and writing
3.1 How have teachers taught reading and writing?
3.2 What are the new approaches to teaching reading
and writing?
3.3 How to promote reading and writing in the
classroom?

4.

The job of the teacher
4.1 What knowledge is used in curricular planning
regarding reading and writing?
4.2 How do teachers evaluate students' literacy
learning in Spanish and in English?
4.3 What is the role of reading and writing in the
school curriculum?
4.4 How do teachers plan their work? To participate
in the institutional projects, their classroom
projects and their classes?

5.

Innovations in Teaching
5.1 Why do teachers need to change?
5.2 How to plan a change in teaching?
5.3 What type of action is necessary in introducing
classroom changes?

Doing Research in the Classroom
6.1 What type of research can teachers develop in
their schools?
6.2 What are the components of a research project
6.3 How to present a research project?
6.4 How to develop a follow up a research project
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APPENDIX C: PERSONAL INFORMATION QUESTIONNAIRE

(For participants in case studies)
CUESnONARIO DE INFORMAQON PERSONAL
Estiniado(a) colega:
Como estudiante de doctorado en el programa "Language, Reading and Culrure"
de la Universidad de Arizona estoy desarroUando la. invest^acion para la disertacion
doctoral sobre los conceptos que tienen los maestros de lectura y escritura, su ensenanza
en el salon de clase y las necesidades que tienen los docentes en el desarrollo de los
procesos de lectura y escritura.
Le gustaria participar en el estudio de investigacion titulado KNOWLEDGE OF
LITERACY LEARNING BY COLOMBIAN TEACHERS OF SPANISH AND OF
ENGLISH? Si
No
Nombre
Titulo Profesional
Grado(s) que ensena:
grado?

E>urante cuanto tiempo ha ensenado primer
Tnjstitucion(es) donde ensena

Direccion Escuela:
Telefono: Casa
Escuela
Que le motivo a tomar el curso sobre lectoescritura en let^[ua matema y lei^:ua
extranjera?
Cual es el titulo del PEI en su institucion
Cual es el nombre del proyecto que usted ha decidido realizar en su salon de clase como
parte del curso de lecto-escritura?
Quienes participaron en el proyecto?
Que impacto a nivel institucional cree usted que tuvo el proyecto?
Que relacion tiene su proyecto con los procesos de lectura y escritura en primer grado?
Estaria usted dispuesta a contribuir con esta investigack>n participando en entrevistas
grabadas y sesiones de clase videograbadas? SI
NO
Durante el desarrollo de la invest^acion es posible tener acceso a lo que escriben y leen
los ninos en grado {vimeto para hacer fotocopias de ese material? SI
NO
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Tiene usted acceso a internet para mantener comunicack>n permanente con ]a
investigadora en los Estados Unidos durante ei desarroUo de la invest^cion? Si
NO
Cuenta de coireo electronico a donde me puedo comunicar con usted permanentemente
Gracias per sn cobiboracioni
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APPENDIX D: PERSONAL AND SOCIAL LITERACY HISTORY

UNTVERSIDAD DISTRITAL FRANOCO JOSE DE CALDAS - IDEP
PROGRAMA DE FORMAaON PERMANENTE DE DOCENTES
"LA LECTO-ESCRTTURA EN LENGUA MATERNA Y EXTRANJERA PARA UN
NUEVO SIGLO"
ESCRTTO # I . Historia Personal y social de Lecto-Escritura.
INPUT: Lecturas: 1. What I believe and Know about Literacy Dcvciopment.
Goodman, Y. 1997 (chapter 1)
2.
coclna de la eacritnra. Cassany D. 1993. Anagnoia. (capftuk>
1)

OBJETIVO; Producir un texto narrativo-descr^tivo ahamente legible sobre su
aprendizaje de la lecto-escritura, senalando experiencias y eventos que influenciaron su
aprendizaje, basados en los a^)ectos que menciona Goodman en su escrito.
ESPECinCACIONES FORMALES DEL ESCRITO : Mmimo 2, maximo 4 paginas. En
conq)utador: tamano de letra 12, interlineado \yVz . Inchiye ilustracidn y/o decoraciones
alrededor.
ESPECinCACIONES DE CONTENIDO:
• Estik) personal, libre.
• Aspectos que pueden incluirse.
En el capitulo leido, Goodman senala diferentes caminos o vias que los niiios toman en su
desaiTollo de la lecto-escritura y que van conformando nuestra historia personal de lectoescritura. Sugiere que las ejqienencias y eventos personales y sociales de la lectoescritura tienen impacto en la fonnacion de nuestros conceptos acerca de nosotros
mismos como lectores y escritores.
EXPERIENCIAS FAMILIARES Y ESCOLARES
Via de la lectura; lectura de cuentos, comics, anuncios comerciales, cartas, taijetas,
mensajes...
Via de la escritura: Practicas familiares de escritura : cartas, taqetas a &miliares...
Via juegos : jugar a la escuela, otros que involucraran notas, pequefios dibujos, taijetas...
Via demostracion :Ver miemlnt>s de la familia leyendo y escribiendo...
Environmental print: marcas, nombres de establecimientos, sefiales...
Via tecnologica: interaccion con con^utadores, video-juegos, grabadoras, television...
Via tradiciones familiares : cantar juntos con cancioneros, lectura de biblia, leer secciones
del periodico...
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Via tradiciones culturales de nicbs y adolescences : albumes de depoites, juegos, musica,
diarios, poemas, acrosticos.
En la escuela: practicas comunes, actitudes de maestros, actitudes de los otios nifios
Oportiuiidades de inmersion en actividades de lecto-escritura.
Accesibilidad a los arte&ctos necesark>s para la pr^tica de la lecto-escritura,
Tiempo dedicado a actividades de lecto-escritura.
Concepto actual de cada uno de nosotros como lectores y escritores.
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APPENDIX E: GUIDELINES FOR PROPOSAL ON LITERACY PROJECT

UNIVERSIDAD DISTRITAL FRANaSCO JOSE DE CALDAS - IDEP
LA LECTOESCRITURA EN LENGUA MATERNA Y LENGUA EXTTtANJERA
PARA UN NUEVO SIGLO.
CARACTERISTICAS DE LOS PROYECTOS
• Que conecte las areas de Espanol e Ingles
• Que conecte a otra area: Sociales, Ckncias, Matematicas
• Que incluya uso de tecnologia
• Que sea coherente con el PEI
• Que tenga impacto a nivel institucicnal
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APPENDIX F: SURVEY ON TEACHERS' VIEWS OF LITERACY IN
SPANISH AND IN ENGLISH

CONCEPTOS DE LECTO-ESCRITURA DE LOS MAESTROS DE ESPANOL Y
DE INGLES Y SUS CRITERIOS PARA LA ENSENANZA
Por Amparo Clavijo Olarte

Estimado participante,
Este cuestk>iiark> fue disenado para recolectar mfonnacwn sobre un proyecto de
investigacion en lecto-escritura y educacion de maestros como parte de mi disertack)n
doctoral. Su participacion en responder las preguntas es muy importante para el
desarrollo de este proyecto. Agradezco mucho su colaboracion.
Asignatura que dicta Espanol
Grados en que dicta esa asignatura
Institucion
Direccion de la Institucion

Ingles

Otra

El proposito del presente cuestionario es conocer k>s conceptos de los maestros sobre la
lecto-escritura. en E^ianol y en Ingles y sus criterios para la ensenanza
1.

Cual es su concepto de la lecto-escritura en lengua matema?

2.

Cual es su concepto de la lecto-escritura en Ingles como lengua extranjera?

3.

Ciee usted que el desanoUo de la lecto-escritura en lengua matema contribuye al
desarrollo de la lecto-escritura en lengua extranjera? Si
No

4.

Que aspectos cree usted del desarrollo de la lecto-escritura en lengua matema
contribuyen al desarrollo de los procesos de lecto-escritura en lengua extranjera?

5.

Cree usted que debe existir integracion entre los departamentos de Ingles y de
Espanol en su institucion? Si
No
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6. Como cree usted que se puede lograr esa iiitegracion de los departamentos para la
ensenanza de la lecto-escritura?

7. Que materiales didacticos usa en la ensenanza de la lecto-escritura en Espanol?

8.

Que materiales didacticos usa en la ensenanza de la lecto-escritura en Ingles?

9. Cuales fiieron las razones para tomar este curso? (Marque como una X la re^uesta
que corresponda)
- Ampliar sus conocimientos sobre la lectoescritura en Espanol?
- Ampliar sus conocimientos sobre la lectoescritura en lilies?
- Ampliar sus conocimientos sobre la lectoescritura en los dos idiomas (Espanol e
Ingles)
10.

Como este curso ha respondido a las necesidades iniciales?
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APPENDIX G; SURVEY ABOUT THE SOCIAL NATURE OF EXPERIENCES

[LA SOCIALIZACION DE EXPERIENCIAS DENTRO DEL PROGRAMA DE
FORMACION PERMANENTE DE DOCENTES "LA LECTOESCRITURA EN
LENGUA MATERNA Y LENGUA EXTRANJERA PARA UN NUEVO SIGLO"
UNIVERSIDAD DISTRITAL-IDEP]

Estimados profesores participantes:
Dentro del programa de formacion de docentes en
iectoescritura la socializacion de experiencias ha sido un
aspecto relevante que requiere un estudio especial dentro
de mi investigacion de doctorado. Sus opiniones sobre el
papel de la socializacion en esta experiencia de formacion
de docentes son muy importantes para mi. Agradezco su
colaboracion en contestar las siguientes preguntas.
1. Fue la socializacion de experiencias un aspecto
importante en el curso de Iectoescritura? Si

No

2. En que forma fue la socializacion de las historias de
Iectoescritura en el curso una experiencia importante
para su conocimiento sobre el aprendizaje de la
Iectoescritura?

3. En que forma fue la interaccion y la socializacion de
tareas de lectura y escritura una experiencia
importante?

4. En c[ue forma fue el congreso una experiencia importante
en el curso?

Nombre:

Fecha:
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APPENDIX H: LIST OF TEACHERS' CLASSROOM LITEEUICY PROJECTS

Name of
Teacher
Jeaneth
Casallas
Alba Ruth
Montano
Martha Liliana
Cortes,
Yolanda Silva
y Carlos A.
Bejarano
Hortencia
Guevara
Nubia Mendez
M.
Mary Nelly
Buitrago
Beatriz
Carreno
Sandra Varela
Emerita Angulo
Dary Barreto
Nubia
Maldonado
Soraya Avila y
Fabio Vinasco
Ana Mercedes
Becerra
Nelson Beltran
Gilma Galvis
Niibia Camargo
Martha Judith
Camelo
Isabel
Canizales

Title of Project
Construyamos Ingles como Segunda
Lengua partiendo del desarrollo de
la lecto-escritura de la Lengua
matema
El use de textos literarios en el
desarrollo del proceso de lectoescritura y en la ensenauaza del
ESL.
Haciendo Turiszno Bilingue Por Mi
Ciudad Capital

Grades
1-5

4'^"" grade

Transicion,
third.

Hacia el Disfrute de la Lectoescritura basandonos en el proceso
educativo
La produccion de textos a partir de
la lectura y empleo de textos
autenticos: cuentos, canciones.
Desarrollo de las cuatro
habilidades comunicativas

Transicion

La dinamizacion de la ensenanza del
Ingles-Espanol a traves de la
apropiacion efectiva de recursos
tecnologicos y didacticos para
desarrollar competencias
comunxcativa.
Reporteritos, a school newspaper by
third graders.
La lecto-escritura como relacion
comunicativa entre los seres
htmianos

6-^ to 11
grades.

Una estrategia significativa como
altemativa en la ensenanza de la
segxinda lengua
Los Juegos Didacticos ayuda al
aprendizaje de EFL
Navegando hacia la cultura de la
lecto-escritura

7th
grade

3""^ grade

3, 4 5""
grades.
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Maribel
Chiquiza
Amalia
HemsLndez
Ma.Belen Rocha
Maritza
Cardenas
Elizabeth
Castaneda
Claudia
Guaneme
Oscar Ospina
Rosalba
Palacios
Blanca Soledad
Romero
Lynn John
Ramirez

Magnolia
Ramirez
Flor Angela
Ramirez
Cecilia
Salazar
Herbert Vargas
Carmen Cecilia
Marino
Alba Luz
Gallardo
Ana Delfina
BeItran
Gloria Alvarez
Stella Melo

Aprestamiento en lecto-escritura
del idioma extranjerao en edad
preescolar
De titulos y textos de pagina de un
periodic© vamos construyendo
La lectura y escritixra un disfrute
para comxanicamos
La lecto-escritura una necesidad
institucional
Motivacion y virtudes para amar la
lecto-escritura y mejorar la
comunicacion
La construccion de textos
significativos
La educacion fisica: una respuesta
a la necesidad de fortalecer el
proceso de ensencuiza aprendizaje de
la lecto-escritura en el CED
FLSimonelli
Comprension de lectura fomentando
la creatividad escrita en elaula de
clase LITERATDYA
Redactemos Mejor
Motivacion hacia la lectura y
desarrollo de las habilidades de la
comunicacion escrita.
Qna buena actitud en primaria, un
mejor desen^eno en bachillerato
Dificultades que se presentan en
estudiantes del grado 11 respecto a
la comprension de lectura.
Comprension de lectura y analisis
de texto a traves del proyecto de
comiini-cabilidad que se desarrolla
en la institucion
La biblioteca como espacio de
formacion y placer de aprender
Desarrollo de la narrativa a traves
de las habilidades comunlcativas

Prescolar

lO^"grade
Transicion
grades

11'^'^ grade
9^"' grade

-ch
grades
11th
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APPENDIX I: APRIL'S DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT
WHERE WHE WORKS

April's description of her working reality:
Los montanas a lo lejos se perciben como en las postales de un
pueblito viejo del sur de Italia, pero el panorama es de la capital mas
violenta del mundo, hacia el sur oriente una colonia llamada Ciudad
Bolivar, las casas casi diminutas enraizadas en unas colinas
desprovistas de verde, un camino perfecto dibujado entre las dos
colinas pareciera ser la manera de llegar alia desde aqui, desde este
otro lado del sur. Voy con mi mirar, perdida en multitudes que se
desplazan por las calles, jovenes como los de este lado, rotulados por
la palabra *neros', otrapados en una sociedad que los ha deshauciado
desde antes que nacieran, los nombres de los barrios de la Ciudad
Bolivar son alentadores para sus habitantes que de cualquier manera
viven felices en el mundo, en la tierra que los ha acogido. El Lucero,
La Estrella, San Froncisco, El portal, y tantos nombres que hacen
poesia, si poesia que se hace ancha y ajena a los del centro de la
ciudad, a los del palacio Narino, traigo a mis timpanos las melodias
que escucha de un grupo de jovenes que impusieron su ritmo rap y
orgullosos de ser roperos se esconden en canticos que sedujeron a los
del norte e inclusive a un olcalde filosofo, matematico, pero los de
este lado tambien desplazados, con melodias diferentes, los de La
Fiscalo, El Porvenir y El tkinubio, tambien nombres de esperanza, de
refugios en donde sonar, viviendo en cuartos de casas, tres o cuotro
fomilias compartiendo el mismo polvo, lo escasa agua, el abundante
barro y la fetidez de unas olcantarillas existentes, la musica tecno
porqueadas en las esquinas de cada cuadro a todo volumen. El bus en
donde voy me llevo por un camino que habitualmente no tomo, recorro
las calles sin pavimentar por donde transiton mis olumnos todas las
mananas y todas las tordes, veo como nunca he visto, casi tres
tiendos en una misma cuodra, los vendedores de plotanos, oguacates y
mercado de colores rojos, amarillos y violetas haciendo kt
competencia a k>s de adentro, hay un espacio para todo y para todos,
casi desde lo cimo de una colle empinoda sintiendo como el bobnceo
del bus me mareo miro caminar a esos chiquillos a los que le he
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contado historias en Ingles, a Ios que he visto emocionados y atentos,
a Ios que he escuchado pronunciar paiabras extranjeras que sus
padres nunca pronunciaron, b pelota que patean mientras ilegon a sus
casas de tejas de metol enmohecido, no son mos que Ios piedros
redondeadas que se han caido de las rocos, de las canteras. Pronto
ilegaron y recibiron de aiimento lo que su madre haya podido
conseguir de ki venta de f lores, o de dulces o de tamales, o de
envueltos, o de ropa usada, cloro si tienen suerte o esperaron hosta la
noche a la oguadepanela con pan franees que trae su padrastro como
prueba de afecto. El cielo vestido de un azul profundo no ha querido
saber de nubes, las maletas de ios ninos se convierten en cachuchas,
me gusto invadirme de la alegria que encuentro en lo gente de ese
barrio, sus rostros me muestron que las closes de ki monona
verdaderomente fueron importontes. Unos rocos desmoronodos, un
reguero de areno, unos lodrillos aun humeantes, una tienda con un
homo gigonte, odornon las oceros, y ese chiquillo de cosi tres onitos
desnudo disfrutondo a plenitud el sol, sin verguenzo miro el bus en
donde voy, oicanzo a ver mi sonriso y me responde de iguol manera,
me sorprendo, ya cosi ilegomos a la avenida principol, a b
pavimentodo, he visto como b vida f lorece sin permisos, sin disculpas
un dia cuolquiera de Mayo...
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APPENDIX J: SCHEDULE OF VISITS AND OBSERVATIONS IN
TEACHERS CLASSROOMS

Teacher's
Names

Kinder
garten
/trans
ition

First
Grade

Jeaneth

March
3,1999
English

April

Video
tape
April
1999
English

Martha
Liliana

June
I",
1998

Second
Grade

Third
Grade
June

Fourth
Grade

March
3,1999
1998
English
Spanish March
8"*, 1999
Spanish
March
24'^,
1999
English
3rd
grade
March
9=-%
1999

5th
Gra
de
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APPENDIX K:
PHOTOS OF COLOMBIAN PUBLIC SCHOOLS

CED Fabio Lozano Simonelli in Bogota, Colombia

CED La Primavera in Bogota, Colombia
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